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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation research investigated stakeholders' perceptions of the 
alignment, and the importance of the alignment, of policies with elements of 
education policy that are consistent with an enabling learning environment that 
supports student achievement. A self-report questionnaire was constructed and 
piloted to measure local school district stakeholders' (administrators', teachers', 
school board members', parents', and community members') perceptions and to 
collect preliminary data describing these perceptions using a statewide purposive 
sample of stakeholders. A subsequent survey using the self-report questionnaire, if 
demonstrated to be reliable and valid, to be conducted with a larger, statewide 
representative sample of stakeholders, is intended to inform policymakers and 
stakeholders. Using data from the pilot study, the self-report questionnaire 
demonstrated high internal consistency for the total scale and for all subscales 
except Influence, so separate items were used to measure perceived influence on 
policies. Although the magnitude of Cronbach's alpha coefficient of reliability for the 
total score was higher than the alpha values for most of the subscales, there were 
no significant differences in total scores among stakeholders grouped by role, 
district, or demographics, unlike a number of significant differences in subscale 
scores. These results indicate that while the total instrument measures an underlying 
construct—enabling learning environment—4he subscales measure important 
discriminating subconcepts, describing specific elements of the more general 
construct. Test-retest values for the total score and the subscales were of 
magnitudes adequate for stability of the instrument for subsequent use. Content 
ix 
analysis of two open-ended items on thé questionnaire suggested several revisions 
of the instrument to be considered and tested for subsequent use. 
The pilot survey findings suggest several implications for education practice, 
research, and policy development that should be considered for future programming, 
systematic studies, and policymaking. Attention to these implications and 
recommendations will contribute to movement of the discipline forward in providing 
enabling learning environments for optimal student achievement in all Iowa school 
districts. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the last two decades, the question of how to improve the 
achievement of students in our nation's schools has gained increasing attention 
(Greenwald, Hedges, & Laine, 1996). Beginning in 1983, with the National 
Commission on Excellence in Education's release of A A/af/on ef R/sk, and 
continuing with the /Vo C/?//d Le/? Ge/md 2002 federal legislation, PK-12 educational 
institutions have been bombarded with increasing demands for accountability 
(Berliner & Biddle, 1995; Danielson, 2002). The vision for reform is supported by a 
foundation of new assumptions about education outcomes, human and 
organizational behavior, and institutional performance and change (Lane & Epps, 
1992). Schools must ensure that all students acquire a solid basic education, 
acquire the knowledge and skills to be eligible for higher education, and are aware of 
their career options and how to gain access to them (Danielson, 2002; Edmonds, 
1979). 
Although monetary support of schools over this period has increased, it is not 
apparent that student achievement has improved significantly. The lack of 
improvement in achievement prompted the research community and the federal 
government to question whether monetary support is warranted and whether 
monetary commitments are likely to result in schools meeting society's expectations 
for increased student achievement. Danielson (2002) asserts that most of the factors 
contributing to student learning are a matter of attitude, rather than money. 
Danielson (2002) argues that priority must be given to the most effective ways of 
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allocating resources that will develop high-quality teaching and learning, and a 
culture of success in every aspect of a school's operations. 
Research addressing the effectiveness of money spent on student outcomes 
is mixed and inconclusive. One review spanning two decades of research concluded 
that variations in school expenditures are not related systematically to variations in 
student performance (Hanushek, 1998). Conversely, a meta-analysis using 60 
education production function studies spanning the 1970s through the 1990s 
indicated that school resources are related systematically to student achievement 
and that these relationships are large enough to be important educationally 
(Greenwald et al., 1996) The more recent Greenwald et al. study indicates that per 
pupil expenditures; teacher/pupil ratio; class size; and teachers' experience, 
education, and ability, each can have a significant impact on student achievement. 
Increasingly, however, it is recognized that it is not just money that makes the 
difference. Rather, what matters is where and how the money is spent, including 
how it is used to provide incentives for students and teachers (Greenwald et al., 
1996). 
During the 1990s, federal and state education policy reflected these latter 
findings. Several recent recommendations by education reformers also are 
consistent with the findings, including the creation of state or national curricula, 
establishing state or national achievement tests, and linking state or national tests 
with curricula to achieve improved teaching and learning. State and national 
agencies increasingly are mounting efforts to marshal a more consistent and 
powerful direction for education (Cohen & Spillane, 1993). After 20 years of effort to 
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improve student learning, however, there is little sustained improvement. The 
policies that arë being proposed now reflect the public's frustration over the lack of 
positive outcomes of the investment in education (Danielson, 2002). 
In 1989 a blue ribbon study conducted in the Boston, Massachussetts public 
schools concluded that the schools were not fulfilling their mission. As to the nature 
of what caused this problem, the issues receiving the most attention included weak 
governance, inadequate school programs, and limited finances (Koven, Shelley, & 
Swanson, 1998). The majority of policy debate has centered on the question, "Does 
money matter?" rather than, "How does money matter?" Educators must address 
this question and its implications for education policy if they are to meet the 
educational needs of students. Researchers must address how money matters and 
what can and should be the role of local school policy in the effort to improve student 
achievement. As recently as the mid-1990s, most education researchers either 
ignored school districts as insignificant organizations or made them out to be the 
villains in impeding change (Elmore, 1993; Spillane, 1996). Generally, districts have 
been described as centralized, hierarchical, and disconnected from teaching and 
learning, with prescribed divisions of labor and set rules and procedures (Hightower, 
2002). School improvement with the goal of high student achievement depends 
upon thinking differently about teaching, learning, public engagement, self-
development, and teamwork, and the meaning of achievement for every child must 
be considered by the entire community of stakeholders (Goodman & Zimmerman, 
2003). 
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Statement of Problem 
Elmore (1995) considers "the gap between best practice and ordinary 
practice, and the lack of closure between policy and practice," to be "a recurring 
problem that reveals a deep incapacity of schools to engage in cumulative learning 
over time directed at tangible results for students" (p. 357). A clear understanding of 
the ways that policy affects performance can enhance the potential for policymakers 
to improve student achievement. The research focusing on the influence of 
education policy is incomplete. Educators know little about the actual effects of local 
education policy on student achievement and little about how policy drives behavior 
in the school district. Often policy is criticized for being irrelevant to the field of 
education generally, and irrelevant more specifically to the classrooms, the 
programs, or the institutions' practices. Policies can be inappropriate, restrictive, and 
even contradictory, rather than facultative. Having no policy may be better than 
having a bad policy (Evans, 1996; Mitchell, Blaeser, Chilangwa, & Maimbolwa-
Sinyangwe, 1999) 
To develop more relevant policies, information needs to be gathered from 
superintendents, teachers, board members, parents, and community members 
regarding how they perceive beliefs and school district conditions, practices, and 
culture that are consistent with an enabling learning environment in schools, the 
importance and alignment of these elements with policies, and how policies affect 
student achievement. The views of these stakeholders are needed because in 
democratic societies factors such as public opinion, political philosophy, and 
interest-group behavior all shape policies, and it is these stakeholders who are key 
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to the development and implementation of local school policy that will support an 
enabling learning environment for student achievement (Koven et al., 1998). 
A survey was developed for the purpose of gaining the views of stakeholders 
to inform policymakers. The survey approach was the most cost-effective method of 
collecting representative data from several stakeholder groups. To construct a 
survey with items that gathered the most salient and useful information, however, in-
depth interviews with key stakeholders were warranted (Fontana & Frey, 1994). The 
interviews served to elicit information from the stakeholders and state-level 
educators as to what they felt needed to be asked about stakeholder views of the 
alignment and importance of aspects of school environments and local school policy 
and to whom the survey should be administered statewide. The data collected from 
the statewide administration of the survey are meant to provide a pilot test of the 
self-report questionnaire and to provide important preliminary information to inform 
the development of local school policy. 
Study Purpose and Objectives 
The purpose of this dissertation research was to investigate stakeholders' 
perceptions of the alignment and importance of alignment of policies with the 
elements that are consistent with an enabling learning environment that supports 
student achievement. A self-report questionnaire was constructed and piloted. To 
construct the self-report questionnaire, in-depth interviews were conducted with key 
state and local policymakers (representatives from the School Administrators of Iowa 
and the Iowa Association of School Boards, superintendents, and board of education 
members) and citizen stakeholders (teachers, parents, and community members). 
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Interviewees were queried about what policy-related issues are important for student 
achievement in PK-12 school districts that should be included in the survey and to 
whom the survey should be administered. 
Using data collected in the interviews the specific aims of the study were to: 
1. Describe themes in the interview data regarding the perceived 
characteristics of local schools (e.g., mission/philosophy, policies, culture, 
climate, relationships with students, families, and communities) that affect 
students' achievement; 
2. Describe the recommended local stakeholder groups to be included in the 
representative survey sample; and 
3. Construct a self-report questionnaire based on interview responses. 
The description of the results of the qualitative analysis of the interviews and 
use of the data to construct the questionnaire are reported in Chapter 3. 
The study aims of the pilot survey were to: 
1. Pilot test the self-report questionnaire with a purposive, convenience 
sample of 200 stakeholders (40 superintendents, 40 school board 
members, 40 teachers, 40 parents, and 40 community members) to 
assess clarity, estimate reliability, and describe recommended revisions; 
2 Describe the extent that stakeholders perceive that they are familiar with 
school policies, the culture of the school district, the school's beliefs and 
values, and mission for: 
(a) the total sample 
(b) each type of stakeholder 
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(c) stakeholders in low-vs. high-enrollment districts 
(d) stakeholders in low- vs. high-student-achievement districts, 
and 
(e) stakeholders in low- vs. high-at-risk factors districts; 
3. Describe stakeholders' perceptions of the culture and climate of the 
school for 
(a) all stakeholders 
(b) each type of stakeholder 
(c) stakeholders in low- and high-enrollment districts 
(d) stakeholders in low- vs. high-student-achievement districts, 
and 
(e) stakeholders in low-at-risk factors vs. high-at-risk factors 
districts; 
4. Describe stakeholders' perceptions of the alignment, or lack of alignment, 
of beliefs/values, conditions of local schools, mission, and culture with 
school policies, and their perceived importance of alignment for student 
achievement for: 
(a) all stakeholders 
(b) each type of stakeholder 
(c) stakeholders in low- and high-enrollment districts 
(d) stakeholders in low- vs. high-student-achievement districts, 
and 
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(e) stakeholders in low-at-risk factors vs. high-at-risk factors 
districts; 
5. Describe stakeholders' perceptions of their involvement in the 
development of school district policies, mission, and partnerships for 
(a) all stakeholders 
(b) each type of stakeholder 
(c) stakeholders in low- and high-enrollment districts 
(d) stakeholders in low- vs. high-student-achievement districts, 
and 
(e) stakeholders in low-at-risk factors vs. high-at-risk factors 
districts; 
6. Describe stakeholders' perceptions of the influence of school district 
culture, partnerships, and mission on student achievement for: 
(a) all stakeholders 
(b) each type of stakeholder 
(c) stakeholders in low- vs. high-enrollment districts 
(d) stakeholders in low- vs. high-student-achievement districts, 
and 
(e) stakeholders in low-at-risk factors vs. high-at-risk factors 
districts. 
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Significance of Study 
A substantial amount of research is reported on the effect of state and federal 
policies on student achievement, but there is a substantial gap in the research on 
the effects of local school policies on student achievement. In Iowa, this research is 
even more important because of the state's historical commitment to local control of 
education, from prekindergarten to twelfth grade (PK-12). 
Historically, lowans have fought consistently to maintain local control of their 
PK-12 public school institutions. Education institutions are scrutinized nationally for 
their lack of accountability regarding student achievement. Many states have 
adopted a mandated state test for PK-12 graduation, while Iowa resisted this policy. 
Because local control is important to lowans, and therefore local education officials 
retain considerable influence over the formulation and implementation of education 
policy, there is a compelling need to understand local PK-12 school stakeholders' 
perceptions of existing efforts to enhance student outcomes. Given current 
pressures both nationally and within the state, Iowa's education policymakers need 
to identify policies that can be demonstrated to have the most beneficial influence on 
student achievement. PK-12 education is costly and resources are scarce, so 
available resources need to be used efficiently to achieve the best possible student 
achievement outcomes. This dissertation research was conducted to contribute to 
the state's ultimate aim to ascertain the relative effectiveness of local school policies 
in promoting enabling learning environments in schools and student achievement. 
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Limitations of the Study 
The respondents who were interviewed to construct the survey instrument 
were not selected at random; therefore, the resulting qualitative data may not be 
representative of the attitudes of all local education stakeholders in Iowa. The self-
report questionnaire was piloted with a purposive, convenience sample selected 
from 14 of the 15 existing Iowa Area Education Agencies chosen for their 
representation of PK-12 school enrollment and diversity of demographic 
characteristics and school types. The ability to select a representative sample of 
state of Iowa stakeholders was constrained because the researcher did not have a 
complete and accurate list of the settings and subjects of Iowa PK-12 school 
stakeholders for random selection of stakeholders. Therefore, the questionnaire was 
not tested with a randomly selected sample from which results could be generalized 
to all Iowa stakeholders and schools. Further, because reliability and validity of the 
self-report questionnaire were not demonstrated prior to the survey and the size of 
the sample of stakeholders was limited and potentially not representative, no firm 
conclusion could be made based on the pilot study results alone. 
The use of a self-report instrument was another limitation of the study. The 
disadvantages of self-report questionnaires are grouped under three headings: 
sample-related, questionnaire construction, and administration. The number of 
persons who returned completed questionnaires was less than the number to whom 
questionnaires were mailed, and this nonresponse may erode further the extent to 
which results are generalizable. The literacy and language level of the targeted 
population also can be a potential barrier to collecting adequate and accurate data. 
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Some language familiar to educators may not have been familiar to some 
respondents. Second, the self-report questionnaire should be used only when the 
objective is clear and not complex. The format needed to be clear, with noncomplex 
data-collection objectives. Thus, it was shorter than questionnaires administered in 
other ways, most of the questions were close-ended, and all of the directions that 
the respondent needed to answer the questions were provided on the questionnaire 
itself. The researcher using a self-report questionnaire cannot control the order in 
which the questions are answered. Respondents could have completed sections of 
the questionnaire in any order they chose, could have referred to other sections in 
providing answers, and could have completed the questionnaire over a series of 
days or even weeks. Self-report questionnaires should not be used when one set of 
questions is likely to bias or contaminate answers to another section of the 
questionnaire. However, this was not expected to be a limitation of this study. 
A third limitation of using a self-report questionnaire is that once the 
questionnaire left the surveyor's office, the researcher had no control over who filled 
it out and whether that person consulted with others when completing it. Generally, it 
took a minimum of two weeks after each mailing for completed questionnaires to be 
returned to the researcher. To maximize response rates follow-up mailings were 
used, as well as an incentive of a small amount of money ($1 bill) when the 
completed questionnaire was returned to the researcher. Consulting with others to 
fill out the questionnaire was not considered to be a serious problem for this study, 
although social desirability was anticipated potentially to influence participants' 
response. Many participants may have been aware of the responses that would be 
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most consistent with current thinking among education professionals about what is 
important for student achievement. 
The great advantage of a self-report questionnaire is the relatively low cost 
per unit of data that can be obtained. A questionnaire completed by mail costs 
significantly less than one administered by telephone or administered by personal 
interview. The lower unit cost of a mailed questionnaire, combined with its ability to 
cover a wider geographic area with little additional cost for respondents at a 
distance, allowed the researcher to study a larger sample of persons or groups than 
with other research strategies. Self-report questionnaires are relatively easy to 
administer. All members of the sample received the questionnaire at essentially the 
same time, and many researchers believe that people are more likely to give 
complete and truthful information on sensitive topics if a self-report questionnaire is 
used rather than an interview (Bourque & Fielder, 1995). 
Conceptual and Operational Definitions 
Iowa Education Policy: a statement of purpose and one or more broad 
guidelines as to how that purpose is to be achieved that, taken together, provide a 
framework for the operation of a school or program (Caldwell & Spinks, 1988). 
Iowa's Local Education Agencies (LEAs): PK-12 public schools often are 
referred to as local education agencies, which are responsible for providing an 
education program to all PK-12 students who reside within predetermined 
boundaries. These boundaries may or may not be within a county, city, or town. 
Large LEAs: School districts with 900 or greater student enrollment. 
Small LEAs: School districts with 899 or lesser student enrollment. 
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Iowa PK-12 Education: the learning process and methods of developing 
knowledge or skill provided at the PK-12 level. 
Stakeholder: one who has a share or an interest in the outcomes of the PK-
12 school district, operationally defined as superintendents, teachers, and school 
board members of LEAs, parents of children attending the schools, and community 
members residing in the LEA school district. 
Superintendent: an administrator responsible for overseeing thé 
administration of an elementary and secondary education program to students who 
are attending a PK-12 school district, operationally defined as the chief administrator 
in the specific PK-12 school district sampled. 
School Board Member: an elected person holding a seat on a local board 
that oversees a PK-12 school district, operationally defined as a member of the 
school board of a specific PK-12 school district sampled. 
Teacher: a professional school staff member responsible for providing 
instruction as part of the education program to students, operationally defined as a 
professional school staff member, certified for instructing in a PK-12 district, 
employed to provide instruction during a particular time period or in a particular 
discipline in a specific PK-12 school district sampled. 
Parent: an individual having parental or legal guardianship responsibility for a 
child, operationally defined as a person having parental responsibility for a child who 
is attending or has attended a specific PK-12 school district sampled. 
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Community Member: one of a group of people living within the 
predetermined boundaries of a PK-12 school district, operationally defined as a 
member of a community of a specific PK-12 school district sampled. 
Perceptions of Enabling Learning Environment: views of the beliefs, 
values, conditions, mission, and culture that are conducive to students gaining 
knowledge and skills, operationally defined as responses to items of the self-report 
questionnaire, "Survey of Perceptions of Local School Policy Effects on Student 
Achievement" (Appendix G). 
Perceptions of Beliefs: views of ideas or convictions of stakeholders about 
what constitutes an enabling learning environment, operationally defined as items 2-
12. 
Perceptions of Conditions: views of leadership, staff development, human 
relations programs, and other practices in a school organization that support an 
enabling learning environment, operationally defined as items 14-20. 
Perceptions about Mission: views about the purpose and beliefs/values that 
determine the services the school district desires to provide to attending students of 
a PK-12 school district, operationally defined by items 22-27. 
Perceptions about Culture and Climate: views about the totality of a PK-12 
school district's socially transmitted behavior patterns, beliefs, and prevailing 
conditions, or the set of attitudes regarding human work and thought that bring into 
being student achievement, operationally defined by items 29-34. 
Perceptions about Partnerships: views about relationships between the 
school, family, and community that are marked by mutual cooperation and 
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responsibility, whereby all members have equal status and are united with one 
another or others in an activity or sphere of common interest, operationalized by 
items 35-41. 
Familiarity with Policies: the extent that stakeholders feel that they know 
the guidelines, which provide a framework for the operation of a school or program, 
defined operationally as the responses of stakeholders to items 1, 21, 22, and 29. 
Perceptions of Culture and Climate Valuation: the views regarding the 
totality of a PK-12 school district's socially transmitted behavior patterns, beliefs, and 
prevailing conditions, or the set of attitudes regarding human work and thought that 
bring into being student achievement as constructive or not constructive, 
operationally defined as the responses of stakeholders to item 30. 
Alignment of Beliefs, Conditions, Culture, and Mission with Policy: the 
extent to which stakeholders view that beliefs, school conditions, culture, mission, 
and partnerships of an enabling learning environment are consistent with school 
district policies, operationally defined as the responses of stakeholders to items 2a-
13a, 14a-20a, 23-25, 31 -33, and 39. 
Importance of Alignment: the extent to which stakeholders feel the 
guidelines regarding beliefs, school conditions, culture, mission, and partnerships of 
an enabling learning environment should be consistent with one another to provide a 
framework for the operation of a school or program, operationally defined as the 
responses of stakeholders to items 2b-13b and 14b-20b. 
Influence of Policy on Achievement: the extent to which stakeholders 
believe that the guidelines providing a framework for the operation of a school or 
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program affect student achievement, operationally defined as the responses of 
stakeholders to items 27, 30, 34, 38, and 39. 
Involvement in Policies: the extent to which stakeholders feel they are 
included in the development and/or implementation of the guidelines which, taken 
together, provide a framework for the operation of a school or program, operationally 
defined as the responses of stakeholders to items 26, 35-37, 40, and 41. 
Summary 
Chapter 1 discussed the necessity of developing a survey to gain the views of 
stakeholders to inform education policymakers. A clear understanding of the ways 
that policy affects performance can enhance the potential for policymakers to 
improve student achievement. The research focusing on the influence of education 
policy is incomplete. Educators know little about the actual effects of local education 
policy on student achievement, and little about how policy drives behavior in the 
school district. The chapter also described the purpose of the proposed dissertation 
research: to investigate stakeholders' perceptions of the alignment and importance 
of alignment of policies with the elements that are consistent with an enabling 
learning environment that supports student achievement. In addition, potential 
limitations of the study were outlined. The chapter concluded with the aims of the 
study and the conceptual and operational definitions. 
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Chapter 2 
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
This chapter provides the background and theoretical framework for the 
study. The literature review was organized by the themes identified in the interviews. 
Interviewees were queried about what policy-related issues are important for student 
achievement in PK-12 school districts that should be included in the survey and to 
whom the survey should be administered. First, literature addressing the context for 
education policy is presented. Next, literature that describes mission, beliefs, and 
values considered important to be considered for system change is reviewed, 
followed by literature noting the importance of policies that account for culture and 
climate in school systems. Finally, reports explaining PK-12 policy development and 
implementation and the role of family and community partnerships in school systems 
are summarized. 
A Context for Education Policy 
Policy is a statement of purpose and one or more broad guidelines as to how 
that purpose is to be achieved, which, taken together, provide a framework for the 
operation of a school or program (Caldwell & Spinks, 1988). Education policymaking 
in the United States seems to be made up mostly of a series of actions responding 
or reacting to a state of crisis. Since the early 1970s, thousands of documents about 
crises in education have been disseminated that describe crises in every aspect of 
the educational system: enrollment, personnel, curriculum, funding, organization, 
and functioning (Cizek, 1999). These areas of crises had serious implications for an 
educational institution's ability to develop policy that effectively supported education 
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reform. Cizek suggested, The literature within the field reveals that crises are rarely 
foreseen, never reported as being prevented, and, despite an apparent multitude of 
opportunities, almost never solved" (p. 741 ). In reaction to these claims of crises, 
education policy during the last two decades has focused on monetary allocations to 
drive incentive structures for school reform at the federal and state levels. 
Recent reform proposals offered plans and proposals to move toward greater 
national, state, or local control of education. Most of these proposals represented an 
effort to use policy to guide instructional practices more powerfully. Several 
questioned the success of education policy in increasing central control of 
instruction, and argued that this development had greatly complicated governance 
and administration (Cizek, 1999; Cohen & Spillane, 1993; Slavin & Madden, 1991). 
Accountability guidelines helped to focus educators on the outcomes of Chapter 1 
programs, federally funded programs for PK-12 at-risk students, which provided 
additional help with the basic skills, but they also may have rewarded 
counterproductive practices and discouraged early interventions like preschool, 
kindergarten, and first-grade programs. A new approach to policy development 
would not involve reacting to suggested crises. Rather, effective policy development 
would target identifying and refining the roles that schools can perform well and for 
which they can be accountable (Cizek). 
Some individuals advocated more accountable education governance and 
planning at the level of local districts and schools (Clune, 1993; Koven et al., 1998). 
Lack of a national system of education, the involvement of multiple layers and 
agencies in policymaking, and unmanageable top-down regulation resulted in 
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fragmentation and dilution of the power of the delivery system. Clune argued that the 
challenge was to design policies that combined the high standards of systemic policy 
with a broad diversity of curricular options and a powerful delivery system. Financial 
incentives for accomplishing particular educational outcomes were promoted widely 
by the National Governor's Association in its "1991 report" and by other educational 
policymakers as a method to increase teacher and administrator productivity 
(National Governors' Association, 1996). 
Also open for debate is how best to focus school improvement goals to 
enhance student achievement. One line of thought is that if what students think and 
do is central to student achievement, their actions and beliefs also will be central to 
the way schools operate. Historically, focusing on students' actions and beliefs was 
the way schools operated. Public schools in general did little to promote a passion 
for attending school and learning. Most failed to motivate teachers to have a zeal for 
teaching (Toch, 1991). Educators had a tendency to flirt with new initiatives without 
changing how they managed the core functions of teaching and learning (Danielson, 
2002). These new initiatives without new teaching and learning approaches were the 
primary reasons for poor performance in the nation's public secondary schools and 
were major constraints on achieving the goal of broadening public education's 
academic effectiveness. The many reforms coiild not succeed if teachers and 
students were not motivated to learn. 
Most of the policy attention about schools has focused on such matters as 
curriculum, teachers, school organization, or governance. Policies in these areas 
were presumed to yield changes in what students thought and did. In a review of the 
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literature, Nolen and Nicholls (1994) concluded that the most effective strategies had 
to do with treating students as capable persons, capitalizing on their knowledge and 
interests, and involving students in determining goals and methods of learning. 
Leaders in educational research emphasized that school reform should focus on 
several broad areas. Thus, school districts worked tirelessly to implement a school 
improvement plan that encompassed many areas, including leadership, teacher 
knowledge and skills, motivation, evaluation, curriculum development, assessment, 
and community involvement, to name a few. Because districts focused on many 
areas of school improvement in their plan, it was difficult to develop policy that had a 
clear effect on student achievement. Kelley (2000) proposed: 
... Aligning policy is an art that combines policy, leadership, 
and management at the state, district, and school levels to 
create the knowledge, skills, motivation, and context that will 
result in meaningful interaction between teachers, students, 
and instructional materials in the teaching moment, (p. 70) 
Policymakers focused policy in a variety of ways to enhance student 
learning. The foci included teachers and schools, students, and strategic 
choices regarding governance and educational approaches. Evidence of the 
effects of these policies on student achievement suggested that they had a 
small, but significant, impact on student learning. Promising teacher policies 
related to standards and assessment policies (Anchbald, 1989), incentives 
and accountability policies (Kelley, 2000), and teacher pre-service training 
and licensure policies (Darling-Hammond, 1998). There was mounting 
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evidence to suggest that teacher knowledge and skills may be the single most 
important determinant of differences in student achievement. It was clear that 
effective teachers had a profound influence on student achievement and 
ineffective teachers did not (Marzano, 2003). Yet, teacher knowledge and skill 
policies were weak and poorly enforced (Darling-Hammond, 1998). Promising 
student-focused policies included high-stakes examinations (Bishop, 1998), 
graduation standards (Clune & White, 1992; Smlthson & Porter, 1994), 
stronger school-to-work connections (Shapiro & Goertz, 1998), and more 
stringent education testing and admissions policies (Shapiro & Goertz). 
Strategic choices included magnet schools, charter schools, and support for 
the adoption of education reform models, such as the New American Schools 
Design (Odden, 1997). District-level management played a significant role in 
molding students' learning environments, and thus promoted student 
achievement. Ideally, the district management plan, based on beliefs, values, 
and educational theory, served to organize, lead, and control the behavior of 
individuals, groups, and organizations to develop an enabling learning 
environment to attain individual, group, and organizational effectiveness 
(Gibson, Ivancevich, & Donnelly, 1991; Maehr & Midgley, 1996). 
Table 1 outlines areas in which action taken is particularly important in 
defining the purpose of schooling for students. Ames (1990), Brophy (1987), and 
Epstein (1998) (see also Maehr & Midgley, 1996) conducted research concerning 
how certain policies and practices were most likely to lead students toward fulfilling 
the purpose of schooling. 
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A comprehensive study by Wang, Haertel, and Walberg (1993) examined the 
results of three comprehensive studies and developed a list of 228 variables 
Table 1 
Po//c/es and P/ac#ces #?af A#ecf DeWffons of Purpose 
Area Issues Example 
School Activities and Tasks What is the student asked to do? Memorize labels for plant phyla. 
Write a letter-critique in response to 
an editorial on the failure of 
schools. 
Evaluation What do assessment grading procedures 
Imply about school objectives? 
All students receive A s if they 
behave. 
Effort is the primary basis for 
grades. 
"Grading on the curve" 
The use of portfolios to assess 
student progress. 
Rewards and Recognition What outcomes and behavior are especially 
attended to? 
What reward and recognition schedules are 
followed? 
The predominance of athletic 
awards diminishes Academics at 
the honors convocation. 
Students are given a $25.00 check 
for reading 25 books. 
Grades are posted for all to see. 
Freedom, Autonomy, and 
Responsibility 
Emphasis on staff control versus student 
autonomy- what kinds of choices are student 
given? How is student sense of responsibility 
enhanced? 
Faulty makes the rules. Students 
obey-or else. 
School emphasizes student growth 
in handling freedom and 
responsibility. 
Conflict resolution programs that 
encourage student involvement are 
in place. -, 
Organizing Students into 
Groups 
Is the ability grouping an implicit or explicit 
policy? 
Is learning viewed as an individual and/or 
social constructive structure? 
Are interdisciplinary and thematic teaching 
encouraged? 
Sixth graders who are thought to 
have math who are taught in 
separate classes. 
Cooperative learning, group 
projects, and learning opportunities 
are a regular part of instruction. 
Scheduling Is the 40 - 50 minute instructional period 
sacred? 
What flexibility is there for accommodating the 
need for larger blocks of time? 
How is the school building used throughout 
the full course of the day-and year? 
"Blocking™ and teaming are 
encouraged and practiced. 
After school and summer programs 
are promoted. 
The schedule is readily adjusted to 
accommodate needs for field trips. 
Resources What are the rules by which equipment, in-
service 
opportunities, and supplies are distributed? 
Who gets what and for what reason? 
Computers are the exclusive 
property of advanced math classes. 
Seniority or equity deter-mines who 
will receive a budget allotment. 
Programmatic efforts directed 
toward school improvement claim 
the lion's share of 
discretionary funds. 
Maehr & Midgley, 1996 
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affecting student achievement. The researchers asked 134 education experts to rate 
each variable's impact on student achievement. Classroom management was rated 
first. A 1998 study confirms the link between order in the classroom and academic 
achievement (Barton, Coley, & Wenglingsky, 1998). This study used the National 
Educational Longitudinal Study of 1998 (NELS: 98) to measure the relationships 
among disciplinary policies, student delinquency, and academic achievement. 
NELS: 98 surveyed 25,000 students during their 8*\ 10% and 12* grade school 
years. The information collected included self-reported delinquency, mathematics, 
reading, science, and social studies test performance, and demographic 
characteristics. The study found that implementing student disciplinary policies was 
related to lower levels of student misbehavior. The authors suggested that a variety 
of innovative practices were tried in schools to manage student behavior, but that 
only with new data would it be possible to supplement the existing policies with 
measures that were likely to affect student achievement positively (Barton et al.). 
The Center on Education Policy (2001) reviewed a variety of studies and test 
data to understand better the nation's racial/ethnic gap in student achievement. The 
study results indicated that there are several factors that may contribute to this gap, 
including a school climate that is not conducive to learning, student performance 
anxiety, negative peer pressure, teachers with low expectations, watered-down 
instruction, limited learning supports in homes and communities, and lack of access 
to parenting education. In addition, the study suggested that improvement through 
comprehensive school reform, a supportive and motivating culture, extended 
community learning activities, parent education and involvement, and improved 
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social conditions are some of the strategies that could help close the gap in student 
achievement. 
Systems Change Policy 
A system is a perceived whole with interconnections that continually affect 
one another overtime (Fullan, 1999; Senge, 2000). In every school district, 
community, or classroom, there might be several different systems: the governance 
process of the district, the effects of specific policies, the labor-management 
relationship, the approaches to disciplining students, and the behavior of staff. 
School improvement must begin with confronting the discrepancy between a 
community's vision for its schools and its current reality. Organizations are governed 
by a set of guiding principles, that is, concepts and statements that define what an 
organization stands for and what its members hope to create (Caldwell & Spinks, 
1988; Senge, 2000). Schools must have a clear understanding of their fundamental 
purpose to best enable learning and achievement and à set of guiding ideas that 
govern them (Burrello, Lashley, & Beatty, 2000; Maehr & Midgley, 1996; Ramirez, 
1995; Senge, 2000). An Iowa study, conducted by the Iowa State Department of 
Education, asked district educators to identify the characteristics that made their 
Success4 work successful. Success4 is an initiative of the Iowa Department of 
Education, using federal monies to increase the capacities of Iowa schools, families, 
and communities to meet the social, emotional, intellectual, and behavioral needs of 
all youth. At one site members emphasized the importance of focusing together on 
the right things with the best supports available. Participants suggested that 
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implementation of major educational changes should be supported by a compelling 
vision and challenging expectations (Holly & Munger, 2000). 
M/ss/on 
Most authors agree that an institutional mission statement that serves to 
produce strong statements of common purpose is important for the success of 
schools. The literature suggests that the articulation of what all of the stakeholders 
want as goals for the school and for the students provides a map for everything else 
the mission statement seeks to achieve. Without clarity of purpose it was extremely 
difficult for a school to focus its energy to support what it wanted to achieve. The 
mission statement served as a foundation for the future and as a framework for 
growth and change. It must capture and express basic beliefs and values of the 
school district community as a whole. The mission, core ideology, or principles of 
practice provided the standard by which to analyze whether established policies and 
practices were helping the school achieve its goals (Collins & Porras, 1996; 
Danielson, 2002; Elmore, 1995; Evans, 1996; Fullan, 1999; Senge, 1990; 
Sergiovanni, 1996; Wald & Castleberry, 2000). 
A Rand Corporation study examined school effectiveness and school culture 
in ten inner-city high schools (Hill, Foster, & Gendler, 1990). The results of the study 
determined that effective schools were strong organizations with clear and 
uncomplicated missions centered on the experiences they intend to provide their 
students; the capacity to initiate action in pursuit of their missions, and the abilities to 
sustain themselves over time, solve their own problems, and manage their external 
relationships (Hill et al.). In effective schools people worked out what the district 
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stood for and what was to be accomplished. A binding, solemn agreement must 
emerge that represented a value system for living together and formed the basis of 
decisions and actions. The binding agreement was the school district's mission. The 
mission and purpose gave guidance to what people worked toward and what defined 
success. Strong schools defined what actions ought to occur, and they motivated 
staff and students about what was important and who or what would be rewarded. 
Strong schools steered the allocation and distribution of resources depending on 
what was considered important or valuable (Deal & Peterson, 1999; Sergiovanni, 
1992). Effective school districts that valued and believed in their mission found that 
teachers and students responded with increased motivation and commitment, and 
their performance supported what they hoped to accomplish as a district. 
Understanding how change takes place in a system is vital to those who are 
concerned about achieving success with policy initiatives. Senge (1990) suggested 
that "systems thinking" is summarized in the belief that "structure influences 
behavior." It is a body of knowledge, attitudes, tools, information, and processes that 
help a learning organization discover its underlying operational patterns and how 
they can be changed. These underlying patterns can impede substantive change in 
an organization. Systemic structures tend to cause particular patterns of behavior. 
These underlying operational patterns are supported by the policies of the system. 
One such typical policy statement is the mission statement. 
Be//e/s and Va/ues 
Few reports of empirical research were found that examine the effect of policy 
on a school district's ability to implement its mission, beliefs, and values effectively, 
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and in turn improve student achievement. Research is difficult, as Lewin (1995) 
observes, because, "The field of education is littered with educational reform 
proposals that either have not been implemented, or that have been overtaken 
before their effects were apparent" (p. 427). Withrow (2002) conducted a year-long 
study that identified 16 characteristics divided into 12 categories of schools and 
school systems capable of preparing students for a global knowledge/information 
age. Twenty-one leaders in business, education, government, and other fields met to 
identify more than 250 characteristics of schools and school systems capable of 
preparing students for a global society. A follow-up survey asked members of the 
council, an extended council of advisors, and representatives of school systems 
what they believed to be "ground breaking" and to place the items in priority of their 
potential impact on student achievement. 
Three categories of the identified 12 were of interest in the Withrow (2002) 
study: responsive governance, student-centered systems, and school-community 
linkages. Priority items of responsive governance were: (a) the entire educational 
system, from the classroom to the federal government, is focused on the needs of 
learners, parents, and society; (b) stable governance, with school boards focusing 
on the common goal of providing quality learning environments; (c) teachers and 
principals have flexibility and control over what they need to run their classrooms 
and schools effectively; (d) the system's central office focuses on facilitation and 
capacity-building, rather than command and control; (e) well-managed, empowered 
staff are consulted in decision-making; (f) administrators are skillful leaders who win 
the respect of other professionals; (g) decisionmaking is collaborative and exhibits a 
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balance of power; (h) education is increasingly deregulated, allowing excellent 
teaching to replace mediocrity; and (i) accomplishments of students and staff are 
celebrated (Withrow). 
Student-centered systems are those with students: (a) valued and provided 
the individual resources they need; (b) as the primary focus of teaching and learning; 
(c) as the focus of flexible curriculum that is purposefully designed to help students 
achieve; (d) working together with teachers, parents, and others to address 
development of the whole child; (e) of low income having as many advantages in 
schools as wealthy students; (f) treated with respect; (g) given high expectations; (h) 
challenged to grow and improve by learning experiences; and (i) having equal 
access to technology resources. 
School-community linkages were reflected in items noting that: (a) parents 
are engaged in children's and their own learning process; (b) schools are around-
the-clock hubs of community lifelong learning; (c) investing in education is supported 
by all corporate and community leaders; (d) teachers and parents work together to 
increase student performance; (e) schools linked to healthcare, housing, social 
service, and other community agencies; (f) parents clearly understand their 
responsibilities; and (g) learning experiences occur within a framework of real life 
(Withrow). 
The Iowa Association of School Boards' (IASB) Lighthouse Study (2000) was 
conducted with six Georgia school districts. These districts were selected because 
they ranked either very high or very low for three academic years from 1995-1998 on 
a variety of indicators as well as the Iowa Test of Basic Skills administered to third-, 
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fifth-, and eighth-grade students, and the Georgia High School Graduation Test 
administered to high school students. Researchers conducted 159 interviews with 
board members in three high-achieving and three low-achieving districts over the 
course of two years. IASB used the Council for School Improvement database to 
ensure that the differences between the selected schools were not a product of 
demographic characteristics of the students. The researchers used data to ensure 
that the districts were comparable to districts in Iowa in terms of enrollment, percent 
of children living in poverty, spending per student, household income, and other 
factors. 
Each interview included about 25 questions and lasted about one hour. The 
study found that school boards in high-achieving districts were significantly different 
in their knowledge and beliefs than school boards in low-achieving districts (IASB). 
In the high-achieving districts, the board/superintendent team and school personnel 
consistently expressed an "elevating" view of students, were constantly seeking 
opportunities to improve, and showed greater understanding and influence in each 
of the seven conditions for effective schools. In the low-achieving districts, the 
board/superintendent team and school personnel accepted limitations in students 
and the school system, tending to view students as limited by characteristics such as 
their income or home situation, and accepted school as they were. In the low-
achieving districts board members, as a whole, were only vaguely aware of school 
improvement initiatives (IASB). 
The following are conditions that research has shown to be essential for 
developing a successful district (Iowa Association of School Boards, 2000): (a) 
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emphasis on building a human organizational system, defined as a continuous focus 
on improving education with high levels of involvement and shared decisionmaking; 
(b) ability to create and sustain initiatives, defined as an understanding of how to 
organize the people and the school environment to start and sustain an 
improvement effort; (c) a supportive workplace that enables all staff to succeed in 
their roles; (d) regular schoolwide staff development that is focused on studying, 
teaching, and learning; (e) support for school sites through data and information, 
defined as using data on students' needs to make decisions and modify actions at 
the district and building level; (f) community involvement, defined as a close 
connection between the school, parent, and community; and (g) shared leadership, 
defined as a focus on student learning through a shared clear vision, high 
expectations, and dynamic leadership among all involved in the development and 
implementation of education policy (IASB). 
A study prepared by the Center on Education Policy (1997) examined several 
recent opinion polls and studies that have explored parent, teacher, and student 
attitudes about higher academic standards and increased student achievement. The 
study concluded that parents, teachers, and students strongly supported steps to 
increase academic standards and to make the high school diploma a meaningful 
credential, yet they seemed less committed to changing their own behavior to attain 
high academic achievement, and overall were suspicious of people who were well 
educated. While teachers and parents supported school improvement, a large 
percentage of them did not believe that students really needed to achieve at high 
levels to be successful in their careers (Center on Education Policy). 
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After examining the last 20 years of research on policy development and 
implementation, as well as experiencing work with a large number of schools in a 
number of countries, Hall (1992) contended that all involved in the development and 
implementation of education policy need to work together, develop a holistic view of 
the system, and work with an approach that engaged interactive partners in the 
education change process. Further, Hall also suggested that to accomplish this 
approach to the implementation and development of education policy: (a) there must 
be fewer regulations, rules, and policy mandates; (b) policy must shift from 
prescribing a practice to stating goals or performance outcomes; (c) educators must 
think more systemically and in multivariate ways; (d) policy must be developed and 
implemented in terms of what it really requires and costs; (e) educators must look at 
large-scale innovations that break the structures and limitations of our traditional 
models of schools; and (f) all stakeholders need to believe and trust that they are 
part of the system and players in the system. 
Research on effective schools has established that strong leadership 
influences student achievement, at least indirectly (Andrews & Soder, 1987; 
Hallinger & Murphy, 1987), although leadership rarely was defined in studies as 
specific policies, practices, and behaviors initiated by the leadership (Hallinger & 
Murphy, 1987). When leaders failed to understand the nuances of school 
improvement efforts, school reform efforts failed (Conti, Ellsasser, & Griffin, 2000; 
Danielson, 2002; Fullan & Hargreaves, 1991). Effective district management 
strategies must negotiate the loosely organized, bottom-heavy structure of 
educational organizations by establishing clear student achievement goals and 
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decentralizing decisionmaking power to the school level rather than implementing 
hierarchical strategies (Boyd, 1988). Site-based management approaches are more 
effective when districts share knowledge, information, rewards, and decisionmaking 
power with teachers at the building level (Mohrman, 1994). 
The research on leadership supported the conclusion that school leadership 
required the ability to develop, communicate, and put into place a vision for school 
improvement that rallied the staff around common goals (Caldwell & Spinks, 1988; 
Heifetz, 1994). An ethnographic study of norms of inclusion and cooperation in a 
multiethnic middle school determined that strong leadership by the principal 
contributed to the development and maintenance of a cooperative and inclusive 
school culture (Deering, 1996). The study found that the principal's commitment to 
the norms of cooperation and inclusivehess, her collaborative leadership approach, 
and the congruity of inclusion and cooperation with peer culture and parents' 
expectations made them a very real part of the school's culture. 
Culture and Climate Policy 
Every organization has a culture, history, and underlying set of unwritten 
expectations that shape everything about the school. It is commonly held that 
schools have a culture (Deal & Peterson, 1990; Evans, 1996; Sergiovanni, 1994). 
Culture has been defined as a system of attitudes, actions, and artifacts that 
endures over time and produces among its members a unique psychology (Vaill, 
1989). Likewise, culture has been defined as a set of unwritten rules, traditions, 
customs, norms, expectations, and values that govern the way people behave, the 
way they dress, what they talk about, whether they seek out colleagues for help, and 
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how teachers feel about their work and student. Climate refers to thé way the PK-12 
stakeholders feel about the culture of the school (Deal & Peterson, 1999). Schein 
(1992), an authority on organizational culture, defined culture as, The deeper level 
of basic assumptions and beliefs that are shared by members of an organization, 
that operate unconsciously, and that define in a basic taken for granted' fashion an 
organization's view of itself and its environment" (p. 6). These assumptions and 
beliefs permeated throughout an entire organization; they became invisible and 
accepted, automatic, and ingrained in the day-in and day-out practices of the 
organization that they were taught automatically to its new members, by rules and 
example, as the correct way to think and feel (Paul, Berger, Osnes, Martinez, & 
Morse, 1997; Schein, 1990,1992; Triandis, 1996). 
A school with a psychologically nurturing and educationally exemplary culture 
and climate permits parents and staff to support the overall development of students 
in a way that made academic achievement and desirable social behavior possible 
(Deal & Peterson, 1999; Evans, 1996; Haynes et al., 1996; Sergiovanni, 1994). This 
approach speaks to the terms, geme/nscha# and gese//scha#, attributed to the 
sociologist Ferdinand Tônnies. Tônnies used the term gememscha# for bonding 
together of people that resulted from their mutual binding to a common goal, shared 
set of values, and shared conception of being that strengthened the "we" identity. 
Geme/nscka# was essential to building a sense of community within schools. It 
represented the truly human and supreme form of community (Sergiovanni). 
According to Tônnies (1957), the modem Western corporation was an 
example of gese//scha#. In the corporation, relationships were formal and distant, 
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prescribed by roles and role expectations. Circumstances were evaluated by criteria 
clarified by policies, rules, and protocols. Acceptance was conditional and 
relationships were competitive. Sergiovanni (1994) suggested: 
In modem times the school has been solidly ensconced in the 
gese//sc/?a# camp with unhappy results. It is time that the 
school was moved from the gese//scha# side of the ledger to 
the geme/nscAa# side. It is time that the metaphor for school 
was changed from formal organization to community, (p. 14) 
Research on the brain and learning indicates that the best learning takes 
place when students experience low threat and high challenge. This research has 
implications for the entire school culture and how it affects the learning environment 
(Caine & Caine, 1997). The culture and climate of a school largely develop from the 
beliefs of the school staff, students, and parents. Schools must become purposeful 
communities, where members have developed a community of mind that bonds 
them together in special ways and binds them to a shared way of believing. Schools 
cannot become caring communities unless caring is valued and unless norms are 
created that point the way toward caring, reward caring behaviors, and frown on 
non-caring behaviors (Sergiovanni, 1994). It is the unique common way of thinking, 
feeling, perceiving, and valuing that gives meaning to the attitudes, actions, and 
artifacts of a school's culture (Evans, 1996). Studies of curriculum reform repeatedly 
found that new ideas failed to take root in the practice of teachers because those 
ideas were not reinforced in the work environment of the students and the teachers 
(Elmore & McLaughlin, 1988; Elmore, Skyes, & Spillane, 1991). 
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Danielson (2002) suggested that there were several components of an 
orientation that fostered success and could have a significant impact on the culture 
and climate of an organization, including the beliefs that human beings are learning 
organisms, success in all endeavors is the result of hard work, success breeds 
success, adults influence student confidence, schools control the conditions of 
success, the bell curve mentality must be abandoned, schools must cultivate a 
culture of respect, schools must be responsive to their "clients," a sense of 
democracy should affect decisionmaking, all work has value and dignity, and 
competition generally is damaging to both students and teachers. 
School leaders face the need to bring back an ethic of caring to schools 
(Beck, 1994; Noddings, 1992). By establishing schools as caring places, the culture 
can become only more humane and kind (Peterson, 2002). A school that appears to 
have a caring, cooperative, and inclusive culture could be riddled with undercurrents 
of indifference, hostility, and stratification. A school with a negative culture does not 
value professional learning, resists change, or devalues staff development (Deal & 
Peterson, 1999; Peterson, 2002). The beliefs held by a school's staff and community 
are argued to be the most important elements of the culture, policies, and practices 
of a school; the mind and heart are key to how we feel the world works. These 
understandings and beliefs function as theories of practice that provide the 
foundation for everything that occurs (Danielson, 2002; Maehr & Midgley, 1996; 
McKibben & Joyce, 1980; Sergiovanni, 1994). 
With few exceptions, most teachers have values that are middle class and 
mainstream. Kahne (1996) suggested: 
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Rhetoric that pays lip service to valuing all individuals equally and 
to appreciating diversity is common and generally not 
controversial. Much less common were policies which confronted 
the structural forces and institutional arrangements that both 
depended oh and promoted unequal valuing of individuals. Such 
proposals often encountered resistance, (p. 15) 
Teachers' own experiences and beliefs are shaped by acculturation, a process that 
is unconscious and rarely provokes questioning or awareness. Schools must 
examine their collective stereotypes and misconceptions about other groups that are 
a part of this enculturation process (Kahne). 
One of the most damaging beliefs arose from attitudes about limits on 
achievement. Greenbaum, Yolanda, and Baber (1997) suggested that if students 
from different ethnic backgrounds, children of poverty, or children with disabilities are 
relegated to a lower category of expectations, their performance was likely to match 
those expectations. There often existed a power hierarchy in schools that is used to 
determine who fit the definition of "normal," and as a result this hierarchy often 
dictated who would receive an equal allocation of the resources. Establishing a 
cultural norm of equity for all required thoughtful and caring leadership with 
decisionmaking committees, where the policies governing the allocation of resources 
and establishing the social architecture of schooling were developed. In turn, this 
norm of equity appeared to have the potential to bind all students, irrespective of 
their special needs, into a learning community (Greenbaum et al.). In a related study, 
Jordan and McPartland (1994) found that within-school factors, such as relationships 
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with teachers, were cited more frequently in all racial/ethnic and gender groups than 
were out-of-school factors, such as needing a job, as the cause for student dropouts. 
School practices such as suspension/expulsion also have been identified as 
practices that pushed students out of school because students were convinced that 
administrators no longer wanted them in school (Murphy & Hallinger, 1988). 
Students became more disruptive, were absent more frequently, gave up trying, and 
eventually many dropped out of school. In a 1988 study of 12 instructionally effective 
school districts, Murphy and Hallinger found that these districts shared some 
common features, including conditions that affect the culture and climate of the 
schools, such as labor peace, board support, and community acceptance. Also 
evident were foci on productivity, improvement, problem solving, and data-driven 
decisionmaking. Similarly, in a study conducted in a New York school district, 
Elmore (1997) found that the characteristics that affected student achievement were 
strong leadership, a strong instructional focus, and a clear human resource 
management strategy. 
The link between what happens to teachers and what happens to students 
must be nurtured for schools to be successful. A school culture that fails to promote 
discourse among teachers will have difficulty promoting discourse among students. 
The idea of making classrooms into learning communities for students will remain 
just an idea unless schools become learning communities for teachers, too (Sagor, 
1995; Sergiovanni, 1996). Teachers have functioned historically in isolated 
classrooms, without meaningful connections with their colleagues. At the heart of 
this concept of building a learning community is a culture that values wholeness and 
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connectedness, grounded in relationships that are embedded in a sense of shared 
identity. Developing a culture and climate for learning requires learners to 
understand their motives, thoughts, and beliefs, as well as the motives, thoughts, 
and beliefs of others. It required the development of a collective aspiration to support 
the mission and a collaborative way of being that created relationships of trust, 
belonging, and shared purpose among the group members (Sagor; Sergiovanni). 
Bryk and Schneider (2002) combined the results of teacher surveys 
administered in 1991,1994, and 1997 with student achievement data assembled by 
the Consortium on Chicago School Research. Test results for 100 schools with the 
largest and smallest annual gains on standardized tests were matched against the 
survey data on trusting relationships. Bryk and Schneider found that schools 
performing in the top quartile on standardized tests more often were schools with 
high levels of trust than were those performing in the bottom quartile. The 
researchers concluded that without trusting relationships among teachers, principals, 
parents, and students, efforts to improve the quality of instruction and reshape 
education governance were likely to fail. Trust reduced the sense of vulnerability that 
came with the risk of change and facilitated the collective decisionmaking necessary 
for such change. Trust helped staff perform well without intensive monitoring, and it 
sustained their ethical imperative to advance children's best interests. 
Bryk and Schneider cautioned policymakers not to lose sight of the 
importance of trust in the drive to deliver results, and they believed that from a policy 
perspective educators needed to ask constantly whether any new initiative was likely 
to promote interdependence within communities or undermine it. Although lacking in 
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empirical validation, Covey (1989) defined interdependence as "the paradigm of 
we—we can do it, we can cooperate, we can combine our talents and abilities and 
create something greater together' (p. 49). Covey further suggested, 
"Interdependence opens up the possibility for increased productivity, for serving, for 
contributing, for learning, for growing" (p. 187). 
The development of a culture and climate for learning for the school staff in 
turn models the culture that educators hope to develop for students, to enhance their 
capacity for higher achievement. Much of a school's culture is a function of its 
policies and practices regarding students. Policies regarding discipline, attendance, 
homework, and grading, for example, all convey much about the school's beliefs and 
values. For example, a school communicates student learning largely through its 
approach to grading. A bell curve policy suggests to students that only a few of them 
deserve high grades regardless of how much they have learned (Danielson, 2002; 
Kohn, 1993; Marzano, 2000). A negative staff culture, in which certified and 
noncertified staff members feel that their opinions do not matter and that they are 
treated in a punitive manner, can poison the entire school culture. Policies that affect 
how decisions are made in the school, how the budget is handled, how staff 
development is offered, and how personnel are evaluated all can affect the school's 
culture significantly and contribute largely to an enabling learning environment. 
Policy Development 
Otto von Bismarck, first chancellor of the German Empire from 1871 to 1890, 
characterized policymaking as being similar to making sausage: a very messy 
process that nevertheless can produce very favorable outcomes (Koven et al., 
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1998). A society based on equity should be viewed through the lens of participation, 
mutual recognition, and negotiation. Using a participatory process of policy 
development can connect social meaning to the everyday experience of ordinary 
people through the creation of policies. A practice of translating policy language into 
the ordinary practice of policy development would provide stakeholders with the 
information necessary for meaningful participation in decisionmaking (Stauch, 1992). 
This in turn would increase the popular support for progressive perspectives and 
approaches, and enhance the institution's ability to communicate social change 
missions and strategies (Marinoff, 1997). Koven et al. (1998) asserted that for a 
policy to be considered seriously, proposals must be technically feasible, must fit in 
with the dominant values, must be congruent with the current national mood, must 
have workable budgets, and must have political support. If education policies are 
well designed they must penetrate administrative layers, but district management 
must reinforce, accommodate, and not conflict with these policies. Teacher 
knowledge and skills, motivation, and school context must support policy 
implementation, for teachers to incorporate these policies purposefully and 
effectively into their teaching practice and internalize them enough to draw on them 
while engaging with students in the curriculum (Kelley, 2000). 
School boards and community advisory groups need to invent the kinds of 
communities they desire by living them. They will have to be communities of 
character. Public policy, especially at the local level, is shaped far more by 
community and character than by political movements and political elections 
(Fashing, 1997). Setting effective policy is a fundamental responsibility of school 
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boards and is crucial to the school system's success. Dysfunction in a system is 
often attributed to many things, but these are merely symptoms of the lack of an 
effective and systemic process for policy development. Unless the school board is 
willing to reform existing practices that no longer serve the schools, and face the 
challenge of creating a positive organizational culture and learning environment, 
policies that would sustain school improvement cannot be developed (Ramirez, 
1995). 
Data from a three-year study of a federally funded program to develop and 
implement community-oriented social studies curricula and curriculum-based 
assessments in three culturally diverse regions of the country found that the goals, 
policies, procedures, fiscal regulations, and other matters had to be formulated by 
the project director to create the cohesion necessary to win grant funding from the 
federal agency and then had to be imposed on teachers to fulfill promises. This 
imposition on teachers became the force for fundamental educational change of 
involving practitioners (Fullan, 1991,1993; McLaughlin & Oberman, 1996; Sarason, 
1990) and the groundswell of pressure for teacher empowerment (Astuto, Clark, 
Read, McGree, & Fernandez, 1994). As is often the case, the quality of 
communication became an important variable in effecting both trust and problem-
solving (Mabry & Ettinger, 1999). 
Developed from work on decisionmaking, Ravitch (1998) suggested that there 
are four attributes that give policies influence: prescriptiveness, consistency, 
authority, and power. A policy is prescriptive when it is clear in describing what is 
desired. Consistency is apparent when policies reinforce one another. Policies are 
authoritative in that they operate through persuasion and are implemented by 
entities that have the power to force compliance. Ravitch stressed that a policy 
failing to meet all these attributes is likely to be ineffective. For example, policies that 
are intended to be effective through power may force compliance without changing 
the conceptions of those who are expected to carry out the policy. Failure to change 
the conceptions of those who are expected to cany out policy could create conflict, 
and the policy likely would not have a continuing effect. 
Most schools that are committed to student learning allow students to 
participate in the formulation of policies and practices (Danielson, 2002). Sharing the 
development of policy with the people who are expected to carry out its intent 
promotes ownership of the process necessary to carry out the policy and increases 
that likelihood that the policy will be institutionalized. 
School, Family, and Community Partnership Policy 
Decades of research indicate that strong, continuous links between home and 
school that are focused on the practices and attitudes of parents exhibit long-lasting 
positive effects on student achievement (The National Education Goals Panel, 
1995). According to the United States Department of Education (1994), 30 years of 
research has shown that greater family involvement in children's learning is a 
critical link to achieving a high-quality education and a safe, disciplined learning 
environment for every student. There is a remarkable consistency with the idea that 
the closer the parent is to the education of the child and the more involved in the 
child's education the greater the impact on child development and student 
achievement (Fullan, 1991; Henderson, 1987). 
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Title 1 dollars of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) target 
federal funds,to high-poverty communities to provide educational services to low-
achieving students. Previous to the ESEA, schools had complete discretion over 
Title 1 dollars. Reflecting the research on school, family, and community 
partnerships, the ESEA, renamed the No Child Left Behind Act, signed into law by 
President Bush January 8, 2002, required that all schools receiving Title 1 dollars 
have a written school, family, and community involvement policy. The policy must 
be developed jointly with, agreed on, and distributed to parents of participating 
children. It must ensure that successful strategies that encourage and sustain 
active parent involvement are in place in every school (National PTA, 2002). If 
public schools mean little more today than schools supported by taxes and 
controlled by boards of citizens, then no plan for reform or reorganization should be 
attempted without looking at its impact on a very fragile relationship linking the 
public to the schools (Mathews, 1996). 
Haynes et al. (1996) assert, "It takes a whole village to raise a child. It takes a 
whole village of the administrator, staff, parents, external change agents and 
community members to facilitate the highest levels of development among the 
students" (p. 43). A publication entitled "Addressing Barriers to Student Learning & 
Promoting Healthy Development: A Research-base for Success4" (U.S. Department 
of Health and Human Services, 2000) stated: 
As schools develop continuous school improvement plans in keeping 
with higher standards and expectations and increased accountability, 
most recognize they must include a comprehensive focus on 
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addressing barriers to student learning and promoting healthy 
development. This recognition stems from an extensive body of 
literature pointing to the value of schools, families, and communities 
working together to provide the type of supportive programs and 
services that enable students to leam and teachers to teach, (p. 1 ) 
Mitchell, Blaeser, Chilangwa, and Mainbolwa-Sinyangwe (1999) determined 
that one key factor contributed to the development of a national policy initiative to 
promote girls' education in Zambia involving governments, donor organizations, 
teachers, and girls. To ensure that institutions, stakeholders, and local communities 
will implement the new or revised policy, policymakers must maintain an on-going 
dialogue about the purpose of the policy (Mitchell et al.). Because parents and the 
community at large are essential school clients and partners, educators must be 
responsible for keeping parents and the community informed about instructional 
programs and the progress the school is making toward its school improvement 
goals. Educators also must develop opportunities for parents and the community at 
large to participate in meaningful conversations about the school's programs and 
goals (Epstein, 1997). 
Schools, which constitute the only institution in the United States with the 
explicit purpose of preparing students for a democracy, often operate in ways that 
demonstrate the lack of belief in such collective participation. Most schools do not 
include faculty, students, parents, and the community in democratic decisionmaking 
(Glickman, Gordon, & Ross-Gordon, 2001). Educators have received mixed 
messages about whom to include in the process of making decisions that affected 
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the school district. On the one hand, local educators have been excluded from 
decisions about policies and programs that they are expected to carry out, and the 
opportunity to become committed to the change has been taken from them. Failing 
to involve local stakeholders in the process of school reform set up the conditions for 
failure of school reform (Sarason, 1990). All stakeholders should have the right to 
participate in the decisionmaking about the local school. Should local school 
teachers, administrators, parents, students, and community members be the ones 
entitled to be at the table to make school reform decisions, and determine school 
policies to optimize student outcomes? 
It has been easy for school cultures to become exclusionary, distant, and 
isolated from the community. Some school cultures were supportive of drawing 
together, and they sometimes shut out parents. Different ethnic backgrounds, 
interpersonal styles of communication, and education beliefs and values have 
created some sharp divides between school personnel and parents (Peterson & 
Deal, 2002). While most schools are doing everything they can to involve parents, 
the reality is that some dread the prospect of more parental involvement and actually 
adopt a protective stance that does little to welcome parents (Decker, Gregg, & 
Decker, 1993). 
The effectiveness of educators' efforts to establish and maintain links with the 
families of their students was borne out in research. Several studies found that 
effective schools seek out relationships with parents and the community (Epstein, 
1997; Finn, 1998; Fullan, 2000; Peterson, 2002). Policies and assistance supporting 
school, family, and community partnerships are required to raise expectations and 
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possibilities for schools to extend their boundaries (Epstein, 1997; Hargreaves & 
Fullan, 1998). Listening to the needs of parents, teachers, and community 
representatives to identify the educational and social problems are that might be 
addressed by partnerships, and then jointly developing and carrying out 
implementation plans, appeared to hold great promise in meeting the needs of all 
students (Davies, 1994). Partners should be involved in all school processes through 
participation in school improvement committees and school and district advisory 
committees. Partnerships can be formed with a long-term objective of designing, 
developing, and supporting reorganization, curricular changes, and improvements in 
methodology. Partnerships do not work if they are short-lived. The longer a 
partnership continues, the more the partners respect each other's environment 
(Whiteford, 1996). 
Sixteen (16) years ago, Henderson (1987), a recognized authority of school, 
family, and community partnerships, reported there to be many gaps in the research 
concerning building strong relationships between school, family, and the larger 
community. This gap included little known about what should be the most 
appropriate roles for government agencies at the federal, state, and local levels in 
encouraging, nurturing, and expanding partnerships. More recent research has 
shown that trust, open communication, and shared decisionmaking are important 
characteristics of effective school, family, and community partnerships. Callahan 
(1995) found no significant difference in the perceptions of business people and 
educators concerning the value of involvement in a partnership. The longer 
individuals were involved in partnerships, the more positive were their opinions 
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concerning their partners with regard to respect, communication, openness, and 
honesty. The longer business people or educators were involved in partnerships, the 
better they understood their partners and their partners' work. The more that power, 
leadership roles, and decisionmaking were shared between the two partners, the 
more positive were their perceptions of the value of the partnership. The perceptions 
of business people and educators varied based on the type of partnership. 
Bobosky (1998) surveyed 306 superintendents and business/education 
partnership committee members in large districts in Illinois to identify and describe 
significant differences in the essential criteria perceived to be mutually beneficial. 
The survey questionnaire was distributed initially to a small sample of businessmen 
and educators on the Business/Education Partnership Committee. The purpose of 
the pilot survey was to test the adequacy of the survey instrument and to test the 
validity and appropriateness of the question set. A total of 45 completed surveys with 
comments were returned to the researcher. Content validity was ensured by basing 
items on issues identified as important by current members of the Business/ 
Education Partnership Committee. The analysis of data indicated that both 
education and business professionals' decisionmaking and shared power were 
viewed as important. They also agreed that a sense of trust must exist for 
partnerships to be successful. Written mission and goals also were found to be 
important components of partnerships. The data also showed that the 
superintendents and business professionals felt that it is important to communicate 
the importance of partnerships to the community and stressed the need for parents 
to be involved in partnerships (Bobosky). 
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In a qualitative study conducted with six Wisconsin districts, Brittingham 
(1998) sought to describe the characteristics, processes, and strategies used to 
develop the most fully implemented school, family, and community partnerships. An 
expert panel was asked to identify the six most fully implemented partnership school 
districts. In-depth interviews were conducted at three of the identified school districts 
and focus groups were conducted at the remaining three districts. There were nine 
participants from each district, for a total of 54 respondents selected by the district 
superintendent and the local school, family, and community coordinator. In each 
district a superintendent, parent teacher organization president, teacher union 
president, teacher, school counselor, school board member, local newspaper 
editor/reporter, local government leader and local school, family, and community 
partnership coordinator participated. Findings indicated that school, family, and 
community partnerships generally are developed in a collaborative environment 
using a locally adapted partnerships framework that Is based on trust, shared 
governance, and honest communication (Brittingham). 
Epstein (1992) surveyed teachers, families, and students at six high schools 
in Maryland to learn more about desired types of school partnership practices. Two 
city high schools, two suburban high schools, and two rural high schools were 
chosen to participate in the project. Parents and teachers representing these six 
high schools were given questions that had been used with parents and teachers in 
other studies and were asked to contribute ideas and items for new surveys for high 
school teachers, parents, and students about their views, experiences, and needs 
for high school-level family involvement. Questions on each survey also asked the 
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participants to respond to a series of statements reflecting their attitudes about their 
high schools and the importance of family involvement. The questions aimed to 
identify the similarities and differences in parent, teacher, and student beliefs and 
attitudes regarding school and family involvement at the start of the project. 
The suggestions were incorporated in a subsequent survey that was 
administered to 1,300 ninth grade students, 420 families, and 150 teachers in all six 
project schools. According to Epstein, the following activities promoted parental 
involvement at school and at home: parent education, communication between the 
school and the home, volunteering, learning at home, shared decisionmaking, and 
collaboration with the community. Over 90% of the parents and teachers agreed that 
parent involvement was important for a good high school, teacher effectiveness, and 
student success. Most students (82%) agreed that even in high school their parents 
needed to be involved in their education. Most parents (80%) reported that they 
wanted to be more involved than they currently were, and many students (50%) 
wanted their parents to be more involved, but only 32% of teachers believed it was 
their responsibility to involve families. Large numbers of parents reported that they 
were not contacted by high school, even in common ways. Approximately 40% of 
parents were never telephoned by the school, over 50% never were contacted to 
schedule a formal conference with a teacher, and about 67% never met formally with 
any of their teens' teachers. The data suggested that under present policies, high 
schools contact families mainly to discuss serious problems of students. Contacting 
them only when there is a problem ignores parents' need to know more so they can 
interact with and guide their teens about school and decisions for the future. The 
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patterns of responses at the high school level indicated that most families were 
poorly connected with their children's schools (Connors & Epstein, 1994). 
According to a review published by the Southwest Educational Development 
Laboratory (Henderson & Mapp, 2002), the following were key findings concerning 
building strong relationships between schools, families, and communities: (a) directly 
link the school's parent involvement efforts to student learning; (b) develop families' 
sense of confidence and power by engaging families in planning how they would like 
to be involved at school, consulting a representative sample of parents and families, 
not just the PTO leadership, about school policies and proposed actions and making 
it easy for parents to meet and discuss concerns with the principal, talk to teachers 
and guidance counselors, and examine their children's school records; (c) support 
families' efforts to improve the school and community by giving families information 
about how the education system (and local government) works; and (d) develop the 
capacity of school staff to work with families and community. 
In summary, although research has filled some of the gaps concerning 
building strong relationships between school, family, and the larger community, there 
is still a gap concerning what should be the most appropriate policy role for 
government agencies at the federal, state, and local levels in encouraging, nurturing, 
and expanding partnerships. Research has provided ample evidence that policies 
that expect and promote community, family, and school partnerships positively 
influence student achievement. What is not known is how best to construct these 
policies so that they are aligned to influence student achievement. The research 
suggests that community and school stakeholders should be familiar with policies 
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and that their beliefs and values, and their views of partnership and of the school's 
mission and culture must be aligned with policy to produce the best results in 
student achievement. Further research is needed, however, to determine if this 
relationship holds in all communities and schools and to describe other 
characteristics of stakeholders that may influence the relationship. 
Based on the literature review and interviews with local and state 
stakeholders, the concept of an enabling learning environment was developed to 
guide the research. An enabling learning environment is defined as a context of 
school and community member agreement on and participation in the development 
of expectations, surroundings, practices, and policies that support learners to be 
motivated by their individual achievements. Key elements of an enabling learning 
environment are: familiarity of all stakeholders with school policies, involvement of all 
stakeholders in the development of policies, a school culture viewed as positive for 
learning, and policies closely aligned with beliefs, school conditions, mission, 
partnerships, and culture that are consistent with an enabling learning environment. 
Summary 
As noted earlier, the governance structure of PK-12 school districts has been 
under scrutiny in the quest to improve student achievement. Districts have been 
described as centralized, hierarchical, and disconnected from teaching and learning, 
with prescribed divisions of labor and set rules and procedures (Hightower, 2002). 
Previous studies have acknowledged the importance of district policies aligned with 
the district's beliefs and values, school conditions that generate successful school 
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culture and climate, and the development of school, family, and community 
partnerships to improve PK-12 student achievement. 
There is a substantial gap in empirical research regarding whether local 
stakeholders perceive district policy in these areas as important to the district's 
ability to affect student achievement. To inform school policy development better at 
the PK-12 level, research must be conducted to determine the PK-12 stakeholders' 
perceived (a) alignment and importance of PK-12 school policies, beliefs, conditions, 
culture, mission, and partnerships, (b) valuation of success-generating PK-12 school 
culture/climate, and (c) PK-12 school, family, and community partnerships. Further, 
policymakers need to understand better stakeholders' extent of perceived, familiarity 
with, involvement with, and perceived influences of policies and all of these 
characteristics on student achievement in local school districts. 
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Chapter 3 
METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this dissertation research was to investigate stakeholders' 
perceptions of the alignment and importance of alignment of policies with the 
elements that are consistent with an enabling learning environment that supports 
student achievement. A self-report questionnaire was constructed and piloted to 
prepare for a subsequent mailing to a representative sample of local school 
stakeholders (superintendents, school board members, teachers, parents, and 
community members). A survey design was the strategy selected for preliminary 
semistructured interviews and for the pilot test of the self-report questionnaire. 
Results of data analysis from the semistructured interviews were used to construct 
the self-report questionnaire. This chapter first presents the methods used for the 
semistructured interviews and the results of the analysis of the interview data, 
followed by the methods used to construct and pilot the self-report questionnaire. 
Semistructured Interviews 
Sample Selection 
Four school districts (Table 2) and 22 stakeholders were selected purposively 
for the sample of interviewees. Twenty of the 22 interviewees represented 4 Iowa 
school districts and were members of their district's school improvement team. Two 
of the four districts chosen were involved in implementing Success4, and the 
remaining two districts had not been involved in implementing Success4, which is an 
initiative of the Iowa Department of Education, using federal monies to increase the 
capacities of Iowa schools, families, and communities to meet the social, emotional, 
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intellectual, and behavioral needs of all youth. Five qualitative interviews were 
conducted in each district, with the interviewees representing the following roles: 
superintendent, school board member, teacher, parent, and community member. 
These five roles were chosen because it was felt they represented the diverse 
experience of local stakeholders. Superintendents were selected to represent the 
administration and leadership of the school. Students were not included in the list of 
stakeholders interviewed. A committee, representing the Bureau of Children, Family 
and Community Services, of the Iowa Department of Education, suggested that the 
stakeholders interviewed not include students because of the Iowa Department of 
Education's efforts to reduce the number of times students are surveyed. In addition, 
to acquire the perception of educators at the state level, one member of the Iowa 
Association of School Boards (IASB) and one member of the School Administrators 
of Iowa (SAI) were interviewed. 
The four schools were selected based on their geographic location, size 
(measured by PK-12 enrollment), classification into high and low levels of Iowa Test 
of Basic Skills/Iowa Tests of Educational Development (ITBS/ITED) scores, and high 
and low 10% of an at-risk list developed by the Research Institute for Studies in 
Education (RISE), Iowa State University, for the Iowa Department of Education. The 
at-risk indicator list of districts was constructed using data from district-level sources, 
from aggregated individual student records (Iowa Youth Survey), and from county-
level sources. Variables used to create the at-risk list (dropout rate, limited English 
proficiency, minority enrollment, child poverty, high school graduation, domestic 
abuse, alcohol-related motor vehicle deaths, juvenile arrests, juvenile vandalism, 
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child abuse and neglect, teen unmarried births, weapons-related expulsions, public 
school dropout rates, and results of related questions on the Iowa Youth Survey) 
were selected by the Iowa Department of Education and the RISE faculty and 
professional staff who were engaged in the research as essential to achieve a high 
degree of face validity and concurrent validity. AEA vicinity and school PK-12 
enrollment are provided in Table 2. 
Limitations of the Participant Sample 
Table 2 indicates that district selection was limited. The researcher was 
unable to match high- or low-achieving districts by grade span, enrollment, or AEA 
proximity. The at-risk variable used was consistent across all four districts selected. 
Generalization of the interview data, however, must be made cautiously beyond the 
districts and subjects sampled. 
Human Subjects Procedures 
Approval was obtained from the Human Subjects Research Office, Iowa State 
University, to conduct the interviews (Appendix B). Each interviewee was invited to 
participate and to sign an informed consent/release form to be interviewed 
(Appendix D) and to allow the use of his or her recorded statements for research 
purposes. 
Procedures 
A 45-minute, taped, semistructured interview was conducted with each of the 
22 interviewees. Fontana and Frey (1994) state that: 
Through polyphonic interviewing,... the voices of the subjects are 
recorded with minimal influence from the researcher. The multiple 
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perspectives of the various subjects are reported and differences and 
problems encountered are discussed, rather than glossed over. (p. 62) 
Table 2 
D/sfncf S/fes and Oemograp/?/cs /or /nferv/ews 
School 
Districts 
Top 10% 
ITBS/ITED 
Bottom 
10% 
ITBS/TTED 
Top 10% 
At-Rlsk 
Indicators 
Bottom 10% 
At-Rlsk 
Indicators 
District 
Enrollment AEA# 
District A Grades 
4,6,8 
15th from 
top 
559 12 
District B Grade 11 13th from 
Top 
668 10 
District C Grades 
4,6,8,11 
2nd from Last 1199 9 
District 0 Grade 6 11th from Last 1051 9 
Note. The at-risk indicator list of districts was constructed using data from district-level sources, from 
aggregated individual student records (Iowa Youth Survey), and from county-level sources. Variables 
used (dropout rate, limited English proficiency, minority enrollment, child poverty, high school 
graduation, domestic abuse, alcohol-related motor vehicle deaths, juvenile arrests, juvenile 
vandalism, child abuse and neglect, teen unmarried births, weapons-related expulsions, public school 
dropouts, and results of related questions on the Iowa Youth Survey) were determined by the Iowa 
Department of Education and the faculty and professional staff who were engaged in the research as 
essential to achieve a high degree of face validity and concurrent validity. 
More breadth and depth of information can be gathered using semistructured 
interviewing, as opposed to structured interviews, because of the qualitative nature 
of the data gathered and the interviewer not imposing predetermined categories on 
the data (Fontana & Frey). The semistructured interview approach was chosen to 
optimize true and unbiased responses by the interviewees. That is, the interviewer 
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wanted to be as certain as possible that respondents would not "say what they 
thought others wanted them to say" due to any signals that might be given by more 
structured questions. This was especially important because the objective of the 
interviews was to obtain as much depth and breadth of information as possible for 
the later construction of a structured questionnaire for a mailed survey. The 
questions used during the interview are provided in Appendix A.—"In what ways 
have you become familiar with your local school policies?"—is an example of one of 
the questions used during the interviews. The superintendents of each of the four 
district sites were contacted. Each superintendent provided the names of the 
representative stakeholders to be interviewed and their telephone numbers. The 
representative stakeholders were contacted and an interview time was scheduled. 
The interviews were conducted at a convenient location (often at one of the district 
buildings) for the interviewees. 
Data Management and Analysis 
The tape-recorded statements from each interviewee were transcribed in 
Microsoft Word and entered into the QSR NUD*IST (NVivo) program for analyzing 
qualitative data. NVivo is a very richly featured and highly advanced program for 
handling qualitative data analysis research projects. Whole documents or nodes 
within a document are coded with regard to their specific content and overall 
emergent themes, and those results may be integrated with other nodes or 
documents. The resulting documents are searched for any occurrences of text 
strings or concepts (see http://www.scolari.com/). 
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The data were analyzed to determine what policy-related issues reported by 
the informants should be addressed in the policy survey and to whom the survey 
should be administered. After completion of the interviews, 310 pages of data were 
coded by the interviewer. Appendix C includes four examples of coded interviewee 
transcripts. Interrater reliability of coding was checked by asking the debriefers—an 
educational leadership doctoral student, a professor in education, and a RISE 
graduate student—using established coding schemes to classify the data 
independently of the researcher, to determine whether they drew the same 
conclusions (Krathwohl, 1998). The peer debriefer—the doctoral student in 
curriculum and instruction—covered the coding marked on each page and read each 
response. First, she categorized the narrative on her own and then compared it to 
the coding by the investigator. After getting a general coding, she reread the 
response to see if other coding matched. Finally, she wrote her coding in pencil next 
to the responses. 
Having the report read by gatekeepers and subjects of the study, a process 
referred to as member checking, provides a useful review of both the data and their 
interpretations (Krathwohl, 1998). Each of the 22 interviewees was mailed a cover 
letter (Appendix E), asking him or her to review an enclosed copy of the 
interviewee's transcribed interview to confirm responses and to obtain any revisions 
determined by the interviewee. There were no such suggestions for changes in the 
transcripts. 
The method for analyzing the data consisted of determining the number of 
times that a node/code occurred in the data analysis. The three theme categories 
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coded most often were determined to be the targeted theme categories. Within each 
of the top three theme categories the nodes/codes receiving 10% or more of the hits 
were determined to be the targeted nodes/codes of the interviewees. 
Findings 
Analysis of the interview data identified several common themes. Thematic 
categories included: (a) the school improvement process; (b) community 
collaboration; (c) leadership; (d) state and federal policy; (e) local district policy; (f) 
personnel; and (g) the school board. Within these categories subthemes emerged as 
the focus for the groups identified. 
Analysis of the data also showed that the 22 interviewees felt that the policy 
survey, to be developed based on the results of the semistructured interviews, 
should be administered to a diverse representation of the school district community, 
including superintendents, school board members, teachers, parents, community 
members, and students. Appendix F indicates the number of times data occurred in 
the data analysis by interviewee/district, district variable, and category/theme coded. 
Construction of Self-Report Questionnaire 
Analysis of the interviews suggested that both the district interviewees and the state 
organization representatives were concerned in general about three major education 
policy areas' intent and impact. The 22 interview participants consistently stated that 
they felt it important that the self-report questionnaire be administered to a diverse 
representation of school district stakeholders statewide, to include superintendents, 
board members, teachers, parents, and community members. Questionnaire items 
were developed to query the stakeholders about each of the three major themes. 
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The first major theme about which the interviewees expressed concern 
targeted the school district's mission of education, what school district beliefs and 
values supported that mission, and, in turn, how these beliefs and values resulted in 
behaviors that supported the school district's mission. Based on responses arranged 
by theme, items were written to obtain subjects' descriptions of the ways alignment 
of school policy was important to the implementation of the school district's mission. 
The following two quotes were representative of a number of stakeholder 
interviews that noted the importance of identifying the district's values, beliefs, and 
mission/philosophy as the foundation for developing the district's policies: 
If the values and beliefs and how boards talk, if thafs the most 
powerful policy level influence. You know, if board members believe all 
kids can learn, and are just on this relentless pursuit to make sure that 
conditions exist in their schools and principals and teachers have the 
tools and knowledge they need to improve achievement for the 
students, then how can we make that less people-dependent? The 
turnover rate of school board members is high. How can we get 
something from this unwritten level into a more formal policy level so 
that it doesn't throw your district into a tailspin? That It embeds the 
improvement work into the system in ways that might not happen If it's 
nested in a person rather than in something more permanent. - State 
Educator 
I think that it's important that specific instances don't create policy, but 
that policy is generated and then when a specific instance, that policy 
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is applied to that instance or that specific situation. I think too often we 
do the reverse. Policy should be based on the mission, based on some 
broader goals and broader objectives that you've got. These policies 
should be devised in a way that helps make those broader kinds of, the 
direction that you are heading, make it easier to reach those goals or 
those objectives. - Parent 
The self-report questionnaire section pertaining to the school district's beliefs, 
values, and mission (Appendix G) offered seven items. Based on the context 
provided by the above quotation, a relevant question in this section was: To what 
extent is the district's mission statement reflected in local school policy 
development? 
A second major theme described respondents' concerns about the 
relationship between the district's culture and climate and the school districts' 
unwritten and written policies. Interviewees expressed concern not only for the ability 
of the school culture and climate to support learning, but added to this was concern 
for the power of both written, and perhaps even more concern for the ability of 
unwritten school policy to affect the school culture and climate. The following two 
quotes are representative of a number of stakeholder interviews that noted the 
importance of a school culture and climate conducive to student learning and the 
relationship to school policy: 
How do you begin to help make people aware of the culture in which 
they live all the time and think is normal? And what inherent and 
unwritten policies that they are basing their lives on? So I think it's 
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probably the ability to step back and try to see the big picture of what's 
going on. Is policy creating the conditions for people to excel, or is it 
dampening aspiration and increasing compliance? - State Educator 
I've found that If the staff all in all feel good about the board and that 
the board policy is written with the best interest of everyone at heart, 
that teachers feel more comfortable working in that district and they 
tend to stay in that district, even if they have a chance to move. They 
feel secure. They feel comfortable. They don't feel board policy is 
written to 'get' them. Board policies typically dealt more with structure 
and foundation of how to operate a school. It hasn't typically involved a 
lot in regard to the culture. We are seeing more board policies in 
relationship to how we deal with people. - Superintendent 
As a school district made the effort to move to a culture and climate that 
supported community, the question became: What written and unwritten school 
policies support this move? The self-report questionnaire section pertaining to the 
school district's culture and climate (Appendix G) offered seven items. A question in 
this section based on quotations like those above was: To what extent do you 
believe the culture and climate of your school district reflect the school district's 
mission statement? 
The third theme identified by the analysis of the interview data targeted the 
concern with stakeholders' familiarity with local school policy, whether and to what 
extent stakeholders should be involved with policy development, how the school 
district best communicates with community stakeholders concerning policy, and the 
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importance of developing school, family, and community partnerships. The following 
two quotes were representative of the stakeholder interviews that noted the 
importance of the school district sharing information with the community and 
involving stakeholders in decisionmaking: 
The two best ways to find out about policy are through the grapevine. I 
work out of town. I don't have a lot of social groups that I belong to. 
My network is not so much the grapevine, but you do hear about ... 
The folks that sit out here, that have coffee. And the downtown 
restaurant, and church, and you do hear of people that are associated 
with card clubs and things like that. Also through our children, what 
they bring home. What they bring home is not always ..., um ..., is 
their perception of, or what they have heard through the rumor mill. 
And of course, the younger the child the more likely it will be distorted. 
And probably the older the child, the more likely it's more their opinion. 
- Parent 
I think the school sometimes tries these certain trends, whether at the 
high school or the elementary, and I think the parents and the people 
in the district need to know when they're going to try these new things 
and also if they quit, when they're going to quit it. To know what the 
evaluation was. Was it successful or not? Were they just quitting it 
because they ran out of money, or what? Or it wasn't successful. 
Sometimes I think there needs to be a little more input into programs 
and the way things are done before a decision is made. - Parent 
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The self-report questionnaire section pertaining to the school district's school, 
family, and community partnerships (Appendix G) offered seven items. An example 
of a question in the section of the self-report questionnaire pertaining to school, 
family, and community partnerships, based on these quotations, was: To what extent 
do you feel your local school district is involved in partnerships with the community? 
The self-report questionnaire was constructed to measure the extent that 
stakeholders were familiar with policies; the extent that stakeholder's perceptions of 
beliefs, school conditions, mission, and culture in school districts were aligned with 
policies; their perceived importance of alignment; and their perception of the 
influence of culture, partnerships, and mission to effect a learning environment that 
enables student achievement. Subscales of the instrument were formed for 
stakeholder familiarity with policies; alignment of beliefs, school conditions, mission, 
and culture with policy; the importance of alignment; and influence of culture, 
partnerships, and mission on student achievement (Table 3). The questionnaire 
contained 68 items, including two open-ended items and six demographic items 
(Appendix G). Perception of school culture was measured with a single item. Survey 
items were developed using concepts recommended by Bourque and Fielder (1995) 
to gather data on the issues identified as important in interviews. The overall 
instrument was conceptualized as measuring the elements consistent with a school 
district's enabling learning environment that supports student achievement. 
Based on the review of literature and the interview data, subscales of the total 
instrument were identified, composed of items measuring alignment of beliefs, 
school conditions, culture, mission, and partnerships with policies; importance of 
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alignment, culture, familiarity with policies, and influence in the development of 
policies. Items were closed-ended, most using a four-point Likert-type scale, with 
responses ranging from "very much" to "very little." An additional open-ended 
comment section was included (Vogt, 1993). 
Table 3 
/ferns and Subsca/es of (he Se/f-Reporf Ouesf/onna/re Measuring Sfudy Vanab/es 
Variables Items Scale 
Perceptions of: 
Enabling learning 
environment 
1 -41 Enabling 
learning 
Familiarity with policies 1,21,22, 29 Familiarity 
Alignment of beliefs, school 
conditions, mission with policy 
2a — 13a, 14a -20a, 
23-25, 31-33, 39 
Alignment 
Importance of alignment 
with policies 
2b-13b, 14b-20b Alignment 
importance 
Influence of culture, 
partnerships, mission on school 
achievement 
27, 30, 34, 38 Influence 
Culture and climate 28 Culture 
Pilot Study 
Research Design and Sample 
A purposive convenience sample of 200 stakeholders was selected from 40 
Iowa school districts representing 14 of the 15 Iowa Area Education Agencies (40 
superintendents, 40 school board members, 40 teachers, 40 parents, and 40 
community members). Five (5) of 20 subjects in each stakeholder group were 
chosen from a district with less than 800 total student enrollment, and five of 20 in 
each stakeholder group were selected from a school district with 900 or more total 
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student enrollment (Table 4). Two hundred (200) participants purposively selected 
with an equal number of larger and smaller school districts were expected to be 
somewhat representative of school districts, communities, and stakeholders in Iowa 
and to comprise a sample of sufficient size with a 50% return for psychometric 
evaluation of the self-report questionnaire. Names and addresses of school 
superintendents were selected for this study from all Iowa Area Education Agencies 
(AEAs) except AEA Three and were obtained from the 2002-2003 Iowa Educational 
Directory, Iowa Department of Education. Names and addresses of the school board 
member, teacher, parent, and community member were obtained from the Iowa 
Association of School Boards, Department of Education databases, and the District 
Comprehensive School Improvement Plans. A random sample was selected from 
the sampling frame for each stakeholder group. Sampling frames were not inclusive 
for all stakeholders. Districts also were selected from all but one AEA and based on: 
high and low ITED and ITBS scores, high and low at-risk indicators, and high and 
low enrollment (Table 4). Approval was sought and obtained from the Human 
Subjects Research office, Iowa State University, for administering the self-report 
questionnaire (Appendix J), which included 60 close-ended questions divided into 
six sections, two general open-ended questions, and six stakeholder demographic 
questions (Appendix G). 
Dafa Co//ec#on 
A cover letter (Appendix H) was prepared for each of the stakeholder groups to be 
surveyed, explaining the purpose and importance of the survey pilot study. The letter 
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asked the participants to complete the enclosed questionnaire and return it in one 
week in the enclosed, self-addressed, stamped envelope. In addition, the 
Table 4 
Schoo/ D/sfr/cf /TBS/77ED Scores, /If-R/sk /nd/cafors, and Enro//menf 
School 
Districts AEA# 
High Mean 
Range 
56-70 
ITBS/ITED 
4,6,8,11 
1995-2000 
Low Mean 
Range 
36-55 
ITBS/ITED 
4,6,8,11 
1995-2000 
Top 47% 
Low # At-
Rlsk 
Indicators 
Bottom 30% 
High#At-
Rlsk 
Indicators 
District 
Enrollment 
Range 
958-8804 
District 
Enrollment 
Range 
290-754 
1-5 1,4,7,10,11 X X X 
6-10 2,9,11 X X X 
11-15 10,11 X X X 
16-20 2,9,15,16 X X X 
21-25 1,2,5,12 X X X 
26-30 2,6,7,12 X X X 
31-35 2,5,10,13,15 X X X 
36-40 2,5,14,15 X X X 
Note. The at-risk indicator list of districts was constructed using data from district-level sources, from 
aggregated individual student records (Iowa Youth Survey), and from county-level sources. Variables 
used (dropout rate, limited English proficiency, minority enrollment, child poverty, high school 
graduation, domestic abuse, alcohol-related motor vehicle deaths, juvenile arrests, juvenile 
vandalism, child abuse and neglect, teen unmarried births, weapons-related expulsions, public school 
dropouts, and results of related questions on the Iowa Youth Survey) were determined by the Iowa 
Department of Education and the faculty and professional staff who were engaged in the research as 
essential to achieve a high degree of face validity and concurrent validity. 
letter explained that enclosed with the participant's questionnaire was a $1 bill, and 
that returning the completed questionnaire indicated consent of the recipient to 
participate in the study. Participants were informed that their responses would be 
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kept in confidence by the researcher and shared only in the aggregate following data 
analysis. To optimize participation, Dr. Troyce Fisher, Executive Director, School 
Administrators Association of Iowa, Dr. Ron Rice, Director, Iowa Association of 
School Boards, and Lana Michelson, Bureau Chief, Children, Family and Community 
Services, State of Iowa Department of Education, agreed to draft and sign a letter of 
support to be mailed out with the cover letter and self-report questionnaire, 
legitimizing the pilot study and subsequent mailed self-report questionnaire 
(Appendix I). A questionnaire, cover letter, three support letters, $1 bill, and a self-
addressed stamped return envelope were mailed to 200 participants (40 
superintendents, 40 school board members, 40 teachers, 40 parents, and 40 
community members). 
Self-report questionnaires must be translated, and some mechanism devised 
for ensuring that each respondent receives a questionnaire in the correct language, 
when necessary, and/or contains the correct information needed to allow the 
respondent to complete the self-report questionnaire (Bourque & Fielder, 1995). The 
aim of the researcher was to attain at least a 50% response rate, using followup 
notes to those in the sample who had not returned a completed questionnaire, if 
needed. 
Five weeks after the original set of questionnaires were mailed a second self-
report questionnaire was mailed to 123 of the participants to assess test-retest 
reliability. A cover letter explaining the retest (Appendix K), a questionnaire, a $1 bill, 
and a self-addressed, stamped, return envelope were sent to each of the 123 
respondents who returned the original questionnaire. Response rates of mailed 
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questionnaires can be improved through the use of followups, incentives, and 
addressing targeted populations with specific interest in the subject area. Even in the 
best circumstances, however, the response rate was expected to be lower than what 
would be obtained from telephone and face-to-face interviews. 
Dafa Management 
A computer database of responses to the closed response items of the self-
report questionnaire was created using the Statistical Package for the Social 
Sciences (SPSS). The data were entered and verified. The data and outliers 
identified were examined carefully to ensure that they did not indicate an error in the 
data. Responses of the subjects were entered for each item on the questionnaire. 
Computed variables for each of the subscales were created, and one item (Item 34) 
was recoded to reverse the scale. Written responses to the open-ended items were 
typed, compiled, and entered into a Microsoft Word file for content analysis. 
Oafa Ana/ys/s /or the P//of Sfudy 
Qualitative data were examined, compared, and interpreted using content 
analysis to determine the themes that occurred in the stakeholder groups from the 
participants' responses to the self-report questionnaire's two open-ended questions. 
Matrices that display the interrelationships among variables, persons, and situations 
are helpful when organizing the data (Miles & Huberman, 1994). A set of categories 
describing the themes was determined, and each of the narrative responses was 
placed in the appropriate category. 
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS, version 11.5. Internal 
consistency reliability of the self-report questionnaire scales and total instrument was 
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assessed using Cronbach's alpha, and Pearson correlations were used to estimate 
test-retest reliability of the instrument. Frequencies and descriptive statistics were 
computed to describe the demographic characteristics of the sample and to 
summarize and describe responses for Aims 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 of the study. One-way 
analyses of variance (ANOVA) and f-tests were used to determine differences 
among stakeholder groups grouped by role, between schools grouped by district, 
high- vs. low-achievement districts, high- vs. low-enrollment districts, high- and low-
at-risk districts, and categories of the demographic variables. Statistical significance 
was based on probability less than .05. 
Summary 
This chapter described the methods and procedures that were used to 
conduct semistructured interviews to obtain the content for construction of the self-
report questionnaire used in the pilot study. Included In the section on the 
semistructured interviews was a discussion of the sample selection, limitations of the 
participant sample, procedures, data management and analysis, and findings. The 
second section was devoted to the construction of the self-report questionnaire. In 
the third section, the design and methods for the pilot study were detailed, including 
limitations of the study. 
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Chapter 4 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
The purpose of this dissertation research was to investigate stakeholders' 
perceptions of the alignment and importance of alignment of policies with the 
elements that are consistent with an enabling learning environment that supports 
student achievement. A self-report questionnaire was constructed and piloted to 
measure local school district stakeholders' (administrators, teachers, school board 
members, parents, and community members) perceptions regarding characteristics 
and importance of an enabling learning environment and policies for student 
education, and to collect preliminary data describing these perceptions using a 
statewide purposive sample of the stakeholders. A subsequent survey using the self-
report questionnaire, if demonstrated to be reliable and valid, with a larger, statewide 
representative sample of stakeholders is intended to inform policymakers. 
To construct the self-report questionnaire, in-depth interviews were conducted 
with key state and local policymakers. Interviewees were queried about what policy-
related issues should be included in a survey and to whom the survey should be 
administered. The results of the interview analysis suggested that both the district 
interviewees and the state organization representatives were concerned in general 
about three major education policy areas' intent and influence. The first major theme 
about which the interviewees expressed concern targeted the school district's 
mission of education, what school district beliefs and values support that mission, 
and, in turn, how these beliefs and values result in behaviors that support the school 
district's mission. The second major theme described the respondents' concerns 
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about the relationship between the district's culture and climate and the school 
district's unwritten and written policies. The third theme identified by the analysis of 
the interview data targeted concern with the stakeholders' familiarity with local 
school policy, whether and to what extent stakeholders should be involved with 
policy development, how the school district best communicates with community 
stakeholders concerning policy; and the importance of developing school, family, 
and community partnerships. The interview participants consistently stated that they 
felt it important that the self-report questionnaire be administered to a diverse, 
statewide representation of school district stakeholders, to include superintendents, 
board members, teachers, parents, and community members. The self-report 
questionnaire items were developed to query the stakeholders about each of the 
three major themes. Complete results of the qualitative analysis of the interview data 
are reported in Chapter 3 along with a description of the development of the self-
report questionnaire. 
The Sample 
Two hundred surveys were mailed to district stakeholders, including 40 of 
each of the following subject groups: superintendents, teachers, school board 
members, parents, and community members. One hundred and twenty-three 
questionnaires were returned, for a return rate of 62%, with a 50% or greater return 
rate for each stakeholder group (Table 5). Of the 200 questionnaires mailed to each 
of 40 persons in each stakeholder group, 30 (75%) were returned completed from 
superintendents, 22 (50%) from teachers, 26 (58%) from school board members, 23 
(65%) from parents, and 22 (50%) from members of the local communities. Because 
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some of the stakeholders reported more than one role these percents add to more 
than 100 percent. Items requesting demographic information were included in the 
survey (Table 6). The questionnaire was mailed again to 123 of the sample subjects 
five weeks following the initial mailing to assess test-retest reliability. Because 
greater than 50% response rate was obtained, with 63 total questionnaires returned 
by the end of two weeks, no follow-up reminders were sent to those who did not 
return a completed questionnaire (Table 5). 
Description of the Sample 
Statistics describing the demographics of the total sample of stakeholders are 
presented in Table 6. The stakeholder groups were coded as follows for analysis: 
superintendents = 1, parents = 2, board members = 3, community members = 4, and 
teachers = 5 (Figure 1 & 2). Stakeholders who returned completed questionnaires 
Table 5 
Survey Test and Test-Retest Respondent Rates 
Stakeholder 
Participants 
N return % 
Teachem 
Nrelum % 
Board 
Member* 
N return % 
Parents 
Nmhan % 
Commun*/ 
Member: 
N return % 
Total 
Nretum% 
OdgfndTest 30 75 22 50 26 58 23 65 22 50 123 62 
TesWRe-Teet 24 80 14 64 9 35 8 35 8 36 63 51 
represented all school districts in the state except schools in Area Education Agency 
3 (AEA 3). When asked to report their role in the school district, a number of 
participants indicated multiple roles. For example, several participants were a 
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teacher and a parent, a board member and a parent, a superintendent and a parent, 
or any of these roles and a community member. Thus, there is some redundancy in 
the reported stakeholder roles, with 30 participants reporting the role of board 
member, 29 administrators, 26 teachers, 39 parents, and 44 community members 
(Figure 1 ). 
Figure 1. 
1 = superintendents, 2 = parents, 3 = board members, 4 = community members, 5 = teachers. 
Overall, participants were distributed across the age groups as expected, with 
10 participants in the 25-to-34 year-old and six in the 60 or older group (Table 6). 
Forty-seven of the participants were 45-54 years of age and 28 were 55-64 years 
old. The majority of superintendents and teachers were in the age range of 40-64 
years, while the age range for the majority of parents and board members was 35-54 
years and for the majority of community members from 45-54 years (Figure 2). 
Stakeholder Role Groups 
3.00 
4.00 
5.00 
75 
Table 6 
SfakeWder Samp/e DemogmpA/cs 
Stakeholders Frequency 
% 
Responding 
Iowa 
2000 Census 
% 
State 
of Iowa 
Total Sample 123 
Age 119 
25-34 10 8 25-44 28 
35-44 26 22 
45-54 49 41 45-64 22 
55-64 28 24 
65 and older 6 5 65 and older 15 
Education 119 
Completed H.S./GED 5 4 Completed H.S./GED 23 
Some college 14 12 Some college 14 
4 yr. college grad. 23 19 4 yr. college grad. 10 
Some work on adv. 
degree 
16 14 
Completed adv. degree 61 51 Completed adv. degree 4 
Income 112 
Less than $5,000 1 1 
$5.000-59.999 0 0 Less than $10,000 8 
$10,000-$ 19,999 4 4 $10,000-$14,999 7 
$20,000-$29,999 1 1 $15,000-$24,999 14 
$30,000-$39,999 11 10 $25,000-$34,999 15 
$40,000-$49,999 9 8 $35,000-$49,999 19 
$50,000-$74,999 26 23 $50,000-$74,999 21 
$75,000-$99.999 24 21 $75,000-$99,999 9 
$100,000 or more 36 32 % 100,000 or more 7 
Have children 118 1,149,276 total 
Yes 108 92 Yes 32 
No 10 8 No 70 
Child now attending In 
school district 116 
Yes 57 49 
No 59 51 
Child previously 
attended district 118 
Yes 84 71 
No 34 29 
Years lived In district 118 
< than 1 3 3 
1-10 42 36 
11-20 23 19 
21-30 24 20 
31-40 11 9 
41-50 10 9 
51 or > 5 . 4 
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All of the participants had completed high school, and all but five had some 
form of post-high school education (Figure 3). More than one-half of the participants 
had some college work toward a post-baccalaureate degree, and 61 had completed 
a master's or doctoral degree (e.g., PhD, MD, OD). Because of the educational 
requirements for the position, superintendents as a group had the highest average 
level of education. 
Participants also represented higher levels of household incomes overall 
(Figure 4). Thirty-two percent (32%) reported household incomes of $100,000 or 
more annually, while only 15% reported that their household income was $39,999 
Figure 2 
Stakeholder Age Groups 
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or less annually. Seventy-seven percent (77%) of the stakeholders noted household 
incomes of $50,000 or more annually. As a group, more superintendents reported 
Figure 3 
Stakeholder Education Groups 
Mssing 
1 = No formal education, 2 = less than 8th grade, 3 = completed 8th grade, some high school, 5 = 
completed high school, 6 = some college or A.A. degree, 7 = 4-year college graduate, 8 = some work 
toward advanced degree, 9 = Master's, PhD, or other doctorate. 
the highest annual household incomes and more parents reported the lowest annual 
incomes. Almost all of the participants (92%) reported that they had at least one 
child, and 71% noted that at least one of their children had attended school in the 
school district. Almost % (49%) had a child currently attending a school within the 
district. 
Pilot Study Findings 
Aim 1. Pilot test the self-report questionnaire with a purposive, convenience 
sample of 200 stakeholders (40 superintendents, 40 school board 
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members, 40 teachers, 40 parents, and 40 community members) to 
estimate reliability and validity, assess clarity, and describe 
recommended revisions. 
Figure 4 
Stakeholder Education Groups 
Mssing 
1 = less than $5000, 2 = $5000-$9,999, 3 = $10,000-$19,999, 4 = $20,000-$29,999, 5 = $30,000-
$39,999, 6 = $40,000-$49,999, 7 = $50,000-$74,999, 8 = $75,000-$99,999, 9 = $100,000 or more. 
Re//a6//;fy 
Internal consistency (Cnonbach's alpha) and test-retest reliability procedures 
were conducted to assess the reliability of the self-report questionnaire. The 
Cronbach's alpha value for the total instrument was 0.93 for the pilot survey 
participant data. Although this indicates a high level of internal consistency among 
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the questionnaire items and supports the conceptualization of the instrument as 
measuring a single underlying concept or construct, "perceptions of an enabling 
learning environment," the large number of items in the instrument also would tend 
to increase the Cnonbach alpha coefficient. Alpha coefficients for each of the 
subscales of the instrument (Familiarity, Alignment, Alignment Importance, 
Involvement, and Influence) also were obtained and are displayed in Table 7. 
Overall, the subscale coefficients indicate adequate internal consistency. The alpha 
coefficient for the Influence subscale (0.33), however, did not indicate sufficient 
internal consistency among the items to justify use of the scale in subsequent 
analyses. Thus, each item of the Influence scale was analyzed separately. 
Participants' description of the culture and climate of the local school district was 
measured by the single item 28, Culture, in the questionnaire, and was analyzed as 
a single item. 
Test-retest reliability indicated that the total scale measure and two of the 
subscales, Familiarity and Alignment, were quite stable, with correlations between 
time one and the second administration of the instrument ranging between .78 and 
.70 (Table 7). For the Total scale the test-retest coefficient was .74 (p < .01 ). 
Alignment Importance, Involvement, and Influence subscale stability 
coefficients were somewhat lower, ranging from .51 to .62. Scores for Culture, 
measured by a single item, also was quite stable for the test and retest, with a 
Pearson rvalue of .72. The test-retest coefficients for the separate items of the 
Influence subscale ranged from r = .47 to .33. Midrange test-retest correlations for 
measures may indicate several factors that are important to consider. First, trait 
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characteristics of subjects are expected to be stable over time. Thus, for measures 
of traits, high-magnitude correlations between data collections are expected and the 
traits are not expected to be influenced easily by interventions or other potential 
Table 7 
/nfema/ cons/sfency and test-retest re//aM/ty coefRc/ents /or the se/f-report 
questfonna/re 
N Test-
Cronbach's Subjects Retest N 
Scale/Measure N Items Alpha Alpha Pearson r Subjects r 
Total scale 60 .93 119 .74* 64 
Familiarity 4 .75 119 .72* 64 
Alignment 26 .93 107 .78* 64 
Alignment Importance 19 .84 108 .62* 64 
Involvement 6 .74 119 .52* 64 
Influence 4 .33 108 .51* 64 
Influence culture (item 30) 1 .47* 63 
Influence culture (item 34) 1 .47* 63 
Influence mission (item 27) 1 .33* 62 
Influence partner (item 38) 1 .47* 63 
Culture (item 28) 1 .70* 57 
Correlation significant at 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
influences in the interim between rounds of data collection (Speilberger, 1975). 
Perceptions of certain characteristics about schools, such as the conditions, regular 
staff development that is focused on studying, teaching, and learning, or the ability to 
create and sustain initiatives extant in the school, may be similar to traits in that 
conditions would not be expected to change much over short periods of time, and, 
therefore, little change in individuals' perceptions of them would be expected. 
On the other hand, measures of state characteristics are expected to be less 
stable over time with repeated measurements reflected in lower and more mid-range 
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between-measurement correlation coefficients (Speilberger, 1975). Perceptions of 
the importance of alignment of beliefs, policies, and conditions in schools may be 
viewed more as states that are likely to change fairly quickly due to interventions of 
information, self-exploration, or some other influence. 
Finally, the first experience of responding to these measures also may have 
stimulated the participants to think more about the items on the questionnaire that 
addressed these variables, causing them to change their responses more in the 
interim. Outcomes measures that are sensitive to change are needed when 
interventions are tested. Test-retest coefficients for outcomes that are more sensitive 
to change are more likely to be of midrange magnitude (Carver, 1974). For persons 
interested in influencing school district learning environments, the more "state-like" 
perceptions may be those that should be considered for measurement of the effects 
of interventions designed to move school districts toward more enabling learning 
environments (Speilberger, 1975). 
Confenf 
Content validity of the self-report questionnaire was assessed by a panel of 
experts. The panel consisted of the executive director of the School Administrators 
of Iowa, an Iowa Association of School Boards research team member, and one 
Iowa State University research and evaluation professor with expertise in survey 
development and education policy. The experts reviewed the content of the 
instrument and reported that they believed it to be measuring adequately the scope 
and depth of the concepts intended. 
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CWfy 
The self-report questionnaire included two open-ended questions (Table 8). 
The first question asked respondents to note any questions on the survey that were 
unclear or that they had difficulty understanding. Of the 123 respondents, 5 (2 
community members, 2 parents, and 1 teacher) noted that they had trouble 
understanding items 7a & 7b (To what extent do you believe your school district's 
local policies reflect that the bell curve mentality must be abandoned?" and "How 
important do you believe it is for your school district's policies to reflect that the bell 
curve mentality must be abandoned?"). Several respondents (4 superintendents and 
1 board member) shared that they had concerns with the relevance of the beliefs 
and values listed on page 2 of the questionnaire (items 2a-13a and 2b-13b) with 
school policy (Appendix G). 
Question the appropriateness of many of the 12 items in section one 
for board policy - Superintendent 
Sometimes I wonder what some of these have to do with the price of 
tea in China - Superintendent 
Page 2's statements are difficult to even relate to local school policies. 
The language of those statements does not appear in school policy 
language. - School Board Member 
Three respondents (1 community member, 1 teacher, and 1 superintendent) noted 
that they had difficulty understanding item 27 (To what extent do you believe 
unwritten policies of your local school district influence student achievement?") and 2 
respondents (1 community member and 1 superintendent) noted that they had 
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trouble with item 34 (To what extent do unwritten policies negatively affect the 
culture and climate of your local school district?").Three respondents (1 community 
member, 1 teacher, and 1 board member) noted that they had difficulty with item 
Table 8 
Pa/Y/c/panf O/Aycu/ty L/ndersfand/ng /fems/Concepfs of the Se/f-Reporf Ouesf/onna/re 
Questionnaire 
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7a, 7b 2 community members 
2 parents 
1 teacher 
X 
X 
X 
2a-13a, 2b-13b 4 superintendents 
2 board members 
X 
X 
27 1 community member 
1 teacher 
1 superintendent 
X 
X 
x 
34 1 superintendent 
1 community member 
X 
X 
18a, 18b 1 community member 
1 teacher 
1 board member 
X 
X 
X 
13a 2 board members X 
18a (To what extent do you believe the following condition: support for school sites 
through data and information, defined as using data on students needs to make 
decisions and modify actions at the district and building level, is reflected in your 
district's policies?") and 18b ("How important do you believe the following condition, 
support for school sites through data and information, defined as using data on 
students needs to make decisions and modify actions at the district and building 
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level, promotes student achievement?"). Two school board members felt unclear 
about item 13a ("To what extent do you believe your school district policies reflect 
that competition is generally damaging to both students and teachers?"). 
After examining the comments offered by respondents, the researcher 
reviewed the survey and recommended the following revisions: (a) change item 7a 
from "The bell curve mentality must be abandoned" to "Grades assigned to students 
based on a predetermined distribution (bell curve) must be abandoned"; (b) change 
item 27 from "Do you believe unwritten policies of your local school district influence 
student achievement?" to "Do you believe unwritten policies (guidelines and rules 
that are not officially written down but that stakeholders know are the way things are 
done in the district) of your local school district influence student achievement?"; (c) 
change item 34 from "Do unwritten policies negatively affect the culture and climate 
of your local school district?" to "Do unwritten policies (guidelines and rules that are 
not officially written down but that stakeholders know are the ways things are done in 
the district) negatively affect the culture and climate of your local school district?"; 
and (d) add a definition of student achievement to the list of definitions on the first 
page of the self-report questionnaire. 
Two superintendents and one board member indicated concerns about the 
relevance of the beliefs and values (items 2a-13a and 2b-13b) to school policy. 
Because these comments did not address the clarity of the instrument, no revisions 
were recommended. 
The second question on the self-report questionnaire asked key respondents 
to share what questions they thought were omitted from the survey to get a better 
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idea of how local school district policy affects student achievement (Table 9). The 
following questions concerning policy were raised or suggested by the respondents, 
and are listed here for consideration in future revisions of the self-report 
questionnaire: 
How do state and federal unfunded mandates affect policies and 
learning? 
What are your "perceptions" of ways unwritten policies affect student 
achievement? 
As a parent or community member do you think you can affect local 
school policies? 
In what ways do school personnel solicit input and involvement from 
the community in the development of school policies? 
How can policy direct assessment data to measure student 
achievement? 
Can staff evaluation policy link to student achievement? 
Are teachers and administrators following school policy? 
Do you feel your school board does an adequate job of enforcing 
district policy that affects student achievement? 
What is an example of a policy in your district that positively affects 
student achievement? 
What is an example of a policy in your district that negatively affects 
student achievement? 
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In response to the second open-ended question of the self-report 
questionnaire, stakeholders suggested areas they felt may have been omitted from 
the self-report questionnaire concerning how local school policy affects student 
Table 9 
Sfake/70/der's Comments f/)e Comp/efe/?ess of #?e Se/f-Reporf Questifonna/re 
Stakeholder Areas omitted 
Superintendents Testing and assessment 
Funding student's with special needs 
Developing more effective teacher training 
Lack of parent/community involvement 
Teachers Improvement of culture/climate 
Meeting needs of students from low economic background 
Board Members Effectiveness of board in developing effective policy 
Lack of parent/community involvement 
Parents Effective teacher evaluation 
Knowledge of teaching best practices 
School's commitment to improvement 
Lack of parent/community involvement 
Funding for education 
District morale 
Lack of parent input in school issues 
Double standard for discipline of students 
Standards for students different than standards for teachers 
Community 
Members 
Preparing students for the future 
Teachers not teaching in their area of strength 
Meeting special needs of students 
Impact of extra-curricular activities on achievement 
achievement. Superintendents shared that they were concerned over testing and 
assessment, funding for special needs students, and teacher training. Teachers 
expressed additional concerns about whether schools were working to improve or 
change the culture and climate of the school district and what the school districts 
were doing to work with students from low socioeconomic backgrounds. Board 
members shared concerns about whether school boards developed effective school 
policy and the lack of parent and community involvement with the local school 
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district. Parents shared multiple concerns, including teacher evaluation, best 
practices in teaching, school district commitment to district morale, lack of parent 
input, double standards for student discipline, and differing expectations for students 
versus district staff. Community members shared their concern about preparing 
students for the future, whether teachers were teaching in their areas of strength, 
meeting students' special needs, and the impact of extracurricular activities on 
student achievement. 
While a number of the questions suggested by respondents reflect the 
purpose of the self-report questionnaire, the majority appear to reflect additional 
concerns that stakeholders have in regard to PK-12 education, such as: special 
education needs, socioeconomic background, state and federal mandates without 
funding, district expectations for the staff, and competitive job preparation. The two 
open-ended questions in the self-report questionnaire appeared to be cathartic for 
stakeholders in that many respondents shared at length their concerns about many 
education issues. Fourteen parents responded to the second open-ended question. 
Many of the additional comments offered reflected stakeholders' concerns about 
their district's lack of behaviors that are consistent with the district's stated mission, 
the culture and climate, and parent and community empowerment and involvement. 
Several parents and one teacher shared their concerns about inequity. Their 
comments reflected their concerns that students/families with special needs or 
cultural differences may not receive equal services in their districts: 
Decisions in this district are influenced heavily by "in" groups and "out" 
groups based on economics and race. Unintentionally sometimes, but 
it happens. - Parent 
Schools in this area have more than the usual number of special 
education students and this poses some special, and very costly 
problems. - Parent 
Families with children in special education may perceive situations 
differently than families with children in the gifted programs or families 
with children in the general education setting. I have a child in special 
education and a child in the gifted program and my perception is 
different if I isolate my experiences to either child. - Parent 
To be perfectly honest as a teacher who works with special needs 
students I am continually frustrated with the bureaucracy and job 
justification that goes on at a higher level. I fully believe in developing 
vision and mission statements as guiding principles in the development 
of a nurturing environment. The problems lie in the fact that if you 
develop poor policy, or develop quality policy, but lack the follow-
through to insure their implementation or the focus becomes semantics 
involved with the vision and mission statements versus actual 
interaction with those the policies are intended to serve, we are 
underserving our intended audience. The aforementioned bureaucracy 
filters away from school programs. - Teacher 
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Parents also shared that they have concerns with adult behavior in their 
school district and a desire for more effective adult role modeling of behavior: 
In reality the policies may not govern the actions of the administration 
and faculty of the school. So you can have the most wonderful policies 
and the teachers can completely ignore them. It seems to me most 
administrators allow this type of action. - Parent 
We expect certain standards for students and allow teachers and 
coaches not to be accountable as mentors. - Parent 
Four board members responded to the second open-ended question with 
additional comments on the self-report questionnaire. These comments tended to be 
positive in regard to the performance of the districts and problems tended to focus 
on what was perceived as outside forces that affected PK-12 education: 
I wish there was something the state could do to encourage parents to 
support their children and school. - School Board Member 
Our small schools do an outstanding job of educating our students and 
preparing them for their future education. Our statistics show the 
excellent job we are doing. - School Board Member 
One board member shared concern with the effectiveness of the school 
board. 
Culture and climate can have a negative or a positive effect. Part of our 
culture is negative. As a board member I'm as involved as anyone in 
policymaking, but I'm one of seven. I don't think our board makes 
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effective policies to drive support of school improvement or make 
positive changes in culture. - School Board Member 
Four superintendents responded to the second open-ended question with 
additional comments. Two of the superintendent respondents expressed their views 
concerning policy: 
I believe the leadership of the district, the superintendent and building 
level principals impact student achievement at a much higher level 
than does policy. The very best policy is only words on paper and does 
not reflect the actual actions of individuals responsible for 
implementing policy. -Superintendent 
Policy and interpretation of those policies and implementation can vary 
greatly. The intent of the policies is the true factor for consideration. -
Superintendent 
Two superintendents shared their concern about community involvement. 
Our district policymakers seem to want to distance themselves from 
the community, even though they represent the community. -
Superintendent 
When up to %'s of all community members do not have children in 
school It is difficult to equate community/school involvement with 
achievement. - Superintendent 
Nine community members responded to the second open-ended question 
with additional comments. These community members expressed their concern over 
several education issues, including: the use of technology, the use of student 
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achievement data, the influence of unwritten policy on culture, the influence of 
extracurricular activities, parental/community involvement, ineffective school policies, 
and the impact of teacher seniority. The following are comments that pertained in 
particular to issues of policy: 
I believe a majority of parents cannot truly affect policies due to 
teacher and administration bias and control. - Community Member 
Unwritten policies affect climate so much at a school, which in turn 
affects student achievement. - Community Member 
Our district has a very significant number of policies. If a district doesn't 
use/believe in them then why have them? Policies should reflect the 
core values and beliefs. - Community Member 
7?)e Survey F/nd/ngs 
The distribution of total mean scores for all stakeholders on the self-report 
questionnaire is shown in Figure 5. Mean scores for each item are shown in Table 
11. Among stakeholder groups there were no statistically significant differences in 
mean scores on the total Enabling Learning Environment (ELE) Questionnaire. The 
findings for perceptions of specific dimensions of an ELE, however, reveal some 
differences among types of stakeholders and among stakeholders with different 
demographic characteristics. 
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Figure 5 
Frequencies of Mean Scores for Total Enabling Environment Instrument 
TOTAL 
Std. Dev = .30 
Mean = 1.70 
N = 96.00 
1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 
1.13 1.38 1.63 1.88 2.13 2.38 
TOTAL 
1 = highly enabling environment; 2 = fairly enabling, 3 = fairly nonenabling; 4 = highly nonenabling 
Aim 2. Describe the extent that stakeholders perceive that they are familiar 
with school policies, the culture of the school district, the school's beliefs and 
values, and mission for: 
a) the total sample 
b) each type of stakeholder 
c) stakeholders In low- and high-enrollment schools 
d) stakeholders in low- vs. high-student-achievement 
schools 
e) stakeholders In low- vs. high-at-risk factors districts. 
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As might be expected, slightly more than 88% of the participants rated their 
perceived familiarity 2 or higher on the 4-point scale (1 = very much familiar, 4 = very 
little familiar). Overall, most stakeholders reported that they were very familiar with 
school beliefs and values, the culture and climate, and policies. The mean score on 
the Familiarity scale for the total sample was 1.6, indicating that on average the 
stakeholders perceived that they were very familiar (Table 10). 
There was a significant difference, however, among age groups in regard to 
their perceived familiarity (F(4,103) = 5.074, p = .001). Stakeholders in the younger 
age groups (25-34 and 35-44) each had significantly higher average Familiarity 
scores than those in each of the 45-54, 55-64, and > 65 age groups (p = .05). 
Income groups also differed significantly on perceptions of Familiarity (F (4,103) = 
3.190, p = .001). Stakeholders with household incomes of $100,000 or more 
reported significantly more familiarity with school policies than those in each group 
with lower levels of household income, and those with incomes of $75,000-$99,999, 
$50,000-$74,999, and $30,000-$49,999 each had significantly more perceived 
familiarity with policies than did the stakeholders with incomes of $29,999 and less 
(p = 05). 
There was a trend, although not significant, for mean differences in 
perceptions among stakeholders with different amounts of education (F (2,112) = 
2.717, p = .07). The stakeholder group that completed an advanced degree reported 
the highest perception of familiarity with policies followed by the group that had 
some work toward an advanced degree and then by the group that had completed 
college or had less education. There also was some trend of a difference between 
Table 10 
Sfake/?o/der Type, D/sfncf Enro/Zmenf, OysùicMf-R/sA, and D/sfncf 
/\c/)/evemenf Fam///anfy Group Means 
Stakeholder Group N Mean S.D. 
Total Sample 119 1.6 .46 
Superintendents 30 1.3 .32 
Teachers 20 1.5 .34 
School Board Members 26 1.6 .44 
Parents 21 1.7 .42 
Community Members 22 1.9 .55 
High-At-Risk Districts 54 1.6 .49 
Low-At-Risk Districts 65 1.6 .44 
High-Enrollment Districts 59 1.6 .48 
Low-Enrollment Districts 60 1.6 .45 
High-Achievement Districts 64 1.6 .51 
Low-Achievement Districts 55 1.6 .41 
stakeholders grouped by those who had children and those who did not have 
children in the mean perceptions of familiarity with policies (f (112) = 1.717, p = 
.089). Those stakeholders who had children reported that they were more familiar 
Figure 6 
Familiarity Means for Stakeholder Groups 
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FAMLPOLM 
1 = superintendents, 2 = parents, 3 = board members, 4 = community members, 5 = teachers. 
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with policies than were stakeholders who did not have children. 
However, there was a statistically significant difference among the different 
types of stakeholders (F (4,113) = 7.512, p < .001) (Table 12) (Figure 6). As might 
be expected, mean perception of familiarity with beliefs, culture, and policies was 
highest for superintendents, teachers, and school board members. Superintendents' 
mean perceptions of their familiarity was significantly higher than parents' (p = .023) 
and community members (p < .001). School board members' perceptions of their 
familiarity were significantly greater, on average, than community members' 
perceptions of their familiarity (p = .028), while community members' mean 
perceptions of familiarity was significantly less than those of teachers (p = .004), as 
well as those of superintendents and board members. Based on the standard 
deviation for each group, superintendents and teachers each were more in 
agreement with one another regarding Familiarity. Stakeholder perceptions for the 
total instrument and subscales were not statistically significantly different among 
school districts. Also, there were no statistically significant differences in Familiarity 
for stakeholders in high- versus low-at-risk school districts, high- versus low-
enrollment districts, or for high- versus low-student-achievement districts (Table 13). 
Familiarity was moderately correlated with Alignment (r = .32, p < .01) and 
Involvement (r = .37, p < .01) scales. This may suggest that the more familiar 
participants are with policies, the stronger is their perception of alignment of the 
elements of an enabling learning environment with policies, and the more likely are 
they to perceive themselves as being involved with policy development and school, 
family, and community partnerships. 
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Aim 3. Describe stakeholders' perceptions of the culture and climate of the 
school district for: 
a) all stakeholders 
b each type of stakeholder 
c) stakeholders in low- and high-enrollment districts 
d) stakeholders In low- vs. high-student-achievement 
schools 
e) stakeholders In low-at-rlsk factors vs. high-at-risk factors 
districts. 
Stakeholder group member perceptions of the culture and climate of their 
local school districts overall described the learning environments for all learners as 
positive (Figure 7) (Table 14). Stakeholders grouped by age were statistically 
significantly different among groups in their perceptions of Culture (F (4,106) 3.710, 
p = .01 ). Persons who were 35-44 and 45-54 were more positive about the culture 
and climate of the schools than those, age 25-34, 55-64, and 65 and older (p = .05). 
Mean perceptions of stakeholders with children were significantly higher regarding 
the culture and climate of the district, with more positive views (f (114j = 2.97, p = 
.004) than those who reported that they did not have children. 
Among the stakeholder groups, school board members described the culture 
and climate most positively, followed by superintendents, teachers, parents, and 
community members, respectively. There was a significant overall difference in the 
degree that the environments were rated as positive among the types of 
stakeholders (F(4,115) = 4.509, p < .01) (Table 12). Post hoc contrasts indicated 
Figure 7 
Culture Means for Stakeholder Groups 
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1 = superintendents, 2 = parents, 3 = board members, 4 = community members, 5 = teachers. 
Table 11 
/Wernoe sfakeWder pe/repf/ons for each /fern on f/ie se/f-reporf measure of an enaMng /eammg envfmnmenf 
Nam N Mean 8D Mem N Wean 9D 
î. RwA&ypôlcl* 120 313 .81 18a. ABgned community involvement 122 1.7 .78 
2a. AÀgned can team 122 1.4 .52 20a/ÀRgnêd shared leadership iii 1 1.9 .78 
3a. ÂÛgned {earning organism 121 1.6 .78 14b. Important building human syatem "Î23 1 i.4 .62 
4a. AKgnéd success hard wo* 122 1.8 .76 15b. Important «eatè/sustaEi ln(Badves 122 1.4 .56 
5a. Aligned success-success 122 1.8 .81 16b. Important supportive work place 125 1.2 .54 
6a. ÀRgned student confidence 122 1.9 .76 17b. important sW development 122 1.3 54 
7a. Aligned school success 122 Tl .74 18b. Important data-decisions 122 1.5 63 
8a. Aligned abandon bell curve 117 2.4 .94 19b. Important community Involvement 123 1.2 ij 
9a. Aligned culture-succès» 122 1.5 .73 21%. Impartant shared leadership 123 1.3 .48 
10a.Aligned responsive to clients 121 1.6 .77 21. FamHWtybeMs/values 122 1.4 .51 
fi aligned democracy decisions 122 2.1 .81 22. famdiafky mission statement 122 1.3 .54 
12a.Aligned work wïuê/dlgnlty 121 1.8 .79 23. AWgned mlaslon-belleWyWues 122 1,4 .60 
13aABgned compeWon damaging 122 3.0 .72 24. ANgned mission-policy development 122 1.5 .60 
2b. Important can learn 122 Ï.Î .35 25. AÙgned mlsslon-kx*d pôWoy- 121 1.5 .61 
3b Important learning organism 12Î" ' i.s "" .84 28. lnvoivemen^3evelôpmëi#1ôc3^ 122 1.9 1.6 
4b. Important swceàs hard work 122 1.5 .74 27. Influence ûnwiîtten pollcy-ecNevement 121 1.9 .84 
5b. Important success-success 121 1.5 .74 2& Culture perception cu&uMÂdlmate 121 1.6 .63 
65. Important student confidence 122 1.6 .71 29. FainWaHty cuKure/cUn%ta 123 1.3 .54 
7b. Important school success 121 1.9 .76 30. InNuenoe cufture/cHmate-acNevemenl 123 1.2 .44 
8b. Important abandon be# curve 117 2.1 .94 31. Aligned cuHura/cHmate-mlsslon 122 1.6 .63 
9b. important culture-success 122 1.3 .50 32. Aligned cuNure/dhnete-belleh/values 123 1.6 .63 
15b.Important responsive to clients 121 1.3 .57 5S. Aligned culture/cBmiate-local policies 123 1.5 .59 
Î 1b,important dêmôôâ^f decisions 119 1.8 .83 34. Influence unwfRfen pollcy-cuRurs?bllmate | 123 2.7 1.0 
12b.lmporW* work WueMgr^ty 122 1.4 .64 35. Involvement In parbiershlps 123 1.6 .68 
iâb.lmpôrtant competition damagîr^ 122 3.0 .86 36. IrWvenwi^sdiookfan^parlnefsh^s 123 1.7 ,68 
T4aA%nedTBulidlnQ human system 123 1.8 .77 37. Involvement school-community partnerships 123 1.7 .70 
ISa.AAgned create/sustain Initiatives 122 1.9 .79 38. influence partnerships-achievement 123 1.2 .46 
16a.A#gned supportive wôit place 123 1.6 .77 39. Àllgi^polkWsûppoÂ^partnerahl|M 122 1.7 .72 
17a.A#gned staff development 122 1.7 .74 40. Involvement parents-developing policy 123 2.2 .97 
l8a.AHgned data-decisions 121 1.8 .77 41. Involvement community- dev^bping polldes 123 2.7 Î.Ô 
few mean wore (llstwlse) 90 2.5 .45 
Table 12 
One-Way 4/VOMA Sfaf/sf/cs Aw Subsca/e and Tofa/ ELE PercepWbns by Type of Sfakebo^er Groups 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p-value 
ALIGNMENT IMPORTANCE Between Groups .549 4 .137 1.199 .316 
Within Groups 11.779 103 .114 
Total 12.328 107 
ALIGNMENT Between Groups .581 4 .145"" 8f§ .518 
Within Groups 18.164 102 .178 
Total 18.745 106 
FAMILIARITY Between Groups 5.312 4 1.328 7.512 .0001 
Within Groups 19.977 113 .177 
Total 25.289 117 
INVOLVEMENT Between Groups 2.829 ""r ,657 2.093 .086 
Within Groups 36.426 116 .314 
Total 39.066 120 
INFLUENCE (Item 38) Between Groups 1.223 4 .306 1.437 .226 
Within Groups 24.884 117 .213 
Total 26.107 121 
nNKÛËNCË(ltem34) Between Groups 3.2%7 4 .812 .812 .520 
Within Groups 116.885 117 .999 
Total 120.131 121 
" INFLUENCE (Item 27) Between Groups 8.128 4 2.032 3.291 .014 
Within Groups 70.997 115 .617 
Total 79.125 119 
INFLUENCE (Item 30) Between Groups 2.136 4 .534 2.956 .023 
Within Groups 21.142 117 .181 
Total 23.279 121 
CULTURE (Item 28) Between Groups 6 453 4 1.613 4.509 .002 
Within Groups 41.139 115 .358 
Total 47.592 119 
Total ELE Between Groups .308 4 .077 821 .525 
Within Groups 8.53 91 .094 
s Total 8.83 95 
Table 13 
T-fesfs /or d#femnces between cMsfdcf enm//men/, d/s/dcf aWsk, and d/sfncf acA/eyemenf gmup means /or 
sfa&e/io/ders 
FamHIarlty Involvement Alignment Alignment Importance Culture 
Group N Kdf) P N *dl) P N #df) P N *df) P N Kdf) P 
H%hat-rW( 54 .056(117) .95 56 .322(120) .75 50 .084(105) .93 51 .663(106) .51 56 .548(119) .56 
Low at-risk 65 66 57 57 65 }%FenïWfnën* 59 .281(117) .78 60 1.92(120) .06 56 2.19(105) .03 54 1.55(106) .13 59 .005(11^) .99 
Low enmNment 60 62 51 54 62 
High 
achievement 
64 .169(117) .87 66 .908(120) .37 58 .863(105) .39 56 .715(106) .48 65 1.13(119) .26 
Low achievement 55 56 49 ^ 52 56 
Influence (IWm 30) Influence (Rem 34) Influence (Nam 27) Influence (Item 3BT 
Sfoup N *df) P N *df) P N 4df) P N 4df) P 
High at-dek 56 1^2(121) .23 56 .646(121) .52 56 .869(119) .39 67 1.23(121) .21 
Lowat-fkk 67 67 65 56 
High enmUment 60 .703(121) .46 60 .004(121) .99 59 1.17(119) JZ5 60 .445(121) .66 
Low enrollment 63 63 . 62 63 
High 
achievement 
66 .050(118) .96 66 2.61(121) .01 65 1.54(119) .13 66 .171(121) .87 
Low achievement 57 57 56 M
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that the mean of board members' descriptions of culture and climate was 
significantly more positive than the means of parents' (p = .04) and community 
members' (p = .003) descriptions, and superintendents' descriptions were 
significantly more positive than those of community members (p = .03). 
Stakeholders' descriptions of culture and climate did not differ significantly when 
grouped by high and low enrollment, high and low achievement, or high-and low-at-
risk school districts (Table 13). 
There was a strong correlation between Item 28 (positive or negative 
perception of culture) and Alignment (r = .45, p < .01 ), Involvement (r = .52, p < .01 ) 
and Familiarity (r = .33, p < .001 ). Though at a low magnitude, item 28 also 
correlates significantly with item 30 (r = .18, p = .01), Item 34 (r = .17, p = .01), and 
Item 38 (r = .26, p < .01 ). 
Table 14 
SfakeWder Type, D/sfncf Enro//menf, D/sfncf Af-R/sk, and D/sWcf 
Acb/evemenf CuAure Group Means 
Stakeholder Group N Mean S.D. 
Total Sample 121 1.6 .63 
Superintendents 30 1.5 .51 
Teachers 21 1.6 .50 
School Board Members 26 1.4 .49 
Parents 23 1.8 .57 
Community Members 21 2.0 .89 
High-At-Risk Districts 56 1.7 .72 
Low-At-Risk Districts 65 1.6 .55 
High-Enrollment Districts 59 1.6 .69 
Low-Enrollment Districts 62 1.7 .58 
High-Achievement Districts 65 1.6 .71 
Low-Achievement Districts 56 1.7 .53 
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Aim 4. Describe stakeholders' perceptions of the alignment, or lack of 
alignment, of beliefs/values, conditions of local schools, mission, and 
culture with school policies and their perceived Importance of alignment 
for student achievement for: 
a) all stakeholders 
b each type of stakeholder 
c) stakeholders in low- and high-enrollment districts 
d) stakeholders in low- vs. hlgh-student-achievement 
schools 
e) stakeholders In low-at-risk factors vs. high-at-risk factors 
districts. 
Stakeholders as a total group tended to perceive that beliefs, school 
conditions, mission, and culture that are consistent with an enabling learning 
environment are reflected in and aligned with school policies (Figure 8) (Table 15). 
Stakeholders in different income groups differed in their perceptions of Align (F 
(3,92) =3.56, p = .02). Stakeholders with annual household incomes of $100,000 or 
more had significantly higher perceptions of the extent of alignment of beliefs, school 
conditions, mission, and culture with policies than did those stakeholders with annual 
incomes of $50,000-$99,999 (p = .05). 
While the overall F test was nearly statistically significant (p = .058), there 
were no statistically significant differences among the separate categories of 
stakeholder education. Persons with a four-year college degree or less had the 
highest perception of the extent of alignment, followed by those who had completed 
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an advanced degree, and finally those who had some work toward an advanced 
degree. There were no significant differences in these perceptions among 
stakeholder types or when the stakeholders were grouped by high- and low-at-risk 
school districts or high- and low-achievement (Tables 12 & 13). Stakeholders in 
high- versus low-enrollment districts did differ significantly in these perceptions (p = 
.03) (Table 13). Those in high-enrollment districts perceived significantly more 
alignment than did those in low-enrollment districts. It may be that high-enrollment 
districts have overall more effective organization and leadership that results in 
schools with more developed elements of enabling learning environments, including 
alignment of the elements with policies. 
The test of the difference between persons who had children currently 
attending school in the district and those persons who did not was statistically 
significant (f (99) = 3.33, p = .001 ). Persons with no children attending school in the 
district perceived alignment of beliefs, conditions, mission, and culture with policies 
as more important than did persons with children attending the district. There were 
no statistically significant differences among the types of stakeholders (Table 13). 
All stakeholders also rated their perception of the importance of alignment of 
school policies with beliefs and school conditions of an enabling learning 
environment high overall, with the means among stakeholder groups ranging from 
1.4 to 1.6, which falls within the "very much believe important" range (Figure 10) 
(Table 16). The test of the difference of level of education among groups of 
stakeholders revealed a statistically significant effect (f (102) = 2.07, p = .04). 
Persons who completed high school or less perceived alignment of beliefs, 
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conditions, mission, and culture with policies as less important than did those with 
some college or more. Stakeholders did not differ significantly among role groups in 
the perceptions of the importance of alignment (Table 12). Stakeholders grouped by 
high and low enrollment, at-risk district, or achievement also did not differ 
significantly (Table 13). 
There is a strong, significant correlation between Alignment and Involvement 
(r = .60, p < .01). Correlation between Alignment and items 30 and 38 suggests that 
participants see that culture (r = .52, p < .01 ) and partnership (r = .26, p < .01 ) with 
the notion of alignment with policies is important for student achievement. 
Figure 8 
Alignment Means for Stakeholder Groups 
STAKGRP 
Missing 
1,00 
3.00 
4.00 
c 3 
5.00 
2.42 2.92 1.19 1.42 1.65 2.15 
2.00 1.04 1.31 1.54 1.77 2.27 2.65 
ALGNBLFM 
1 = superintendents, 2 = parents, 3 = board members, 4 = community members, 5 = teachers. 
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Figure 9 
Alignment Importance Means for Stakeholder Groups 
STAKGRP 
Missing 
Missing 1.16 1.37 I 1.68 
1.05 1.26 1.47 1.68 1.89 2.16 2.42 
ALGNIMPM 
1 = superintendents, 2 = parents, 3 = board members, 4 = community members, 5 = teachers. 
Table 15 
SfaW?o/der Type, D/sfncf5nro//menf, O/sfnfcf Af-R/s/c, and 0/s(ncf Ac/7/evemenf 
A/;gnmenf Gmup Means 
Stakeholder Group N Mean S.D. 
Total Sample 107 1.7 .42 
Superintendents 27 1.7 .55 
Teachers 19 1.7 .42 
School Board Members 21 1.7 .36 
Parents 21 1.7 .39 
Community Members 19 1.8 .43 
High-At-Risk Districts 50 1.8 .47 
Low-At-Risk Districts 57 1.8 .42 
High-Enrollment Districts 56 1.7 .42 
Low-Enrollment Districts 51 1.9 .45 
High-Achievement Districts 58 1.7 .42 
Low-Achievement Districts 49 1.8 .47 
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Table 16 
Sfakeho/der Type, O/sfr/cf Enm//menf, O/sfncf v4f-R/sk, and D/sfncf ^ch/evemenf 
y4//gnmenf /mpo/fance Group Means 
Stakeholder Group N Mean S.D. 
Total Sample 108 1.5 .34 
Superintendents 27 1.5 .39 
Teachers 19 1.4 .22 
School Board Members 24 1.6 .34 
Parents 21 1.6 .35 
Community Members 17 1.6 .35 
High-At-Risk Districts 51 1.6 .37 
Low-At-Risk Districts 57 1.5 .31 
High-Enrollment Districts 54 1.5 .34 
Low-Enrollment Districts 54 1.6 .33 
High-Achievement Districts 56 1.6 .31 
Low-Achievement Districts 52 1.5 .37 
Aim 5. Describe stakeholders' perceptions of their involvement In the 
development of school district policies, mission, and partnerships for: 
a} all stakeholders 
b) each type of stakeholder 
c) stakeholders In low- and high-enrollment districts 
d) stakeholders In low- vs. hlgh-student-achlevement 
schools 
e) stakeholders In low-at-rlsk factors vs. high-at-risk factors 
districts. 
On average, stakeholders perceived that they were fairly highly involved in 
the development of school district policies, mission, and partnerships (M = 2.0, SO 
= .57). On the specific items (26 and 35) stakeholders rated the perceptions of their 
involvement even more highly (M =1.86, SO = 1.1 and # = 1.59, SO = .68 ). Board 
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members' perceptions of involvement in the development of policy were the highest, 
followed by superintendents and teachers, respectively (Figure 10). As expected, 
teachers felt that they had less involvement in the development of policy than 
administrators and board members, although they perceived slightly more 
involvement than parents and community members (Table 17). 
There was an overall difference, however, among stakeholders grouped by 
annual household income in their perception of involvement in the development of 
policies (F (4,105) = 3.07, p = 02). The mean perceptions of involvement of those 
with annual household incomes of $100,000 or more were statistically significantly 
different than the mean perceptions of those who earned $75,000-$99,999 annually 
(p = .05). Stakeholders in the highest and lowest income groups had the highest 
perceptions of their involvement in policies/Although not statistically significantly 
different from any of the stakeholders grouped by income, the mean perceptions of 
those in the lowest income group ($29,999 or less) had the next highest perception 
of involvement in the development of policies. 
For the total group of stakeholders, the average perceived involvement of 
parents (M = 2.2, SO = .62) and community members (M = 2.1, SO =.63) in 
developing school policies was lowest. Parents and community members had less 
perceived involvement than superintendents, teachers, and school board members; 
however, there were no statistically significant mean differences between types of 
stakeholders (Table 12). Likewise, there were no statistically significant differences 
between stakeholders, on average, in high- versus low-risk school districts, highl­
and low-enrollment districts, or high- versus low-achievement schools (Table 13). 
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Figure 10 
Involvement Means for Stakeholder Groups 
STAKGRP 
Missing 
1.00 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
c =j 
5 5.00 
Missing 1.17 1.50 1.83 2.17 3.17 
1.00 1.33 1.67 2.00 2.33 2.67 3.00 3.50 
INVOLVEM 
1 = superintendents, 2 = parents, 3 = board members, 4 = community members, 5 = teachers. 
Table 17 
SfakeWder Type, D/sfncf Ehm//men(, O/sfncMf-R/sk, and O/sfncf 
y4c/]/evemenf /nvo/vemenf Group Means 
Stakeholder Group N Mean S.D. 
Total Sample 122 2.0 .57 
Superintendents 30 1.9 .60 
Teachers 22 1.9 .50 
School Board Members 26 1.8 .41 
Parents 23 2.1 .62 
Community Members 21 2.1 .63 
High-At-Risk Districts 56 2.0 .54 
Low-At-Risk Districts 66 1.9 .60 
High-Enrollment Districts 60 1.9 .61 
Low-Enrollment Districts 62 2.0 - .52 
High-Achievement Districts 66 1.9 .54 
Low-Achievement Districts 56 2.0 .60 
Aim 6. describe stakeholders' perceptions of the influence of school district 
culture, partnerships, and mission on student achievement for: 
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a) all stakeholders 
b each type of stakeholder 
c) stakeholders In low- and high-enrollment districts 
d) stakeholders in low- vs. high-student-achievement 
schools 
e) stakeholders In low-at-risk factors vs. high-at-risk factors 
districts. 
Mean scores for the four Influence items for stakeholders' grouped by role, 
high- and low-enrollment districts, high- and low-at-risk districts, and high- and low-
achievement districts are shown in Table 18. Among the stakeholders grouped by 
their roles (superintendents, teachers, board members, parents, and community 
members), there was an overall statistically significant difference in the average 
ratings of perceptions of the extent that culture and climate influence student 
achievement (F (4,117) = 2.96; p = .02) and the extent that unwritten policies 
influence student achievement (F(4,117) = 3.29; p = .01) (Figures 11 &12) (Tables 
11 &12). Board members, superintendents, and parents perceived the culture and 
climate of a district as having more of an effect on student achievement than did 
teachers and community members, respectively Superintendents, parents, and 
community members perceived unwritten policies of the school as having more of an 
effect on student achievement than did board members and teachers (Table 18). 
The overall test for difference in means of perceptions of stakeholders 
grouped by education was statistically significant (F (2.116) = 3.567, p = .03). Those 
with some work toward an advanced degree perceived that unwritten policies had 
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more influence on student achievement compared to those who had completed an 
advanced degree and those who had completed a college degree or had less 
education (p = .05). Persons with children who had attended the district and those 
who had never had children who attended the district were statistically significantly 
different in their perceptions of whether unwritten policy negatively affected the 
culture and climate of a school district (f (116)= 2.76, p = .007). 
Persons with children who had attended the district perceived unwritten 
policies as having more of a negative effect on the culture and climate of a school 
district than did persons who never had children who attended the district. There 
were no significant differences among the stakeholders' mean perceptions of the 
effect of school, family, and community partnerships on student achievement or 
among stakeholders' mean perceptions of the negative affect of unwritten policies on 
the culture and climate of schools (Table 18) (Figure 13). It Is interesting to note, 
however, that superintendents perceived the least effect of partnerships on 
achievement and community members perceived the most effect. 
There also were no statistically significant mean differences for high- versus 
low-enrollment, high- versus low-at-risk, or high- versus low-achievement 
stakeholder groups, except for high- versus low-achievement groups on the extent 
that unwritten policies negatively influence the culture and climate of a learning 
environment (f (121) = 2.61, p = .01). Stakeholders in low-achievement districts 
viewed unwritten policies as more negatively influencing the culture and climate than 
did those in high-achievement districts. 
Table 18 
SfaAeho/der type, d/sWcf enno/Zmenf, d/sfncf aWsk, and d/sfncf ecMevemenf /n^uence group means 
Stakeholder Group Item 30 
(culture) 
Kern 34 
culture) 
Item 27 
(mlealon) 
Item 38 
(partnership) 
N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D N Mean S.D. 
Total stakeholders 122 1.2 .44 122 2.7 1.0 120 1.9 .84 122 1.2 .46 
Superintendents 30 1.1 .35 30 2.7 1.1 30 1.6 .81 30 1.4 .56 
Teachers 20 1.3 .44 20 2.9 .85 20 " 2.4 .75 20 1.3 1 .44 
School Board Members 26 Î.Ï .27^ 26 ' 2.7 1.Ï 26 Î.9 "I .74 26 1.2 .37 
Parents 24 1.1 ' .34 24 2.4 .97 23 1.8 " .74 24 1.2 .51 
Community Members 22 1.5 .67 22 2.5 .96 21 ^ 1.8 .87 22 1.1 .35 
High At-Rlsk Districts 56 ï".î " .35 56 2.7 .70 §6 1.8 .81 56 1.2 ' .^3 
Low At-Rlsk Districts 67 1.2 .50 67 2.6 1.0 67 2.0 .86 67 .49 
High-Enrollment Districts 60 1.2 .46 60 2.7 1.0 59 2.0 .90 60 1.2 .45 
Low-Enrollment Districts 63 1.2 .42 63 2.7 1.0 62 1.8 .77 63 1.3 .47 
High-Achievement 
Districts 
66 1.2 .44 66 2.9 1.0 65 1.8 .82 66 1.2 .47 
Low-Achievement 
Districts 
57 1.2 .44 57 2.4 1.0 56 2.0 .84 57 1.2 .46 
Figure 11 
Influence of Culture on Achievement for Stakeholder Group: 
STAKGRP 
Missing 
Very much 
CULTURES 
Much Little 
1 = superintendents, 2 = parents, 3 = board members, 4 = community members, 5 = teachers. 
Figure 12 
Influence of Unwritten Policy on Achievement for Stakehold* 
STAKGRP 
Missing 
u  0 . ^  
Missing Very much 
MISSION/ 
Much Little Very little 
1 = superintendents, 2 = parents, 3 = board members, 4 = community members, 5 = teachers. 
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Figure 13 
Influence of Partnerships on Achievement for Stakeholder Grou 
30 
Missing 
STAKGRP 
I 
o  0  
Very much Much Little 
PARTNER4 
1 = superintendents, 2 = parents, 3 = board members, 4 = community members, 5 = teachers. 
The purpose of this dissertation research was to investigate stakeholders' 
perceptions of the alignment and importance of alignment of policies with the 
elements that are consistent with an enabling learning environment that supports 
student achievement. A self-report questionnaire was constructed and piloted to 
measure local school district stakeholders' (administrators, teachers, school board 
members, parents, and community members) perceptions regarding characteristics 
and importance of an enabling learning environment and policies for student 
education, and to collect preliminary data describing these perceptions using a 
statewide purposive sample of the stakeholders. 
Summary 
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Internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha) and test-retest reliability procedures 
were done to assess the reliability of the self-report questionnaire. The Cronbach's 
alpha value for the total instrument was 0.93 with the pilot survey participant data. 
Although this indicates a high level of internal consistency among the questionnaire 
items and supports the conceptualization of the instrument as measuring a single 
underlying construct, "perceptions of an enabling learning environment," the large 
number of items in the instrument also would tend to increase the Cronbach alpha 
coefficient. Test-retest reliability coefficients for the total, subscale, and single-item 
measures of elements of the questionnaire indicated adequate stability of the 
measures with the potential to capture within-subject changes in response to 
interventions. Content validity of the self-report questionnaire was assessed by a 
panel of three education experts. Qualitative data were examined to assess clarity 
and understandability. The data were compared and interpreted using content 
analysis to determine the themes that occurred in the stakeholder groups from the 
participants' responses to the self-report questionnaire's two open-ended questions. 
Among stakeholder groups there were no statistically significant differences in 
mean scores on the total Enabling Learning Environment (ELE) Questionnaire. The 
findings for perceptions of specific dimensions of an ELE, however, reveal some 
differences among types of stakeholders and among stakeholders with different 
demographic characteristics. 
Overall, the subscale coefficients indicate adequate internal consistency. 
Most stakeholders reported that they were very familiar with school beliefs and 
values, the culture and climate, and policies. Stakeholder group member perceptions 
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of the culture and climate of their local school districts were described overall as 
positive learning environments for all learners. Among the stakeholder groups, 
school board members described the culture and climate most positively, followed 
by superintendents, teachers, parents, and community members, respectively. 
Stakeholders as a total group tended to perceive that beliefs, school conditions, 
mission, and culture that are consistent with an enabling learning environment are 
reflected in and aligned with school policies. Stakeholders in different income groups 
and level of education groups differed in their perceptions of alignment. On average, 
stakeholders perceived that they were "fairly highly" involved in the development of 
school district policies, mission, and partnerships. As expected, teachers felt that 
they had less involvement in the development of policy than did administrators and 
board members, although they perceived slightly more involvement than parents and 
community members. There was an overall difference among stakeholders grouped 
by annual household income in their perception of involvement in the development 
of policies. Among the stakeholders grouped by their roles (superintendents, 
teachers, board members, parents, and community members); there was an overall 
statistically significant difference in the average ratings of perceptions of the extent 
that culture and climate influence student achievement and the extent that unwritten 
policies influence student achievement. The overall test for difference in means of 
perceptions of stakeholders grouped by education and the overall test for difference 
in means of perceptions of those grouped as having children and those grouped as 
not having children were statistically significant. 
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Chapter 5 
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary of the Study 
This dissertation research was a pilot survey of PK-12 education stakeholders 
in Iowa to describe their perceptions of enabling learning environments in Iowa 
schools. The self-report questionnaire used for the study was developed from 22 
interviews. Twenty of the 22 interviewees represented four Iowa school districts and 
were members of their district's school improvement team. To acquire the perception 
of educators at the state level, one member of the Iowa Association of School 
Boards (IASB) and one member of the School Administrators of Iowa (SAI) were 
interviewed. Questionnaires were mailed to 40 school superintendents, 40 teachers, 
40 school board members, 40 parents, and 40 community members purposively 
selected from all but one of the Area Education Agencies in Iowa. Completed 
questionnaires were returned by 30 superintendents, 22 teachers, 26 board 
members, 23 parents, and 22 community member stakeholders, for a 62% overall 
response rate. Some participants from each type of stakeholder group from each 
Area Agency sampled returned questionnaires. The aims of the study were to: 
(1 ) Pilot test the self-report questionnaire with a purposive sample of 200 
stakeholders (40 superintendents, 40 school board members, 40 teachers, 40 
parents, and 40 community members), to assess clarity, estimate reliability, and 
describe recommended revisions; 
(2) Describe the extent that stakeholders perceive that they are familiar with 
school policies, the culture of the school district, the school's beliefs and values, and 
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mission for: (a) the total sample; (b) each type of stakeholder; (c) stakeholders in 
low- vs. high-enrollment districts; (d) stakeholders in low- vs. high-student-
achievement districts; and (e) stakeholders in low- vs. high-at-risk factors districts; 
(3) Describe stakeholders' perceptions of the culture and climate of the school 
district for: (a) all stakeholders; (b) each type of stakeholder; (c) stakeholders in low-
and high-enrollment districts; (d) stakeholders in low- vs. high-student-achievement 
districts; (e) stakeholders in low-at-risk factors vs. high-at-risk factors districts; 
(4) Describe stakeholders' perceptions of the alignment, or lack of alignment, 
of beliefs/values, conditions of local schools, mission, and culture with school 
policies and their perceived importance of alignment for student achievement for: (a) 
all stakeholders; (b) each type of stakeholder; (c) stakeholders in low- and high-
enrollment districts; (d) stakeholders in low- vs. high-student-achievement districts; 
and (e) stakeholders in low-at-risk factors vs. high-at-risk factors districts; 
(5) Describe stakeholders' perceptions of their involvement in the 
development of school district policies, mission, and partnerships for (a) all 
stakeholders; (b) each type of stakeholder; (c) stakeholders in low- and high-
enrollment districts; (d) stakeholders in low- vs. high-student-achievement districts; 
and (e) stakeholders in low-at-risk factors vs. high-at-risk factors districts; and 
(6) Describe stakeholders' perceptions of the influence of school district 
culture, partnerships, and mission on student achievement for (a) all stakeholders; 
(b) each type of stakeholder; (c) stakeholders in low- vs. high-enrollment districts; (d) 
stakeholders in low- vs. high-student-achievement districts; and (e) stakeholders in 
low-at-risk factors vs. high-at-risk factors districts. 
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Discussion of the Study Findings 
Evaluation of the Survey Instrument 
Internal consistency reliability findings indicate that the instrument items as a 
whole measure a single, underlying construct of an enabling learning environment in 
schools (Table 8). Internal consistency of four subscales that measure specific 
dimensions of an enabling learning environment also was demonstrated: (a) 
familiarity with school policies (Familiarity), with a Cronbach's alpha value of .75; (b) 
alignment of beliefs, school conditions, mission, and culture with policies 
(Alignment), with alpha = 0.93; (c) the importance of the alignment of beliefs, school 
conditions, mission, and culture with policies (Alignment Importance), with alpha = 
0.84; (d) and the involvement of stakeholders in developing policies (Involvement), 
with alpha = 0.74. The influence of culture, written and unwritten policies, and school 
and community partnerships on student achievement subscale (Influence), with 
alpha = 0.33, was abandoned due to the low internal consistency of the items. Thus, 
the concept of Influence was measured by the separate items 27, 30, 34, and 38. 
The perception of the school's culture and climate as positive or negative (Culture) 
also was measured by the single item 28. 
Test-retest reliability also was assessed for the total instrument, each of the 
subscales, and the individual Influence and Culture items. These Pearson 
correlation coefficients and a description of the test-retest procedure and results are 
presented in Table 8, Chapter 4. The results indicate that the total instrument, its 
subscales, and single-item measures of the dimensions of an enabling learning 
environment are moderately stable over time, and that the instrument and its 
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subscales have substantial potential to capture changes in stakeholders' perceptions 
when changes are made in policies and programs or when interventions to enhance 
the learning environments of schools are tested (Carver, 1974; Lipsey, 1983; Overall 
& Woodward, 1975). 
The qualitative assessment of two open-ended questions to evaluate the 
clarity of the questionnaire and to identify potential revisions needed in the 
instrument revealed concerns about a few items. Respondents expressed problems 
of clarity or understanding with the following concepts: (a) bell curve mentality; (b) 
relevance of beliefs and values to policy; (c) effect of unwritten policy; (d) use of data 
to inform decisions; and (e) effect of competition. The lack of clarity with concepts 
used in the instrument may be due to the use of education jargon and may indicate 
the need for continued efforts to improve the knowledge level of all stakeholders 
concerning the characteristics of an enabling learning environment. This lack of 
clarity suggests the need for the use of more common vernacular in stating the 
items. 
After examining the comments offered by respondents, the researcher 
reviewed the survey and recommended the following revisions: (a) change item 7a 
from "The bell curve mentality must be abandoned" to "Grades are assigned to 
students based on a predetermined distribution (bell curve)"; (b) change item 27 
fmm "Do you believe unwritten policies of your local school district influence student 
achievement?" to "Do you believe unwritten policies (guidelines and rules that are 
not officially written down but that stakeholders know are the way things are done in 
the district) of your local school district influence student achievement?"; (c) change 
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item 34 from "Do unwritten policies negatively affect the culture and climate of your 
local school district?" to "Do unwritten policies (guidelines and rules that are not 
officially written down but that stakeholders know are the ways things are done in the 
district) negatively affect the culture and climate of your local school district?"; and 
(d) add a definition of student achievement to the list of definitions on the first page 
of the self-report questionnaire. 
Two superintendents and one board member indicated concerns about the 
relevancy of the beliefs and values of an enabling learning environment to school 
policy. Their comments may indicate a lack of understanding concerning the link 
between the school district's values and beliefs and the school district's policies. 
This may indicate the need to improve the knowledge level of some superintendents 
and board members regarding the notion of an enabling learning environment and 
the concepts that are inherent in it. 
Survey Findings 
Overall, most stakeholders reported that they were very familiar with school 
beliefs and values, the culture and climate, and policies. Mean perception of 
familiarity with beliefs, conditions, mission, culture, and policies was highest for 
superintendents. There was a significant difference among age groups in regard to 
their perceived familiarity with stakeholders. The younger groups (25-34 and 35-44) 
perceived that they were more familiar with school policies than were those in older 
groups. Stakeholders with household incomes of $100,000 or more reported 
significantly more familiarity with school policies than did those in each lower-level 
household income group. Differences among participants grouped by education 
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approached statistical significance. The stakeholder group that had completed an 
advanced degree reported the highest perceived familiarity, followed by those with 
some graduate study and those with a college degree or less, respectively. 
Stakeholders who had children reported higher perceptions of familiarity with school 
policies than did stakeholders who had no children. 
It may be that most stakeholders overall reported a perception of familiarity 
because of specific personal experiences with attending school and because a 
majority of the stakeholders have children of their own. As expected, 
superintendents, teachers, and school board members reported the most familiarity 
with school policy because their work is aligned closely with school policy. The trend 
toward the highest perceived familiarity reported by those with advanced degrees is 
likely due to the disproportionate number of superintendents in the sample. A 
difference in perceptions of familiarity among stakeholders grouped by age with 
those stakeholders ages (25-44) who had the highest mean perceptions may reflect 
that they are typically the age of parents of PK-12 school age students. 
Current parents of school-age children may have more interest in school 
policies and more direct experiences with the effects of the policies. Those 
stakeholders with annual household incomes of $100,000 reported more familiarity 
with PK-12 school policies, on average, than stakeholders with incomes of $75,000-
$99,999, $50,000-$74,999, and $30,000-$49,999, although each of these groups 
reported significantly more perceived familiarity with policies than did the 
stakeholders with incomes of $29,000 and less. A majority of these stakeholders 
with higher annual household incomes responded that their role was that of 
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superintendent, board member, or teacher, suggesting by the very nature of their 
roles with the district that they likely would be more familiar with school policy. 
Generally, high scores across the sample may reflect not only social desirability, 
their role, and sampling bias. Perhaps people most interested and engaged in the 
school district completed and sent the questionnaire back to the researcher! 
While stakeholder groups overall rated their perceptions of culture and 
climate of their local school districts as positive learning environments for all 
learners, there were some significant differences when grouped by role. Among the 
stakeholder types, school board members described the culture and climate more 
positively, followed by superintendents, teachers, parents, and community members, 
respectively. Again an overall positive perception may be a reflection of the personal 
school experience of each of the stakeholders who responded to the self-report 
questionnaire, and/or overall positive responses may reflect a need of respondents 
to be seen as answering in a socially desirable way. It is important to note that a 
positive perception appears to be linked to respondent role. 
As with familiarity with school policy, positive perception of the culture and 
climate of the school was highest among respondents in the roles of superintendent, 
teacher, or school board member. Persons who were 35-44 and 45-54 were more 
positive about the culture and climate of the schools than were those 25-44, 55-64, 
and 65 and older. Of respondents ages 35-54, a majority served the district as a 
superintendent, teacher, or school board member. Respondents with children had a 
significantly more positive perception of the culture and climate than did respondents 
without children. These responses may indicate more of an ownership and desire on 
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the part of respondents with children to reflect a positive attitude about the school 
district where their children are attending or had attended. These stakeholders also 
may have some need to believe that the culture of the school district that their 
children are attending is positive for learning. 
Stakeholders as a total group tended to perceive that beliefs, school 
conditions, mission, and culture that are consistent with an enabling learning 
environment were reflected in school policies. Stakeholders with annual household 
incomes of $100,000 or more had significantly higher perceptions of the extent of 
alignment of beliefs, school conditions, mission, and culture with policies than did 
those respondents with an annual household income of $50,000-$75,999. Twenty-
four of the 36 respondents with an annual household income of $100,000 or more 
served in the role of superintendent or school board member, while 15 of the 26 
respondents with an annual income of $50,000-$75,999 responded as parents and 
community members. 
Stakeholders in high- versus low-enrollment districts differed significantly in 
their perception of alignment of beliefs, school conditions, mission, and culture with 
policies. Stakeholders in the larger-enrollment districts perceived more alignment, on 
average, than did those in the smaller enrollment districts. These responses could 
be due to more resources, more and better prepared staff, more and better 
development programming, and stronger leadership, although implementation of 
staff development programs also can be more difficult in large-enrollment districts 
because of the number of staff involved. 
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Stakeholders also rated their perceptions of the importance of alignment of 
school policies with beliefs and school conditions, mission, and culture of an 
enabling learning environment high overall, although persons who completed high 
school or less perceived alignment of beliefs, conditions, mission, and culture with 
policies as less important than those with some college or more. These responses 
may indicate that persons who completed high school or less have had less 
opportunity for exposure to the knowledge base concerning school beliefs, 
conditions, mission, and culture of an enabling learning environment. It is surprising 
that persons with no children attending the district perceived the alignment of beliefs, 
conditions, mission, and culture with policies as more important than persons with 
children attending the district. These responses may be explained by the need for 
persons with children who currently were attending the district to rationalize a lack of 
importance of alignment that they knew was compromised in the district attended by 
their children. 
Overall, respondents perceived that they were fairly highly involved in the 
development of school district policies, mission, and partnerships. An overall 
difference occurred among stakeholders grouped by annual income in their 
perceptions of involvement in the policies. Stakeholders reporting an annual 
household income of $100,000 or more (24 of 36 served in the role of 
superintendent or school board member) perceived themselves as more involved 
than did stakeholders with an annual household income of $75,000-$99,999 (7 of 24 
served in the role of superintendent). Thus, role is related to income, and both role 
and income are associated with the extent of involvement. Clearly, it is not surprising 
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that superintendents and board members, who are the principal policymakers in 
local school districts, report a high degree of involvement. These responses suggest 
that they may have more of a vested interest in the district. 
Among the stakeholders grouped by role, there was an overall statistically 
significant difference in the average ratings of perceptions of the extent that culture 
and climate influence student achievement and the extent that unwritten policies 
influence student achievement. Board members, superintendents, and parents 
perceived that the culture and climate of a district had more of an effect on student 
achievement than did teachers and community members, respectively. 
Superintendents, parents, and community members perceived unwritten policies of 
the school as having more of an effect on student achievement than did board 
members and teachers. Likewise, persons with children who had attended the 
district perceived unwritten policies as having more of a negative effect on the 
culture and climate of a school than did persons who never had children who 
attended the district. This may reflect that those persons with children who have 
attended the district have been exposed more intimately to the culture and climate of 
the school district, and thus are more aware of the impact that culture and climate 
can have on a student's ability to leam. 
Persons with some work toward an advanced degree perceived that unwritten 
policies had more influence on student achievement than did those who had 
completed a college degree or had less education. A few respondents shared that 
they had difficulty with understanding the concept of unwritten policies. Persons with 
at least some work completed toward an advanced degree may have had more 
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exposure to the concept of unwritten policy and how this might affect student 
achievement. 
Study Implications 
The results of this dissertation contribute to closing the gap in current 
research by: (a) developing and pilot testing an instrument for subsequent surveys of 
stakeholder attitudes, beliefs, and perceptions to inform policymakers and provide a 
measure for evaluating the effects of interventions; (b) reporting the effects of 
interventions; and (c) reporting preliminary data on stakeholder perceptions. The 
preliminary findings will need replication before firm conclusions and recommended 
actions may be formed. The preliminary findings, however, contain suggested 
implications that can be pursued for improved educator professional development, 
practice, research, and education policymaking. 
/mp//ca#on /br Preparaf/on of Educators 
If policies of local school districts are going to be developed to align better 
with the elements of an enabling learning environment, state institutions of higher 
learning, offering PK-12 teacher and administrator preservice certification programs, 
should examine the emphasis their current programs place on developing teachers 
and administrators with a knowledge base around the characteristics of an enabling 
learning environment. Also needed is an emphasis on skills development of 
strategies to use in developing an enabling learning environment and methods to 
evaluate the extent that they are appropriate environments that positively affect 
student achievement. In a theoretical discussion Sagor (1995) and Sergiovanni 
(1996) note these same concerns. 
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/mp//caf/ons for Education Pracf/ce 
Education leaders of Iowa's school districts must strive continually to improve 
the capacity of all stakeholders in the community to support the beliefs, conditions, 
mission, and culture of an enabling learning environment, so that energy is focused 
on efforts that align with this mission. Educators no longer can afford to profess a 
school mission that fails to be supported by an infrastructure of rules, regulations, 
and policies that countermand the mission, thus encouraging behaviors that are a 
detriment to providing an enabling learning environment for all learners. What 
schools need are policies that confront the structural forces on institutional 
arrangements that both depend on and promote unequal valuing of individuals 
(Kahne, 1996). 
If the school officials believe that an enabling learning environment is 
important for school improvement, leaders must have the knowledge and skills to 
support the district's efforts to build a supportive, caring, and humane culture and 
climate for all stakeholders. An enabling learning environment benefits students, 
teachers, board members, parents, and community members in that they are given 
the opportunity to leam in a culture that promotes shared decisionmaking, taking 
risks, trust, and learning alongside one another rather than competing with one 
another. Studies of curriculum reform repeatedly found that new ideas failed to take 
root in the practice of teachers because those ideas were not reinforced in the work 
environment of the student and the teachers (Elmore & McLaughlin, 1988; Elmore et 
al., 1991). A school with a negative culture does not value professional learning, 
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resists change, or devalues staff development (Deal & Peterson, 1999; Peterson, 
2002). 
Education leaders must facilitate ongoing conversation in the district 
concerning what policies effectively promote behaviors that are supportive of the 
district's beliefs, values, and mission. Regular formal and informal conversations 
including all stakeholders consistently should address the district's mission, policies 
that support the mission, and behaviors that reflect the policies. 
/mp//ca#ons Ay Educaf/on Research 
Although the literature reviewed revealed a number of studies that examined 
the themes identified in the interviews with key education leaders by the investigator, 
no studies were located that described the perceptions of stakeholders regarding the 
alignment and importance of beliefs, conditions, culture, partnerships, school 
mission, and other policies for an enabling learning environment and student 
achievement. Comparative qualitative studies were most common. These studies 
served to expand the body of knowledge concerning the characteristics of effective 
schools. The three large data set studies examined the link between order and 
academic achievement and the nation's racial/ethnic gap in student achievement, 
but were limited by the variables in the particular data set. There were few surveys, 
and none specifically addressed stakeholders' attitudes about the elements needed 
for an enabling learning environment or the relationship to policies on student 
achievement, with the exception of Epstein (1992), who identified the similarities and 
differences in parent, teacher, and student beliefs and attitudes about school-family 
involvement. No intervention studies were found that used experimental designs to 
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test effects on the attitudes and behaviors of stakeholders, the learning environment, 
or student achievement. 
Future studies are needed to revise and further evaluate the self-report 
questionnaire measuring perceptions of an enabling learning environment. A 
particular need is to evaluate the validity of the measures. Exploratory and 
confirmatory factor analysis should be conducted with separate participant samples 
to evaluate the construct validity of the total scale and the subscales identified and 
analyzed in this study. Future research also is needed to develop and test 
interventions designed to implement enabling learning environments in PK-12 
schools and to evaluate the Intervention effects on student achievement. 
/mp/zcaf/ons /br Oeve/op/ng Po//c/es fhaf Promofe Leam/ng m PK-Y2 Schoo/s 
Overall, survey findings would indicate that stakeholders perceive they are 
familiar with the policies of the school district, that it is important for district policies to 
align with the beliefs and conditions stated in the self-report questionnaire, that the 
policies reflecting the beliefs, conditions, mission, and culture of a district do 
influence student achievement, and that they are to some degree involved in the 
development of district policy. The survey finding reflects perceptions of participants 
and may indicate a need for research that more directly examines the behaviors of 
participants that promote an enabling environment. 
Development of policies that reflect the values, beliefs, and mission of a 
school district and that are aligned with one another are important to stakeholders 
but often are difficult to achieve. School districts are steeped in tradition, and the 
idea that this is the way things always have been done makes change difficult. While 
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districts appear to be able to develop a set of beliefs, values, and a mission 
statement, districts have difficulty with developing policies that consistently support 
an enabling learning environment. For example, a district may value parent 
involvement with their children's education, yet the policies of the district may fail to 
recognize that parents may have varying time, economic, transportation, language, 
or cultural constraints, or that a district may profess to believe in the necessity of 
providing students with resources to meet their individual needs yet the rules, 
regulations, and policies of the district create learning environments that do not 
provide them. Often excuses are used for why elements of an enabling learning 
environment, such as constrained resources, fail to be developed, but this is a 
simple answer. The development of school, family, and community partnerships is 
an example of how efforts to develop an enabling learning environment can provide 
additional resources for the district. 
Districts must work to inform stakeholders better who represent the diversity 
of the entire community. The survey findings may indicate that more efforts are 
needed to inform stakeholders about local district policies and include stakeholders 
in the development of local school policy. In particular, parents and community 
members representing individuals who come from lower socioeconomic 
backgrounds, have completed less formal education, and are older and no longer 
have children attending the school district need to be empowered so they feel more 
ownership with the school district. The issue of empowerment addresses the need 
for better representation of stakeholders who represent the diversity of the 
community in all aspects of the school district. The stakeholders selected for the 
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administration of the self-report questionnaire held a built-in bias, in that board 
members and community advisory committee members selected at random from a 
database may not represent the diversity of the community. Also, if community 
member and parent names were not available from the district's Comprehensive 
School Improvement Plan, the researcher contacted the district to get a complete list 
of the committee members. In some cases a partial list was provided leading the 
researcher to believe that the names offered may have been selected purposefully. 
Often the board members, community members, and parents Identified by school 
administrators as spokespersons for the school represent only a part of the diversity 
of the entire community. This selectivity could be a conscious or unconscious 
attempt to represent the school district in a certain way. 
The values, beliefs, and mission of the school district developed by 
stakeholders who represent the diversity of the community must be the focus 
whenever local school district policy is developed. Only in this way can alignment of 
policies be achieved and implementation of these policies more positively affect 
student achievement. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
Recommendaffons /or Revvs/on and Use of (he Se#-Reporf Quesf/onna/re 
Use the instrument to evaluate current perceptions of a learning environment 
and areas needing development so results of the measurement could inform the 
process of developing an enabling learning environment. 
Revision of the self-report questionnaire could include more specific items 
concerning the three themes addressed in the survey. Withrow (2002) identified 16 
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characteristics divided into 12 categories of schools and school systems capable of 
preparing students for a global knowledge/information age. Three categories of the 
identified 12 were of interest in this study: responsive governance, student-centered 
systems, and school-community linkages. Included in the three categories are 
priority issues that could be considered as items on the self-report questionnaire. 
These items perhaps would provide more specific information concerning 
stakeholders' perceptions of characteristics of an enabling learning environment. 
The following items could be included in the self-report questionnaire related 
to policies, beliefs, conditions, mission, and culture of a responsive governance: (a) 
focus of the school board is on providing quality learning; (b) teachers and principals 
have what they need to run their classrooms and schools effectively; (c) leadership 
focuses on facilitation and capacity-building, rather than command and control; (d) 
well-managed, empowered staff are consulted in decisionmaking; (e) decision­
making is collaborative and exhibits a balance of power; (f) accomplishments of 
students and staff are celebrated; (g) all students are valued and provided the 
individual resources they need; (h) the primary focus of the school is teaching and 
learning; (i) the curriculum is flexible and purposefully designed to help students 
achieve; (j) teachers, parents, and others work together to address development of 
the whole child; (k) low-income students have as many advantages in schools as 
wealthy students; (I) all students are treated with respect; (m) all students are given 
high expectations; (n) all students are challenged to grow and improve by learning 
experiences; (o) all students receive equal access to technology resources; (p) 
learning experiences occur within a framework of real life; (q) parents are engaged 
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in children's and their own learning process; (r) schools are around-the-clock hubs of 
community lifelong learning; (s) investing in education is supported by all corporate 
and community leaders; (t) teachers and parents work together to increase student 
performance; (u) schools are linked to healthcare, housing, social service, and other 
community agencies; and (v) parents clearly understand their responsibilities. 
In addition, revisions of the self-report questionnaire could include items that 
would investigate further the concept of unwritten policies and their effect on student 
achievement. The survey might ask for stakeholders' perceptions of traditions 
practiced in the school district or the way things are done in the district and how 
stakeholders perceive this as affecting student achievement. 
Consideration should be given to the structure of the questions to avoid social 
desirability bias in survey responses. In an effort to clarify the perceptions of 
stakeholders following administration of the self-report questionnaire, researchers 
may want to consider conducting follow-up interviews with a random sample of 
stakeholders who better represent the diversity of the district. Greater efforts need to 
be made and strategies developed to engage individuals with more diverse 
socioeconomic status, ethnicity, gender, age, education, and single versus two-
parent families. 
A change in the title of the selt-report questionnaire is suggested to eliminate 
the potential for biasing responses. Before changing the title of the self-report 
questionnaire, however, consideration needs to be given to any changes that might 
use sensitizing language that could provide clues to the participants as to what or 
how they might think they should respond. 
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Recommendaffons /br Pracf/ce 
Some recommendations for practice arise from these preliminary findings. 
Organizations and institutions that offer in-service workshops and trainings 
should examine the level of emphasis in their current professional development 
offerings placed on developing an understanding of the elements of an enabling 
learning environment and mechanisms to develop those elements in Iowa's schools. 
Organizations and institutions such as the The Iowa Association of School 
Boards and the School Administrators of Iowa should continue with their work to 
build the capacity of school board members, administrators, teachers, parents, and 
community members to work collaboratively in an effort to improve schools. 
More attention must be given by the State of Iowa Department of Education to 
the importance of developing policies that align with the beliefs, conditions, mission, 
and culture of an enabling learning environment. 
There are indications in the data, despite a likely overall social desirability 
response effect, that improvements are still needed in school, parent, family, and 
student cooperative partnering for the development and implementation of school 
policies that are aligned and that promote an optimally enabling learning 
environment and improved student achievement. 
Summary 
This dissertation research has investigated stakeholders' perceptions of the 
alignment and the importance of alignment of policies with elements that are 
consistent with an enabling learning environment that supports student achievement. 
A self-report questionnaire was constructed and piloted to measure local school 
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district stakeholders' (administrators', teachers', school board members', parents', 
and community members') perceptions and to collect preliminary data describing 
these perceptions using a statewide purposive sample of stakeholders. A 
subsequent survey using the self-report questionnaire, if demonstrated to be reliable 
and valid, with a larger, statewide representative sample of stakeholders is intended 
to inform policymakers and stakeholders. Using data from the pilot study, the self-
report questionnaire demonstrated high internal consistency for the total scale and 
for all subscales except Influence, so separate items were used to measure 
perceived influence on policies. Although the magnitude of Cronbach's alpha for the 
total score was higher than the alpha values for most of the subscales, there were 
no significant differences in total scores among stakeholders grouped by role, 
districts, or demographics, unlike a number of significant differences in subscale 
scores. These results indicate that while the total instrument measures an underlying 
construct—enabling learning environment—the subscales measure important 
discriminating subconcepts, describing specific elements of the more general 
construct. Test-retest values for the total score and the subscales were of 
magnitudes adequate for stability of the instrument for subsequent use. Content 
analysis of two open-ended items on the questionnaire suggested several revisions 
of the instrument to be considered and tested for subsequent use. 
The findings of the pilot survey indicated overall high stakeholders' 
perceptions of their familiarity with policies, alignment, and the importance of 
alignment of beliefs, school conditions, culture, mission, and partnerships with 
school policies to create an environment that enabled student learning and 
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achievement. Overall, all stakeholders indicated that they were very familiar with 
school policies, quite highly involved with community and school partnerships and 
with the development of policies, and in general reported a positive view of the 
culture of schools. The data from the preliminary survey also indicated, however, 
that teachers, parents, and community members perceived less involvement in 
partnerships and policies. 
There were significant differences among stakeholders' perceptions of their 
familiarity with policies; involvement in the development of policies; their perceptions 
of the alignment and importance of alignment of beliefs, school conditions, culture, 
mission, and partnerships; and in some aspects of influence in policy development. 
These included: (a) persons who were age 35-44 and 45-54 were more positive 
about the culture and climate of the schools than those age 25-34, 55-64, and 65 
and olden (b) mean perceptions of stakeholders with children were significantly 
higher regarding the culture and climate of the district with more positive views than 
were those who reported that they did not have children; (c) board members and 
parents perceived the culture and climate of a district as having more of an effect on 
student achievement than did superintendents, teachers, and community members, 
respectively; (d) superintendents, parents, and community members perceived 
unwritten policies of the school as having more of an effect on student achievement 
than did board members and teachers, (e) stakeholders grouped by some work 
toward an advanced degree perceived that unwritten policies had more influence on 
student achievement, compared to those who had completed an advanced degree 
and those who had completed a college degree or had less education; and (f) 
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persons with children who had attended the district and those who had never had 
children who attended the district were statistically significantly different in their 
perceptions of whether unwritten policy negatively affected the culture and climate of 
a school district. 
The pilot survey findings suggest several implications for education practice, 
research, and policy development that should be considered for future programming, 
systematic studies, and policymaking. Attention to these implications and 
recommendations that are described above in this chapter will contribute to moving 
the discipline forward in providing enabling learning environments for optimal student 
achievement in all Iowa school districts. 
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Interview Guide 
Review consent form with the interviewee and seek signature. 
Offer definition of education policy: a plan, course of action, or contract 
chosen to guide people In determining decisions and actions in education. 
Interview Starter 
What should educators know more about in regard to local school policy? 
Follow up Questions: 
In what ways have you become familiar with your local school's policies? 
What concerns do you have in regard to specific local school policies? 
What areas in particular do you feel educators need to know more about in 
regard to education policy? 
School Board policies 
Discipline policies 
Attendance policies 
Graduation requirement policies 
Evaluation policies 
Curriculum and Instruction policies 
Teacher/Administrator Staff Development 
Teacher Evaluation 
Student Incentives 
Teacher Incentives 
Etc. 
1 
What thoughts, concerns, and questions do you have concerning written 
education policy vs. unwritten education policy in your school district? 
What questions do you have about how national, state, and local education 
policy influence one another? 
Concluding Questions: 
To whom do you feel the education policy survey should be administered? 
What do you feel is the most important thing we need to learn from the 
education policy survey? 
Appendix B 
Human Subjects Research Approval 
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Interviews 
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Appendix C 
Complete Transcripts of Four Interviewees 
High School Teacher 
R When ** think about policy? It cm be «cittern or unwritten in a aobool 
dietrict. And it cm* be «a actiw plan that'# written, a ooatrmct that"# 
nade, your handbook, «ad éll of thœe kind* of rulea and regulationa. 
And it cam b* aw# traditional, ac#ething that'» been kind of the way 
it'# a!***# goo# tor 20 year# aad it'a unwritten policy and mobody'a 
p$càiekly gain# to ehanga that policy. %o, do## that fit with your 
description ^  what policy iRxild ba? 
BT- Ta true, but I think va try to writ# dcmm moat thing* around bar*. 
R*wu it* a oma of tAoee tradition thingm, we atill try to writ# It down. 
R And *by would that ba do yon think? 
RT- 80 that eeeb peewon can't naka up their <a«u I think we've found 
in the paat Chat if you don't writ# It down, if it'a not in a handbook 
àoweahere, aoMone will atta#t to aay that **11, "W* need to do it thla 
any at the laat achool I waa at, it worked real wall, ao therefore that'a 
tha aay % want to do it bar**. 
R 3o tha unwritten policy cam kind of taka over. 
BET- Tah. 
R Mmd yœ ara not oomfortable with that. 
RTr I'm not confortable with that. Our principal'a not confortable 
with that either. Ba lib** to haw control and know what*# expected of 
awarybody. 
R Rbuld yon aay that'a a dlatrict feeling, or just at tha high adhool 
level? 
Rf- I feel that'a a district feeling. I think that'a more prevalent at 
tha high ecbool berauee of the attitude our principal baa. 
R Tha leeAarahip? 
BT- The leadarahip role ha attampta to taka oa. Ra likaa to have 
control. Ba likaa to know abat'* happening, varaua-
R Doean't liha anybody gueeeing? 
EI- Doaan't liba a lot of gweaai ng going œ. Doaan't lika a lot of 
people going off on tangent». Ra likaa the# to atay pratty much to tha 
atraigbt apd aacrow. 
R Rbat ahould educatow knmf mora Août in regard to local aohool 
policy? "Bolicy* i# kind of a ward ont there. Think again boa we define 
polity. What do we need to know more about in yonr opinion? 
BP- I think a teacher that haa beam around awhile baa been asMectad to 
moat of the polldea. 
R And la that you? 
* 
NT- Oh ya, I'*e been around a while. Siaply bacanae of the fact that 
you gat put on different coumlttlee, you ara a part of thinga, ao 
therefore ainea your facility la not aa large, that neane more people are 
(involved in a lot more of the policy-making laauea. There are people who 
fare not involved in policy-waking laauee. Rut, that'a the nature of the 
Iperaon they are. Too know that whmn you are a teacher you aak certain 
latudente to help you, beonuae you know if you aak the# it will gat done 
sod it will get done properly. Every faculty no matter whet #lze it la 
baa member# that yxi would )uat aa #000 mot have oo policy making board*. 
80 tboae pecple ckm't gat put 00 them. Aad they tend to be the one# 
tbat ere the least knowledgeable. Tbat'a )u*t tbe way it ia. They tend 
to be tbe leaat knowledgeable people mbdut whet*# going oa in their 
diatdct. 
R What do you aem a# tbe ramification* of that? 
Nf- Tbay band to walk into mine (WW#. They tend to amy thing# 
imbaowiogly. If they don't know hc*f aoawa thing» are rwn, or don't know 
tha policy cm certain thing*, they may make off—the rvff owmanta to 
nmaainity manbara 1*0 regard every teacher a* being a*l iiaanly 
#jWwladgaaMa about their district and #0 they taba i*at that teadher 
aaye am tbe goepel. if that paraom doeeo't know tbe policy amd makaa a 
csemmat, them be gata bimaelf into trouble, or the district lato trouble, 
where they bave to atart explaining thing» abac# they abould maver have 
bad to eaplain ia tbe firat plaoa. 
B So it atffeota public relatioma. 
Bf- Mfeeta peblic relatione. Kffacta tbe peraonellty within tbe 
#(&ool diatrict. If there are people tbat don't know tbe polldea, tbay 
tend to fly off tbe handle, or feel alienated beoauae they don't baow tbe 
policle*. Everybody ela* know# Wat they are iwwmead to be doing and 
they juat *0 abeed and do it. bbereea, on# or two people amy not know 
the polidee amd tbay feel aliamatad. *Bby waan't I inaolvad?" bell, 
yon weren't involved hanauaa of thia. I think for tbe moat part if you 
bang around a acbool district for awhile, tbay polldea baeoaa almont 
abviowa. I really do. Tbere'a not each that la bidden. 
B How do yon think that happen#? 
KN It'e ju*t a part of being here. Too aee thing» happen for a couple 
of year# amd yon mee bow it'a mm. *bc a firat year teecber, it'a juat 
aa eonfbalmg a# it can be. They jwat bmwe no idea. **d each diatrict 
doea thing# differently, ao if you come lato a diatrict, that'a probably 
tba Wrdaat tbinga. Mow da you handle paaaa# in t&a hallway*? &er do 
you handle Batiemal aomor «odety* Mow do yon handle fleldtripe? bad 
e#eb achoml dl at riot doee tMnga differently, rnmd tbere la mo 
orientation pcomaa# tbat can prépara a peraon for it. (bay bava tboae 
firat 3 or 4 day# begat# daaaaa atart. Oh, here'a all of our polldea, 
aaawrian theae, and go ahead, ball mobodly doea. They're ao worried 
abowt everything elae, tbat you don't learn the polldea. I think you 
be*» to live your way through it before you actually ham** a part of it. 
B I can 1 mmabhar not abowing up to walk through graduation with all tbe 
teacher». I waa newer told. 
Nben thinking «bout policy, Bbll, % think you've anawmred the gweetion 
about bow you became faad liar with polldea. Tbw juat a^ t of had to 
live it. *nd it'a very difficult for let year teacher#. 
Tbe qpeetion tbat caam to ma waa, do you feel that policy dictâtea the 
culture of a building or do you feel that tbe culture of tbe building 
dictate# tbe pmHdee tbat pat written or nmnritteo? 
ST- I think originally the culture dictate# your polldea because a lot 
of polldea are reaction# to «vanta that bagpam. Mb do it thie way 
bacauaa thia happen ad beck in '92 and therefore we don't want tbat to 
ever bagpen again #0 therefore we'll write a policy to cover it. So, 
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R In what regard do you have concerna about your ability to writ* 
policies that effect your school district'* vision or mission, beliefs 
and valu#». I'm not sur* how your district-. 
RT- Translata that again. 
R Wall, do** your school district have m mission statement? 
BT- fas, we do. 
R Do you know what it is? 
HT- mil, I can't say it for you, but ya I know what it is. It's 
pretty much a standard mission statement. If you read 10 mission 
statasmnts, you're mot going to see a lot of difference in all of the*, 
in the 10. I've been on NCR evaluation teams where you read their 
mission statements and they are all the smse. There's not a lot of 
difference. 
R Does it reflect whet you feel you really want as a community for the 
kids? 
HT- Ta. 
R Kbowing that, do you feml your district conducts itself in a way that 
your policies Indeed reflect your mission? 
HT- Yes, they do. 
R Can you elaborate cm that a little bit? 
HT- #*11, our mission statement, like I said, is very broad and very 
general and state* something to the effect that an education appropriate 
to each student is available that will guide each student in the 
direction théy want their lives to go. That w* have an education here 
that is suited Car the lowest level students and the highest level 
students at the same time. Bach student will derive from their education 
the background for the rest of their lives. That's kind of the general 
idma. Taking that as your general mission statement, the policies w* 
crested, for instance, just here in the last (or 7 ymars. Tou kmc* I've 
been here a long time, so time's relative. In the last several years 
here, we have added AP classes, m* have added lower level classes. Wa 
have added A? classes because our students and parents were saying, "We'd 
like to have mora college prep, offering». *» like to have the ability 
to take college-credit hour tests." So we sat down, and the teaxAers in 
the those areas, mostly math and Bnglish, sat down and decided how we 
could best get our students into those areas. Bow we could pick and 
choose the students we wanted to ccum to those areas. Bow we could msks 
(it possible for a student who didn't get chosen to make it into those 
{classes. Anyway, by their sheer determinstion to get into the class. 
(Bo* we would talk to the parents. *e created all of these possibilities. 
|#hen you are targeting student sat the upper classes, you have one set 
of problems. Then when you are targeting students in the lower set of 
classes^  you have Mother set of problem». 
R As far as instructions.. 
HT- Ta. We have the AP Calculus kids and then we have our general math 
kids. Row do you differentiate the two? And if they go to the general 
math, -are they stuck? Do they just take general math one and general 
math tdo and that's it? 
R Ho* do you decide what basic, fundamental math 3taWaccb are 
appropriate for all kid»? 
RT- Ta. Do you do It by teat? By teacher recommendation? Bow do you 
do it? So, we had to com* up with all of these policies. 
R go, I'm aa aiming that apeak* to your tracking. 
HT- That part did. 
& Because often in a culture of a district you'll have unwritten 
policie* that are fairly traditional, and one of the thing* that can 
hspp-n 1= W* tracking. Right off the bat you were fairly strong about 
the fact that your district like» to keep things written down. 
HP- And we do have that down. We have it written how we do track these 
kids. Of course a lot of it la by the student's choice. They sit down 
with a guidance counselor and they say. And you'll have to forgive me 
for my lack of knowing what the word is. But we have this booklet of 
career choice* that th* students can mata. And at the Bth, 9th, 10th 
grade.. Th* guidance counselor relooks at this every year with each kid. 
Be'11 say, "Well, I want to be an Engineer. * @o the guidâmes counselor 
has it and can pull it out and may, "*ngiueer. took this is what the 
math people say you need to take. This is What th* science people say 
you nemd to take. Here's what the English people say you need to take.* 
@o we've written it down. Bach department has written it down, ok/ if 
they want to be an engineer this is the Classen you have to take. If 
they wot to be a contractor, these are the things you have to take. If 
they want to be a plumber, theme are the class** you have to take. 
R So what you are trying to do is— A policy, written or unwritten, is 
%our decision that students need this information so they can make good 
choice* Août which classes to take, 
HT- That was something we did 3 years ago now. We sat down with the 
guidance counselor. Ms had aomrn teacher* meetings where each department 
sat dome and divided qp into areas for each of our students. So, that's 
one way that the students can track themselves. 
H And part of the policy yew decided. Btudents need this information. 
HT- Yes, we decided pretty quickly that the students and the permits. 
Because the parents would cos* in and say, "Johnny wants to be a 
hairdresser. Whmt does be hsve to have? Suzie wants to be a math 
teacher. #tat does she have to have)* 
R Do you have in particular any concerns about any policies that you are 
aware of in your district, either district level or building level, 
written or unwritten, that you're thinking maybe they don't really 
support your vision or your district's mission? And that can not 
necessarily be student policy, but teacher policy. Teacher evaluations, 
etc. 
HT- I'm trying to think of policies that would be detrimental to 
students, or teachers. There are certain policies that are open to 
interpretation. Individual interpretation by the administrât! cm. It 
hasn't bean s real problem that % can see. The principal we have right 
mew, one of his favorite sayings is, when you go in to talk to him about 
{making a change, fbr instance, there was conversation a long time ago, 
)we had a ? period day versus and * period day. And he just ess* right 
lout the first meeting we had about it and he just said, "The only concern 
I bav# about It io bo* doam thi# affect cur atwbmta.* Ha, bimaalf, 
tbmt'a wbmt gmidaa aw;thing ba doaa. Kwwrytbimg comma down to. Is tbia 
in C&» bwt iotaraat of cwr atmdbntaZ If tbia ia mot in tha baat 
iotaraat of our atmdmmta, than w* arm not going to <k it. I rbally 
ball**# that a lot of omr polidaa arm driven by that fact. W& don't 
—pqiidaa baaad «a* abafa baat for tba taacbara. gtudanta firat, 
rami lwr* maoomd, which I think ia tba way it ahewld ba. 
K Ami bia writtaa or amwrittam laadmrahfp bmlpm you &m*f bow to 
imtarprwt if therm ia aoma dawibility in policy. 
n- wall, if yoa amdaratamd, amd ba doamm't laaaa amy gay mrmma am far 
ma boa ba baliawma. If you mndmrmtand bia bmliaf, it maba# in prwtty 
aaay *or yon to wmdaratamd tba policy amd mabaa it prwtty aaay foe yaw to 
andacmtmmd your rbamrma of gattimg a policy changed it doaam*t lamwa 
may qmamtiom. 
* 10m gotta kmo* aby? 
Kf- if you want to da mnamMdng, amd thia i# a vary aimple thing to 
amy. If ym want to do auml blny, #«y yw vmmt to taka a flald trip, 
tbmrm'm a lot of people abo waot to take a field trip iiuamMmam. Aad you 
want to walk i# to tba principal amd amy* *1 wmmt to tab# a flald trip, 
meut Tmaailm: witb * kidm." firat thing be"a goimg to amy ia, do you 
wmmt to tmkm tbama Mda tbMaf* bad if you ac* goimg to jqwtify it, you 
bad better ba #bla to jmatify it educationally. 
R aomawbawm in tba enrrfoulam. 
NT- gmmmAmr* in tba cmrriculum. If it* a joat, ^ bWll, my kid» Haaaiim 
a day off amd thia would ba marnt for tbma to a*#.", that'# mot going to 
at it. It'* going to ba, tbay need a day off ia fimm, amd thia fiald 
fMp ia going to abo* tbma how wa ma# math in thia arma. Than wa cam go 
with it, bot it*# going to hmwa to ba juatiflad. 
a b littl* diffmramt atamagbarWa fimm, bot .. 
KP- but, it battmr ba admcatiomally mowmd. 
* #mt i# poor kmoa&adgm in ragmrd to, or yomr uadarataodimg of, abat tba 
"#moemm* 4 Imitiativ#* igf 
B- I wamt to that. I want to a "Succmwa 4* maaMng in Cad&r Bapide. 
fbat*a tba bacbgroamd of my knowledge. 
R «bat did you think? 
ET- wamt to thia "SWccaaa 4* maatiag, A rnmmittma of (olka. I 
Cbink It wm# kind of a haad obowm namlll am. Ooa of thoaa. Than# ara 
tba people «*o will pmobably gat aomathimg oat of it, Tba ***arfnt#nd#«t 
aamt with ma. The qpxldbmoa mimmmliir want with ma. And abomt 3 or 4 
tamobarm. ## bad brnen tbmrm mayba about 2 or 3 bourm Md I rurmarl arowmd 
totba awpmrintmnAmt mod I jn*t «aid, "Do y» know why *# ara bar#?*, 
bmd that wma tba gamarml conamoaam of tba aotiza grcwap. *# waao't raally 
oaWing anything omt of it aitbar. I t*iimk tba lady wbn aw# pmttimg it 
oa (tbmrm war# two waamn patting it om) tbom#t wm bmmw abat wm wmra 
doing. Tb#y mwt of tbom^ bt wa m** what *a#ccao» 4' atood for and what 
it* pm&wiaa wma. Wa dicft ##am %m*r what "Smuumaa 4" atood for. #m 
didb't know nby wa war# tbara. it warn 3 or 4 boerm into tba maattng 
r&r# I atartad to gmt a graap of **at tba abola prooaaa wma. So tbara wmra raal ocganizatiomal miaimdaratMidiogm. #ara you given 
the imfomatioo that "aicoam* 4 Initiât!**" ie really a philowpby, mot a 
program# #m* a model for acbool iapiovaamnt? 
HI- Re n#c* given th# booklet, th* bug* booklet. And after m while v* 
atartmd to understand that, yea, a way of guiding your school 
î*ii iiwmwl At least that/* bo* w* f*lt It waa Rban w* walked away 
Cm# it, ** Alt it wma vary "pi* in the sty*. Amd wa fait it ima v*cy 
unapplicable to our situation. 
R That wa# my qnastlor, a* to why did yom cbooaa to not participate? 
Rf- Rorribly **mugh, I think cm* of tba r*a*o*e wa «boa* act to 
participât* waa b*cau*e of th* people w*ra running th* ^ 9ucce*a 4" 
maating. Xh*y jmat didn't ba** it up * littl* bit. 3b*y apaot boo «Mb 
tima talking about irralavant thing*, like *Aa* lunch waa, amd not enough 
ti*a talking about, okay, thia ia why you'ra hare. 
R This abara wa'va bean. Thia ia wher* w*'r* at. 
Rf- Ihia i* what yaw would aspect a good te#cb*r to do whan they walk 
lato * classroom. CLat day of claw, you may, thia ia th* naa* of 
da**—mm «nm m*o 
(an* wo) 
RP- amd go from tbara, which tbey ***** did. They a***r explained 
thmmmlwea. It took ua a ooupl* hour* jurnt to gat into tb* thing. So, 
part of tba r*a*om w* didn't do it waa ju*t bacaua* of that. *# walk*d 
aeny fro* tba mesMiiy not knowing **#t it waa abowt. Cur almemtary 
guidenoe corneal or w*lk*d away from tb* maetlmg thinking it the 
greetaat thing *h**d ***r b**rd of. The r**t of ua didn't. 
R Because it r*wol**d mroimd amotiomal, behavioral, etc. 
Rf- ta, xmd I think ah* had studied it a littl* bit. I think ah* b*d 
aort of paappad hare*] f for tbia thing. I think aha had gam* to mo** 
*9wu ami 4* tbinge in th* pa*t. 
R Rh* thia a State meeting of a ARA Régional meeti ng? 
RT- RaginnaT amating. 
R @o, from that levai, wham they brought it bade a* consultants, that 
waa eo*fa*iag for you a* to how you would u* it. 
HT- *&, it waa terrible. 
R In regard to understanding that w* *r* going to us* thi* information 
that w* ocma aamy with, 24 imteucai*ws, to b*lp ua detszmin* abet 
if laatlnnm ahculd ba on thia policy aorway. Rhat do wa need to ask 
pecpl*. Rbo do you think w* ahould administer a policy survey to? 
aould it jest b* taecbar#? Should it b* adhinistrstors and taschers? 
Ubould it ba definitely juat thoa* folk*, or ahould w* al*o aak coaaamity 
folka too? 
RP- I think you ahould aak namaiU j folk* about policy. The problem 
with asking community folka ia that you haw* to apeak a diffaramt 
languag* with community peopla than you do wit* administrators and 
taachara. 
BT- Y*. If you start talking education-ess it immediately turns tb#* 
off becauae they don't knew mil the phrases, th# terms, th# reasoning» 
behind all th### thing#. 
R *bst if w# don't ua# th# jargon with administrator* amd teachers? 
Mbuld that b# # problem? 
KT- I think you almost hav# to ba*# two s*perat# surveys. And I'm not 
wying th# taachars ar# going to understand all of th* jargon either. If 
you ar* going to e*Wnint#r it to tb# g#«#ral population, there ar# a lot 
of tbey just aren't going to understand b#caua* th#y ar# not 
aubj#ctmd to it dally. And for «specially tboa# teach*ra that don't g#t 
involved, wbo might not hav# a full picture. 
R Any other concerna you s## in regard to local school policy that you 
feel yew haven't had an opportunity to shar# that you f##l ve need to 
know moc# about that w# might find mora out about in a survey and h»f 
policy plays out. 
HT- I think the importance of a lot of policies is over-played. 
R Could ycu elaborate on that) 
Bp- IA tb# end wbat ma km* a difference la th# interaction of th# 
tmacbar and student in the classroom. A lot of policies hav# vary littl# 
to dm with that. The policies ar# written to cover the crap yon don't 
want to sa# happen again, the one# a year stuff. Very littl# policy is 
written concerning what happana between tb# readier and the student in 
th# classroom. I think as far as education goas, the importance of the 
t##cbar handbook, th# importance of tba student handbook, is greatly 
mmaggaratad, It a#ams as if tb# Stat# and F#d#ral paople tand to put so 
much importance on , "If we pass this law, it's going to change all of 
tba educational processes that happen in our 8tat#.* Mb, it's not. The 
educational procassas in your gtata ar# controlled by th# taachera you 
bava in your classrooms and th# interactions they have with tba students. 
And anything you can do to improve tba teachers in your classroom or tb# 
interaction with student is going to b# mora directly #ff#cting the 
students. 
R If you had to pick one, **at would ba tb# most important policy, 
written or mwrlttan, in your district? 
HT- Probably, and I'm just going to pick this off tb# top of my head, 
pccAmbly our attendance policy. Quite a large attendance policy, which 
dictates students have to b# hare. It vary specifically dictates how 
many days yon cam miss, %*at reasons you can miss for, bow you hav* to 
bava yourself covered if you do miss. Tou bava to have latter# from 
parant*. If you go to the doctor, ;ou have to have latter# from tba 
doctor, m# used to have students that would miss 30 or 40 days in a 
year. I think our last ousters ware that our attendants was at 96% now. 
And I think the change in that policy I think r»ally did a lot to cbang# 
our attendance. Tou can't taach a student if thsy aren't hare. 
R So, in regard to student achievement policies affect on student 
achievement, you see that one as really having an impact? 
BT- It's had as big an impact as anything we've done in tba last 5 
yeses. 
R As fsr as th* culture of your staff, at the building or district 
la*#l, ara tbara any policies tbst ars particularly affecting how you 
work with one another? 
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HT- They aren't or are? 
R Either. Positively or negatively. 
BT- I can't think of anything. 
R Staff Mating*? Staff development? 
HT- Our staff development has really mot been very good lately because 
we spent a whole year getting ready for this OE visit. Boring stuff. 
You can't make that fun. And before that moat of our staff meetings, 
in-service time, vas spent on standards end benchmarks, and writing 
policies, basically. We've spent a good S years here simply having our 
meetings to fulfill State Mandates. If you are taking all of your 
meeting time fulfilling State mandates, you're not taking a lot of your 
meeting time making your staff better. I don't think it has a lot of 
iapact cm what's been don* in the classroom. And we're spending all of 
our free tie* fulfilling State mandates. Ya, we have something to do. 
R Th# things that you decide as a local district hav* more impact than 
the things that someone else decides for you? 
HT- At least the last 5 years we've been spending on these standards 
and benchmarks, all th* State mandates, school improvement. Prior to 
that we were spending time having district-vide curriculum meetings. We 
would have a K-1Z math meeting, or a K-12 science meeting. And w* could 
sit down and make sure our math curriculum correlated, K-12. Wot 
necessarily the sas* books, but so that we knew what we were teaching and 
bow we were teaching it and hew we were moving th* students though our 
curriculum. Or building-wide meetings, curriculum meetings and general 
staff meetings, working on discipline, working on all those things. And 
we haven't been able to do that lately. I miss that. That was what was 
impacting our students more. Doing all this other stuff has not impacted 
our students. Whan you can get together as a local staff and talk about 
local problems that you have and local solutions you can make, that helps 
the kids. 
R With resources leas and less, that becomes harder and harder. 
Board Member 
|â Before we start is to explain to you our definition of policy as were 
[are looking at it. We think of it a* being fairly general. Wa are not 
(looking at Federal policy for edbicators amd we are not looking at State 
{policy. There'» been a lot of research in those area*. There'* been 
lea* research in regard to local school policy. When we think of policy 
we think about, it could be a contract, it could rule*, norm* spelled out 
ia your ham&ook, in your board policies. 
SBM^  Mot necessarily formal policies, but-
R It could be unwritten even. You went to school here end you would 
know that a lot of people would know that that'* just th# way we do 
thing*. It'* the unwritten policy a* well a* the written policy. So, it 
ia pretty broad. Thin exercise ia *11 about-.. I'll actually and up 
interviewing about 22 people total. I'm alao interviewing acme folks at 
the low* School Board A**ociation and SAI. When we get *11 of them* 
analyzed together and sort of tb* generalized them**, I'll go and alao 
*how thia materiel and get some input from the Department of Education. 
am- Great. 
R So, it'* an effort to find out what you folk* think we need to know 
more about in regerd to local policy. I think to do that we'll talk 
about thia evening what your concern* have been, your experience», both 
a# a student, as a parent, and a* a school board member. So, you have a 
wealth of what you have experienced in the school system. I start with 
just a general question with everyone in asking what do you think 
educator*, meaning any of ua at the State level, at the local level, 
administrator*, teacher*, everybody, what do we need to know more about 
in regard to local school policy? 
SB*- Nell, I think it'* important to have local control because every 
school ha* it* own personality. It ha* it* own ethnic mix. It ha* it* 
own socioeconomic mix of people. The local policies help manage to that 
and customize to their needs. Where *cm* of the policies sometime,* 
conflict 1* when you've got funding in different thing*. You've got the 
categorical fund* that say it can only be used here or can only be used 
in thia way. And if you don't u*e it, you'll loee it. So, you batter u*e 
it real quick. So those are when the need* and the source of the money 
conflict. 
R Let ma expand on that a little bit. Or ask you to. Iken you «aid you 
better u*e it or lose it, can you give an example of perhaps when you the 
district ended %p not wanting to lose it, and so they used it, but they 
used it ia a way that eight have been contrary at *11? 
SBM- It only happened cnca, ao it doesn't happen very often. Special 
ed. money* are paid in arrears. So, if you have 4 special ed. children 
thia year and next year you only have 2, then you amy have a surplus of 
money that following year. So, that is what happened and we were able to 
do good thing* with it. Anything th*t waa *peci*i need* related. He 
were able to get a van that transported them. #a were able to get thing* 
we war* not normally able to get or apend money cm. Mm were able to get 
some computer *y*tems for them and soma technology that really assist* 
with th* *pecial need* kid*. But at the *ame time we wouldn't hav* bean 
able to get them any other way. We were 61* to do really good thing* 
with it, but wa weren't uaad to «pending in that kind of way. 
R The federal and State mandates for the policies allow you to do some 
thing* that were good for kid*. You didn't go against your *ia*ion for 
your district. But, it maybe forced you to operate a* a district in a 
little different wav than vou would have. You wouldn't h*v* *n*nr 
money necessarily. 
SB*- Oh, no, because normally there'» mo many times where— Abd th* 
»Mng 1# if you don't use it in that same year, you then lew it. So, 
even though there'* aevecsl year* that wa operate at a deficit because we 
may only be getting paid for 2 student#, but wa have 4 students coming 
in. So that in those years w* operate at a deficit and that*# the norm 
usually that wa operate that way. Every new and than it just cue*» that 
you ha## lass that you had the year before so you just hav* a littl* bit 
of extra. 
BOB- Bave you aaan any repercuaaions whan you talk Août how you've used 
tb* money and there's a misunderstanding in th# «immunity about how they 
money** bean used? Or, has that bmen understood? 
OW- Mot ao much with the Special Education money*. Th* whole physical 
plaat equipment levy versus th# general Amd, that's vary confusing for 
people. So, the overall budgeting of th# way achools budget their aamey. 
With the bond iasue that's aoawthing we explained over and over amd over 
again. Amd soma of them still coma back say, **&y are you laying off 
teacher* when you want to build a ww high school?* We go rarnd and 
round with that issu* all th* time. It's just hard for people to 
understands 
KB- School funding ia complex. 
SB*- It ia. My husband was reading the other day about tba Oniveraity 
of Iowa and ha goes, *1 can't believe they era building mora buildings 
wbam they ar* having all the** cot*!". I maid, "Ballo* I am answer 
that. These ar* two different budgets and they can't ba apeat ?????..* 
Bven ai.mmona who h*ars it at ham* far th* last 3 year*. 
mot- So, financial policy ha* created «mm miaunderstandinga, but not 
maoaaaarily bad an affmct on student achievement? I haven't heard you 
say that'# bad any affect. 
SB*- Tba budgeting? Mall it can. In a district where your district 
doesn't have molid goal*. I*» hav# just in the last fmw year* started to 
bead in that direction. Me weren't always going in that direction. 
HQ*- School improvweat goal*, you are referring to? 
@BK- Our school improvement goals. Me as a board ait down every year 
and do the goal* of the things we want to accomplish and everything *# 
da-. Be have on our plaqk with our name plate* w* have a little, from a 
little label maker, it say*, **ow does this impact student learning?". 
So everytime we make a decision, whether it be about buaea or custodial 
service# or curriculum or behavior issue, it* "Bow do** thia iapact 
etWamt learning?", so that we are bringing it back to the student level. 
RCB- Bow doe* that, little, semi-formal policy that your are making your 
focus in dedaiona, parallel with your adaaion statement or ia that what 
your mission statement is about? 
a**- That's mostly our mission statement. We've never really 
formalized a mission statement. Our school ha* one, but we as a board 
have never formalized one because our mission really is to do what's best 
for kids. 
RC8- Sounds like that's what yau'v* made it. 
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SM- Yeah. So that ha* juet become what we ara about. And Wzat'z 
starting to become the language in our school district. Wham a custodian 
oomes in and sa^ , "That's not my job!". Really, bow does that impact 
student learning? And they don't think that their job does. And whan 
you a tart pulling the# back In and whan you gay, ~*han you don't clean 
that roc* or when you don't do some of these thing*, kida don't have the 
best environment to learn in and that's unacceptable.* 
HCK- What other My have you seen that evolve, You gave an excellent 
example with.the custodian. Tow said it'a starting to maybe change 
attitude# or actions. 
a#M- A little bit. Good and bad. I mean there's people that don't like 
to see it. But, with budget cuts that wma the thing we looked at. Be 
wanted to make all of the cute wa needed to mats, but wa did not want to 
effect student learning if at all poeaible. We did not went to cut 
programming- We did not want to cut anything that would effect student 
learning. 
RCB- So, you set out tboee priorities. 
SEM- Right. So when we went through we tried to look at things that 
**re ouïrai de of curriculum. We prioritized trying to keep licenced 
teacher* tirât. 3o, our pare-profeeeioneia were the first to go before 
our teachers with degrees. Ia that the right thing to do? I don't know? 
BCB- Again, those were state mandate» forcing you to cut. 
3BM- Right. And we sat there and looked. The pmra-professicnals truly 
have the moat one on one with tide a lot of times. Tb#y are the ones 
helping the kida with reading. And they were able to do really good 
thing* for kida, but in anew Instance* we felt that maybe the teachera 
were getting a little bit lazy, you know whatever. It'a kind of like-. 
I guema I kind of likened it to. If you were Ale to have a cleaning 
lady ecme in, you maybe don't clean as well as you normally would. Tou 
just do what you need to get by or eight before they come. 
RC8- Concentrate on other things. 
SBM- if you suddenly aren't able to have thet person anymore, you get 
back in there and clean; *1 can do this.". That's just kind of what 
ifs like, so there were some issues there. Some people got very i$*et 
that wa were taking away the »Para"a. 
RGB- Mas having to make that décision based on budget cuts or did you 
make that decision biased on, "Wall, thia is what we are seeing happening 
and this is what we need to dp.". 
SBM- It was based on budget cuts. We had to remove out of our 
budget. @o, that was an area that bad been covered under a grant. It 
was the dual language program. It juet happened bo be paid out of that 
grant. So, it was just kind of a no-brainer that that mould be where it 
cwa out. #e looked at other ways. We did save some paras, but just not 
just not as may as we had. 
ACS- Tou were able to reframe it in that there were some concerns that 
lyou had and so it kind of killed two birds with one stone in some 
(respects It sounds like. 
|SBM- And we looked at_. We eliminated a bws route. We did some 
(different things with the lunch program. Ne tried to do things that 
Itrulv didh't effect classroom time and Chinos thev ware doino in the 
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classroom. Wm did â>r th* most part. Probably on* of tba moat 
conflicting thing* that we had going on through budget cut» was tb* 
master contract becaua* it dictât*# 1*0 you got rid of. It's seniority 
amd it*_ So, wm bad snmm great, grmat first year teachers that we bed to 
l*t go of. That wm# very frustrating for ua at * couple different levels 
because at cm# level they're very energetic* they had *0 much to offer, 
they were dsing great things for kid*, end on «nether lever, every ix* 
end then you' 11 get * teacher that maybe is very tenured that is making a 
significant amount of money who might not be pulling tbeir weight 
anymore. *0 that would be someone that you could may, **lth that aalary, 
I could replace thee* 4 para*." 
RGB- So, that policy locked you in. 
SB*- Right. It totally locked ua in. Even in tb* negotiation* they 
said, "M# want %*." And *0 w%_ I waa on th* negotiation team too. We 
turned around and said, "Which 5 teachers are yew willing to get rid of 
then?". And they amid, "Nell, none of them." **11, that'* what you at# 
saying than, because we've already cut out of our budget. Which 
one* are you willing to get rid of because that'* what it ultimately 
maann Oh okay. So wm sat down and worked it out very amiably in the 
end. 
(KM- to* alao have policies a* a transition from what you are talking 
about from arbitration, that ia you have evaluation policies for your 
administra tors and there la now going to be a State mandat*. Do you know 
such about that process? Do you haw* soa* feeling* and concerna or noma 
things yon are happy «Août? What hav* you bean thinking? 
39*. Weil, right now we have started— We felt it waa iaportant to 
start from th* top and move down. 9o, we started with our super intendant 
*Ao la brand new. As p*rt of th* interview process w* cam* up with our 
criteria of what wm were looking for and what waa important, kind of did 
all that with, urn— I can't think of his name... doctor from who'a 
wonder fu]—. 
KB- Oh, I'd probably recognize tba mama if you said it—. ( )? 
3BW- Teah, ( I, and he was fantastic. It really., getting us 
narrow** down on what our goals wmr*. ( ) mat every single 00a of 
tbuse and it's been a wry good fit. 
RC&- 5o you felt that your policy needed to role modal to the district, 
to the teachers that ware starting with our leaders amd_. 
SBM- And be consistant. That'a unsettling that our district has been 
lacking, consistency from tb* administrative level. That ultimately came 
from the superintendant becauae what's unfortunate the principals can be 
doing everything that you as* tham to do, but If the superintendent isn't 
there to back them when that teacher geta angry or whatever, than you can 
just throw it out the winck*. that's kind of what waa happening before 
we started this. So ww went ahaad and mat with, wa polled th* ABA in and 
we started doing the a***rintandamt, lite bow can we do a better 
«valuation. 
RCS- Making sure that those thing* like role modeling is reflected in 
the_ 
SEN- Right. In all the different areas, like profesaional development 
and her uamainicstioms with the community. Did all th* different aspects 
and from those we came i*» with all the different criterion and we figured 
out what the action steps were and you know, how to measure them and all 
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time. #* kind of got into it amd bad » ocwple meeting»» **11 than 1MB 
(?) did en#, did * seminar, amd two of ua went *p to that «id realized 
that they wet# working on it too, ac w* kind of backed off. And then 
they cam* up with on# mnd we juat kind of book tb# two— #* were 
actually kind of ahead of tb# cur*# becauae wa were doing it ao that wa 
kind of exciting. 
peg- Bapecially if you develop on your own. 
BBM- Teah. Beceuae we did, we developed it on our own. And than it waa 
confirmation that wa am on tba ri#t track. So than we tot* theira mod 
wa took out# and juat kind of made oar awn and cam# *#* with an «valuation 
modal for bee. Then what it dona it kind of align»-, th» principals and 
th# other adeiaiatratocs know, ( ) can amy, "Bar*#* where I'm being 
mammumd. Bere*a the critmrioq the board*a loo* at. Bern** what CSIP ia 
,t." And no amaryone can align their goal* together and that'» 
aumafhlmg we had clearly boom mlaainq. 
BC*- Bow about the-.. Are you aware of the maw teacher étendard* of the 
state? 
9BM- Teah. The thing that worriee ma about the atandarda. 1 think it's 
great up to the point that it'a going to mat* acme teacher# perform that 
ae@be weren't performing befom. I worry that acme people will atart 
performing to the teat* to acme degree, the standardized teatiag. They 
will juat teech kida, "Thia ia how you take thia tant and hare's how you 
can do than better.". 
MB- Bow do you thi nk your policy at the district nddmaae* that iaaoe? 
SW- I think our focus will «till be on CSIP. 
NCR- I» that unwritten or written? 
3**H Obwritten. I would aay it ia omwrittea. But I think whan funding 
atart* dictating how Thing* go, in order to do good thing* ëor kid», you 
afill need th# funding. Onfortunately there** going to be aomm 
croaa-ower at that point. 
NCR- *Ban yai are ^ iag to have to pay attention to State mandat#», but 
you want to keep your fdcum clearly on atudeot in*traction, atmdent 
aehinmaeiil. 
SB*- Right. And I think alao where it conflict* when you am totally 
trying t*u.. and I gueaa it * kind of a merit pay concept—*iat l aee a 
lot acnmtiawM i* that acme of our beat teacher* that we have in our 
district are alao the one* that tak# the moire difficult atndentn. The 
omen with pceaibly mom dl «abilities, thing* like that and-. 
NCR- Over ume them. 
3B*- Ob, huh. And thair acorea am going to redact thone kida. And ao 
their acorea may not be ma high because you've got mom difficult 
children and they can handle them. 
mm- Catch 22. 
SBM- Teah. And ao while their acorn* look lower, they've probably made 
huge program* because that teacher doe* good thing* for them. But yet 
that teacter* lan't going to get recognized because their acorea am 
lower. 
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ACS- Which speaks to your policies an assessment. Kith comprehensive 
school improvement, you know that you need multiple asaesuments. Do you 
feel like you're getting some policies written in regard to assuiiment 
end the very issue you were talking about? 
SI**- ?o wme degree. Again, I'd may they are more unwritten policies. 
We try to look at several different way* of assessing. 
RCH- la thia the feeling that you get from yaur board, that they ar* 
emphasizing these kind# of thing*? %u see* very confident that your 
board, your district, is going to eaphaaize those things even though it's 
not written policy. I'm wondering where that's coming from. 
am#- I don't know exactly because, yeah, it's not really a written 
policy. But I guess our population is ao different. Me have a 25$ 
transient rate and oyer 50% minority rate. 
ROE- An at-risk population. 
am*- At risk. And we have some language barriers and different things. 
Re'v* also got several 3rd and 4tb generation Hispanic families that are 
people that I went to #cbool with. It's a fun place to grow up. Kith 
that, with some of those changes snd so forth, we've had to look at other 
ways to measure our kids. Even though we are doing very well on our 
standardized test and things like that, with the transient rata you have 
to look at progress. You have to lot* mt_. start pulling some of those, 
to segregate th# data, to see ar# we really making progreas with the kids 
that we have all the time. Then how are we doing with the kids that sra 
in mnd out. Sow are we meeting; their needs. So I guess that's just 
something that is evolving and hasn't been formalized yet. 
BO#- With the school improvement process and the semi-formal mission 
statement for your board? 
S*- I*, huh. 
NC8- Okay. You are a school board meeker ao this i# maybe fairly 
obvious and you've also been a student here. Are there any other ways 
that you have become familiar with the local district* s school policies? 
g#*- I think there's always, like whan you bear about stuff in the 
paper. It's just a small town and everything coma# out in the "Index", 
w&etbar it's-.. Ne have a journalism class that does the "Blue and 
Whitm* sod I used to be on that. You'd write about certain policies, 
Like the lunch hour not being long enough. Amd you hear a lot about 
what's going on in school through those policies. The other way, I @*esa 
our i iMmiufty learns about it would be through, we do a newsletter that's 
month wid that comas to evaryom# in the district. Th* elementary school 
does one every week in their Friday folders that they send home. So 
there's a lot of communication that goes on through our school:. But 
people ar# still very selective in what they hear. 
NC*- And what they read and what they— 
3BK- And the policy general doesn't become pertinent until it has 
mamething to do with them. That makes sense. I wouldn't volunteer to 
remd that policy manual (Inaudible). But we had to this last year. It 
has to be revised every 5 years and last year was tb# year to do it, so 
we had to read the whole policy book. Mow we are breaking it up into 
sections and just doing a little bit every year and just doing it on a 
rolling schedule. 
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RCH- Th# language can juat about drive you outa. 
SB*- Yeah. 
NCR- Im thinking about all of theaa policiaa that you ace aware of, 
(inaudible), and thinking about tb# miaalon you have aa a district, do 
you hav* My concern» about any of poli ci *a, «written or written, that 
you now have existing and it* effect on that mission? 
8BM- The on# policy we talked about earlier with th# maater contract. I 
that*» one that'a mlwmye a hard ome that I think teacher* kind of 
feel like it doman't matter if I work hard or don't w»rk herd, I'm *till 
going to get paid th# same a* thia permcn on thia pay schedule for being 
here aa long aa you know. It'* already kind of predetermined what they 
are going to make aalary^ wiae baaed am the atepe that they go down and 
the way* that they change. 
NC5- Amd what effect do you think that ha* on, repercuaaiona, for the 
dlatrict? 
RM- I think that people beuue# maybe a little bit more mediocre than 
they would normally be. People that would excel if they were able to 
create their own deatiny. In other ways it can be good because they 
ebmre more. I've beard both aidem of the argument. If you are jumt 
doing it on your own, you are going to keep all of your reeourcea to 
yourself until you maybe get to where you went to be and then maybe 
you'll aharm them. 
NC*- Promote# peer, working with one another. The culture? Doe* it 
have any effect ou the culture in wym? 
BBM- I think in anew way*. I know I get fruatrated from my perspective 
wham I aee teadier* that have been there when I bad them and I didn't 
think they were that great then and they are «till there and thmy have 
mmybe lomt mom* of their enthusiasm. And you think, "You know, we can't 
get rid of that.". Amen though we get coeplalnta frcm people all th# 
time, unleea they do anmeMiing really bed, coemit a crime—. 
HC#- One* that, the fact that it exists in your district and there 1* 
some frustration, doe* that trickle demm in any other way with any other 
repmrcuamioma? 
9W- I think it doe* because people in the community don't understand 
it. That ia probably horn I got on the board because I waa like, "Mby 
cma't thia run like a business?*. Ton tell them at the beginning of the 
ymer, "#ere la your objective. Bmrm are your goal*. Bar*'* what we are 
going to wort on.". Amd at the end of Am year we are going to ait and 
amy, **&d you meat theme goels? Where did we do well? Where didn't w# 
do wellf*. Amd if they are not performing and they are not meeting tboae 
goals, then you start putting them on a plan to either phase them out or 
they decide to atep up to the plate and get going. 
RC*- Do you wiah you bed that process in your evaluation system? 
SOW- Oh yeah. I just think it'* a logical approach. 
NCR- That'* the new atate proceas that'* coming. 
SBM- Oh, hub. It'a going to take awhile. 
BC8- Yeah, it ia, but it should make you amile. 
@B*- Ob, bub. It will. 
MB- Bow about any trickle down effect with th* students of this 
frustration that you ar* feeling? 
38*- I think they get frustrated too. Especially when a teacher baa 
beam in the community as long, they know. Oh that'* th* teacher that 
doe# thia. Or, that th* teacher that doesn't give any A*. They kind of 
learn tbmir quirks. 3o I don't know that that'» affective teaching 
either. It'# not that kid# are learning what they are supposed to be 
learning. They ar# just working the system. Mot to say that that's oot 
* valuable lesson et eome point in life, I mean- but not that that'# a 
pood thing but kid# learn on those thing*. 
Kg- You've mentioned a couple time and talked about it. You have a 
concern about teacher quality, the district's ability because of teacher 
quality to meet its goal* and how Wat effects your mission, which is 
student achievement. Is that a fair thing to say? 
mw- It's a fair thing. I think tho#e teachers are ver*-.** don't have 
a whole lot of Ineffective teachers, which wa are fortunate, but I think 
you could really get in a rut with some of thoae policies. We've just 
been lucky, I think, and fortunate. I think soma people have seen the 
writing cm the wmll end said you know, "I don't want to be a pert of 
this.*, amd we are glad to see that too. The board has come if with 
another Infnrmml policy that w* went teachers who are above average and 
if they ar# net above average we don't want them teaching our kids. 
BC*- That's interesting. Mow said you could really get in a rut, but 
your district hasn't, though your policy at this point formally in the 
evaluation process isn't meeting what you feel th* district's needs 
should be. However, unwritten policy, with some of th* things the 
board's doing with school Isprnvmmant process, you feel is having soma 
puweiful effect on teachers staying in the district or not. Their 
feeling that the winds are changing. 
38*- I think we ar* setting the tone. 
NCR- War* powerful than the written policy in regard to teachers staying? 
38*- At timae. I think maybe. Tb* climate, yeah. I think people are 
understanding that we are changing and we are going to move forward and 
we are going to do good things for kids: And they are either going to be 
a pert of that or they make soma decisions on their own to l*av*. 
RCH- So if there is pressure out there to either get with the game or 
leave, it's not coming from the written procedures or policy as much as 
the way you are articulating your mission and moving forward. 
38*- And we really want it to be their decision to say, "You know what, 
it is time for ma to do something different. Op, I've enjoyed this-.* 
And we value people who have put in time. Like I maid, we have some 
greet ones who hsv# been here 33 years end we'd keep them 33 more if we 
oould too. #e have soma really, really good dnem. I don't know how they 
dk> it. 
RC8- *Ws the most vocal about articulating that message to the staff? 
SEN- Of? 
MCB- Of, ycu knew, this is the train we are getting on, if you are not 
winn -fît- , m&xtHs* wa» «ïhrml fi h*a. ®nv \ nn run „ 
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SUR- Last year, it waa the board that nwaawil infini th# maaage bacaua# w# 
(alt vary atroogly about thmt. Thl* year it»a (aup*riat*od*ut). 3be' s 
not afraid to get W there and #ay tboa# kind# of thing», amd ac# 
people, lika th# (iaeudibl*), don't lika bar for it. But it'# alao vary 
much what tba board vanta to aee. 
RCa- (inaudible) . .with tba diatriet miaaion. 
SB*- 5b, huh. 
(ICE- Baa tb* board done a i imawiil ly aaaeaamwnt? Bava you involved tb* 
naaaaiity in your school iaprovament? 
SB*- Oh, huh. Taah, w# hav* ocamaunity naahara that do that and then 
we've got tbma on #* bava ail kind» of littl* aameitteee where people 
ara drawn in amd involved. #* juat atartad ^  with FTO and that' going 
really atrong in tb# alaamntary. 
«CE- to you ha*# a policy written ia regard to i imammlty invoivemmaot? 
98*- *a do. Ma hav# aoma polieiaa ia regard to community involvmmaut. 
I'm not aura. All of ua board maabera, w# hav# to ba, we're all on_. 
MCB- #*ll tbara ia a Stat# mmadate that a^ p* yow ha*# to hav# an 
edviaoey eoamdttea, uh, i.imaaaUl j involvement. 
**' Right, and we've get that. And then wa bava different one#. #* 
bava littl* ad hoc coaadttaas (or curriculum «a* a# bava one far, um_. 
Lika wbmm a# interviewed th* a*v#rimtaod#nt, wa had * group free tba 
oaamumity coma in, wa had a group of teecbera, and than wa had tba school 
board, «meh cm* of tbam bad criteria of abat tbay war# looking for amd 
than added up a acore md wa all put it together. Tbao wa alao bad tba* 
met with tb# ocaawnity. *a bad a little wine and rhaes# for them to 
*a*t tba candidate#, #a involved th* * uaawiilly in thing* like that. 
Bat wa are all ao tbeae committee#, #o wa work with like the parka 
11 ami rte# and ao wa at* doing thing# with the City Ccamaal amd tba 
rhmdimr of Commerce. #bet we've found là thia i immmmill.y ia everybody*# 
working in a vacua*. Tbe City** off doing their thing. Tba Cheater** 
out bare. And tb# mconoadc Development board amd— «ban we want to do 
tbe bond iaaoa, th* rhmhar woul<ki't a^ ppocL «#. Mnd ao now tbara'a 
three of a# on the Chamber board ami. 
WC*- Nmrkiog for batter communication and. 
a*- Taah juat trying to gat everybody working together inatead of 
mgmlnet each other. 
*3*- So thara'# a large outreach and thmt doe# takm a lot of time. 
3BN- Oh, hi*. 
QCa- L*t ** run by mom* of th*** and agmim thinking about my canueiw* 
at all that polida# that are written, what you've aaen co kida, 
what you've mean happen to teacher#, what you've *een in your diatriet. 
»a talked a littl* bit about ecbool board polidaa. Think about 
d&mdpHne polida*. attandanoe polid*a, graduation requij marnii* u. Wa 
talked about «valuation. Curriculum and in*truction you've touched on 
with CSIP. staff development for teacher# and àdainiatcatora and Iraa^ ii i»j 
mp with profaeaional knowledge. Student incentive#, teacher incentive#. 
Mny of tbo#e kind# of thing# you wish tba polida&_ Ton'd like to know 
a little bit nor# becauaa you're not aura they ar# working for kid*. 
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3BN- *#11 ona of th# policies I guw# right now that we ar* r#ally 
working on_. I juat w#nt to a "Safe Schools" conferenc*, and it we# all—. 
RCR- Coltur*? 
38M- %*ah. And just making aura that we ar# building safe mchools. 
That we* on# of th# thing# I wa# looking for in building a new high 
adhool that we dom't ham littl# alcoves idbere people can have—. (KMD OF 
SO# A) 
WBK B] 
AC#- (inaudible, cut short) 
m*- In #o#a way# I think that cur policiea ar# outdated because there'# 
too moch of thia stuff Out com»* up with kida thmt they've juat gottwi 
eore creative. Like with drug a*# and huffing and all tb### thing». 
They talked about gaaga, lik# all your graffiti* and what it could mean. 
I'm not aure Wwt our policie* totally—. 
KB- In particular in regard to at-riak aituaticn# or (Inaudible) safety? 
SBM- At-ri»k kid# or jwat #v#nL. And b#ing pronctiv# I think. Lik# 
trying to undmratand %fbat th# beat w%y_ It warn literally ju#t 
frightening to go to that oonf#renc#. I mean, I cam# back ao paranoid 
thinking, "Bav* w# thought of all thia stuff?". Because, mad you knew, a 
lot of It la juat prev#ntativ# and th# mor# you hav# in place when a 
criai# happen#, you can r##ct quickly mnd m littl# more mmoothly than you 
would bad you not had anything planned. Just thing# like you don't 
diacloee tbe ar#a wh#r# all th# kid# would b# #vacu#t#d to becauae that' a 
wb#r# th#y would put peripheral bomb#. 
KB- Policy #ff#ct for that? 
an*- Teah. And it*# like, who would hav# thought of thmt? I would hav# 
thought you would hav# told everybody, "Say, m##t ua at th# Mathodiat 
church, or what#v#r, to get your kid#." And they amy no you don't 
announce that Until th# laat ai net# bacauaa if th# boWbera know wh#r# 
thmt ia, that'# where they would put it. Juat atuff lik* that. (% wow, 
thia take# it to a whole new level. 
NCR- *# don't think lik* a bomber. 
a*- Right. And hopefully our kid# don't either. That'* th# kind of 
thing that in a email town you just kind» get thinking, "#*'re aaf#.", 
and w# don't alway# look at thoa# things. But you know, it can happen 
anywhere. men you think th# Poet Offic# atuff with the (inaudible). 
ACS- That waa your professional development that you got a chanc* to 
take part in? 
am- Might. 
RCB- Are there any oth#r teacher*# profe##ional development or any at 
the— Special education is not on there. That'# special need# children.. 
a*- Attend#nr# polici##. That on# i# another interesting one like with 
at-riak kid# with th# new alternative #chooling. Tbey may not hav# th# 
#m#e attendanceL... Like we hav# a vary strict attendance policy, but yet 
we're still trained to get kid# to graduate. Our C3IP rule # 4 ia to 
make aura all kid# Graduate. In doinn that it's trvino to be flexible 

were trying to accomplish. I think it is a good idea that we write «mm 
of that down mnd get it a little bit mora solidified. 
RCB- And you feel that that would give a littl# bit more power, ma far 
ma, keeping, staying with the policy, thaa, if it war* written? 
SB**- I think keeping tbe direction and keeping ua focused. I think 
that'* been the- When you just break it down to that si#*la »tat*m«nt, 
"Bow doe# thia impact student lemming?*, it takes acme of the emotion 
out of It, it takes- I aiean, we have meetings that go to 12 «/clock at 
night. It'* just because we have ao much to cover, with tbe bond iaaue 
mod all that. They would go probably much longer if we didn't combust 
it, "Okay, how doe» tbia impact student learning. Okay what's tbe beat 
one? Okay fine, let'a joat go with it and not spend any more timm «m 
thia." 
ROE- Ba* did that coma about? 
3BM- 1MB 
RCB- Belped you? facilitated that conversation? Mho came from 1MB? 
S3M- Wually it'a (?) 
RCB- or_. (???) 
SB*- They do aeminara almost once a month all over and our board ham 
been very good about participating in that. We've gotten (inaudible) 
going to thoae. 
RCB- It'* worked for ya? 
S8M- It's been great becaum* they teach you how to be a school board 
mmmber. 
RCB- Nell, their "Lighthouse" study haa been (inaudible) shown mom#..,. 
Mary la one of the people that I'm going to be interviewing and she's 
kind of part of Aim process. 
RCB- (garbled, both talking at aame time) 
S8M- (garbled, both talking at aame time) 
ROB- Tou've talked a littl* about national, State, and Local education 
policy influencing oee another with resources and ao forth. In thinking 
about thia policy survey that we are putting together (dr the Department 
of Bdacatian and our efforts to try to aak the right questions about 
icy one* w*fve talked to a lot of folks, you included. Wbo do you 
1 lit# in th# Btat# we need to ba sure to administer this survey to? 
And I believe that she's the one that takes care of it. Tbey have 
most of the policies on line for your schools end stuff like that. 
School board policy. And so you can kind of benchmark off of those. Be 
do that. Lika if we are in question over a policy, we'll go and, you 
can't check all of them, but we'll go maybe reference one of theirs to 
sea, "Are we covering the right things? Are we updated? Are we_*. Ok, 
and they do a lot of that. They have lawyers that sit there and do that 
all day long. So, we use that as a resource. 
SBK- Bboever, I'm guessing, I think she doea- She'a with 
RCB- Bbat we are wanting to do with this survey ia to ask the right 
qpaeationa, first of all, when we develop it, but we want to find out from 
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district# «round th# State, statewide, what their policies at# and hoy 
they «r# effecting student achievement. So who do you think we need to 
ask in regard to finding that out? 
SB*- 0m__ I think it would be interesting to talk to «omemm fro# like 
ACT, to find cut, because they're kind of the ultimata, "Bow'd wm do?*. 
And I think that would b# an interesting test. I also think... 
BCB- Too need to knew that we are not using ACT scores, but we ar# using 
ITBe amd ITTDa scorea am indicators as part of tbe whole ervaluetion, 
*«p#cially when we look at tbe "Success 4" schools and their initiatives 
versus mon-*&iccees 4* schools and if that's had an impact. Their action 
plans sad tbe initiative they've dene. SO we are looking end we do have 
permission to use ITKD* mnd TTB5 scores. 
Okay. 
BC*- Do we need to aak any community meebers at all about what happening 
in their districts? Do we need to ask administrators? 
SB*- r think it's important to just have a good cross-aectioo among 
administrators, teachers, even some students. Parents with kids in thé 
system. Parents with kids cwt of the system. 
KB- Urn. Parents in and out? 
SB*- Oh. hi*. 
KB- Administrators and teachers you said. 
SB*- I think it is always good to get different demographics. Soe* 
Bispanic, some Asian, anma , 
KZ- Mixed demographics? Diversity? 
3M- Oh, huh. I just think that gives you tbe truest picture of whet 
you are trying to masser*. 
PC5- Aod what's y*ir feeling about-. Can we— We're trying to decide 
Whether to have s generic survey, and obviously tbe people that develop 
survmy* all the time will have to really decide this, but do you think it 
would be reallyu.. Tour experiences with the jargon and ao forth, is it 
really important to ask administrators in a different way than to ask 
eowwnity ammber or parents or school board members. Or should they ail 
be aaksd in the same way? 
SBM- It shouldn't make a big difference. I mean, you're srmatlmai 
dealing with egos, hit technically it shouldn't have any difference on 
the outcome. 
NCR- Ms don't necessarily have to use jargon with teachers and 
administrators either. 
SA- 1W1, I think bottom line you're wanting to know student 
achievement and is it working and is it effective for kids. And they 
should be able to answer that in simpler questions. 
RCB- Based on their» what experiences and what knowledge they have about 
what's going on. It should be really fun to hear what people say. 
SBM- It will be. Their answer may be much more complex, but I think 
that the question itself doesn't need to be. 
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SB*- A# long «a tbay h*v* all th* crïtarïa, w* will approwa it. But if 
tbay don't maat «V of the*# criteria. I mean, if tbara 1» anmmtbing 
thmt ia mi wring, wa will deny it. But, it goaa to tba atata levai, gata 
omartumad, and comma bade to wa aod tbay «till gat to laava. 
NCR- If a pratty open. 
a*- It ia and they don't baa* to tall ua Why tbay ara leaving. Be* if 
tbay wara coming Into our diatriet, amd wa didb't hav# anoogb, yow know-. 
ùat'a may tbara #ar% 3 kida mad** lato tba 5th grmda and it iaat paahm# 
ua over tha *dga aa far am dama alza, wa could daay tba# coming into our 
diatriet. #« rmnmof dwy tbam going oat of am* diatriet. Bp tbome ar* 
our ta% «hilar* bar* In omr mmmmiily that ara going to aontbar school. 
Ba wbnm wa aaa making tea payera bar* to now «aima oar tea to build tbia 
*aw achool, but oh, by tb# way, you kmc**-.. 
K*- m bmwa to alio# tbia population to ga_ 
SB*- Taka $4SW timma atudamtm, bot aandlng it down to ( 
). fad tbair mot aupportlng it, bat wa atill want to bmlld thia acbool 
tor tba kida that a* haw. 
BCB- fkwatratioea for «vmrybody. 
BM- It ia and It'a (opan anml Iwarf) jwat a policy that cor Swan our 
d&dk*t nodaratamd. If a a policy that omr local naigi aaaaaai didn't 
understand until wa mat with him juat rmoaotly. Bo tbaf a baan am effort 
wa*va beam trying to do, i# becoaaa a littl* bit mora political, which ia 
not mmmfMmg that I namar thought I would do. Bet, it'a baan 
intmraating. 
MB- It ia Intarmating. Bad if a really a Btata policy that yom*rm_ 
M*- It'a a Btata policy, bat it affecta ua ao differently baoawaa if a 
aucb a large iaana foe aa. Bapaeially wbam wa ar* trying to paa* a bund 
iaaw*. Barm wm bava thia achooi fro# they're mnying aby wobld 
am pay for that nbrna wa arm aamrflng cor kid* aommabmim alee, amd at tbm 
aama tima w* arm amwiimg our, a*mrybo#*a ta» enmay, over tbara to 
admrafa tbair kida. Tat, tbay atill retain tba right to vota. 
BCB- Vary fmatrating. Kapeoially wbw yon bava mot paaaad 2 of tba# 
and trying to do wbaf a right for kida. Again* jamt nnming bmck to that 
Wuaallun, wlwf a *»m mamt important thing w* maad to leam ftom tbm 
adacation policy amrmy* AMI (Ml*, *laa that yarn haven't bad a cbamca 
bn.naaaiua? Bbat yom wauld lika aa to lama mar* about that could bm 
family aaafbl to yoair diatriet. B&af a cm tba front burner for aducatioo 
imamaa tbmt y« feel will rmmlly bm important wpamimg, that a# need to 
know noma aUuut, thinking of tba CW» aaai that kind of thing, 
NBX- CM, wall, it'a prmMqr aaaob a policy... if a com of our CBZ goal a, 
hut *a bava liba a major toon* on re effing amd that'a bmmn kind of a 
atatmdda aod a naticnaida tbimg. But rmally maikm amrm that tbaf a bming 
affective. That kida arm rmadimg .and I think tb*y arm. I bmlimvm that 
wa ar* aaatng a littl* hit of progrmaa harm. Bbma tbay arm doing tba 
tima on 
maUimmatl, a amd making aurm that. .. I think, if noMiing alam, tb* 
awarmnaaa of it bm: baam a wary good thing baranaa it mmkmm tamcbera and 
parmnta and kida vary mmra that literacy ia oot juat dazing raadiog 
tima. TWr* gonna (?), in math, wbam you go to work. Bb work with a 
littl# boy that baa aomm «pariai omada. I maan, Wa not vary high on 
tba rating chart. Ba*a mot «migbtad vary heavily. JUac baa a faw 
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aped al need* in reading and he'll get real frustrated. And so aa be 
s tart Ad working with urn* with our business, he's really like, "Tou have 
to be able to knoc. You hav# to be able to read the different type# of 
Biding.". Amd why would it be important to know your angles and things 
like that? *1 don't know.". #«11, roof pitch*#. 
ACS- Really applicable. 
8K- Oh, because h# aaid he wanted to b# in construction. Rally being 
in construction do##n't mean that you can just walk out of school. it 
means that you atiii need to know these kinds of thing* and yau need to 
be able to communicate with your curt ce* ra. 
RŒ- That wa# great for hi*. 
@B*- Ya well, —.. (inaudible)—he'» just adorable. 
RC5- One aer# question. Are there any kid# getting hurt in your 
district? 
38*- Getting hurt in your diatriet? 
Kg- In any way. 
SB*- Well, not physically. Wall, ye*. 
RC8- BmotiomaUy. Physically. Intellectually. 
8BM- In a couple ways, yea. I think every time a bond doean't pass, our 
i laassill j ia telling the* that w# don't car# about the*. That w# don't 
think they are good enough to hav# a good achool. I think that'# a clear 
ma# saga that get# aent to thea^  which I find very frustrating. I think 
kida con# flat. I that there ar# aaf#ty i#au#a in that achool» that w# 
are putting kid# at risk. I mean, everything meets oode. We' re safe in 
those types of areas, but-.. I went to achool th#r# and ay kida will 
atill go that# if It's still there. I just think that having a thre# 
story building with no fire aacape cm it and I mean w# still hav# t*o 
#gr#ss#d ways of exiting th# building, but it'a just not tb# b#at 
environment for kida. I just think that*# a oomplat# disservice. Aa far 
aa, what waa th# other oneu—? 
Mm- Intellectually. Emotionally. Physically. Behaviorally. Ar# they 
getting hurt in any way? Ia anything hindering the* from succeeding in 
your district? 
88*- It think aizmatimo* there ar# program» for th# upp#r-l#v#la kida. 
Ne haw lik# TAG and ways to atimuiat# kida that ar# really doing well. 
Than Wva got kida to the lower end, like Heading Recovery to get the* 
going and things. I think ,m;mmCimu th* middle kida, the average kida, 
get lost in tb# mix. They ar# not either really atallar or struggling, 
they don't g#t anything extra or mayb* thay ar# not developing in on# 
area but they g#t overlooked becaua* they are pretty much average. 
Bca- Kind of g#t lost in th# ahuffl#. 
Sa#- I would say that would b# our biggest area. 
RCS-? I need to tell you that you amntioned students, but b#caus# of the 
crack down on administering surveys to students, w# will not b# surveying 
students. 
SB*- Sure. That makes sense. 
RCH- But, I'm excitmd about what you Mid with diversity in community 
amd lota of différant population». That amams to be what everybody 
thinks needs to be done, aa opposed to, juat making educator* and that 
kind of thing. You hav# bean very geaareua vith your time. We talked 
about bow pceciou* your time i*. Z want to thank you very much. 
Superintendent 
HC8- Researcher 
SPf- 3*g*erintendent 
BŒ- My first question 1# very general, amd it'# taken me in many 
different questiona, ao whatever you mom* up with ia great. #»at do you 
feel educators should know mare about, that we don't know, in regard to 
local school policy?-
SPT- JMall, I guess I would hav* to may that, I'm not going to answer It 
in th# direction that you might think. What we actually did a few years 
ago waa wrote acme policiaa in our handbooks at that point* amd then what 
I think goes hand in hand with that ia training on how to do those 
polici*# and what work# well for ua. And I'm not ear* if you'r* familiar 
with it or not, but we've imserviced #11 of our staff on API, which ia a 
group that cornea out of Mew York, and ABL just simply stands for tbe 
first initial of their last mama. But that went hand in hand with what 
we looked at with awcceam 4, what waa acceptable behavior amd what waa 
mot acceptable behavior, amd ao we spent a lot of time, I don't rmcall 
exactly whan it waa, probably about 4 years ago, laying tboa* polici*# 
out, and then getting tham into tba banAook at the conclusion of tb# 
y*ar. And now what we do each year amd th# elementary, middle mchool and 
high school staff ait down with tbe administrator* and we basically go 
through thon# polici«3 that deal with behavior Issues. Some of A* 
difficulty that w* atill have ia that we cbe't have uniformity from all 
staff maabera on the policies. *br «xaapl*, we had a cowple new ataff 
meabera that ream on board a year ago and we had a policy aa far aa *top 
lip touching bottom lip', in other word» their quiet in the hall ways aa 
they pa** from a classroom to a special activity such an PE, lunch or 
that aort of thing, ao tap# flip, warn of our ataff haa bmcuma somewhat 
lax ce tbe enforcement of it. And I think that*» probably an unwritten 
policy that naada to take place. Everyone need# to follow through on the 
expectations. 
RC8- *o, I beard you aay several things, correct ma if I'm wrong, but 
y* war# concerned, firat of all what ataff davwlopamnt work# in writing 
policy that*» affective. And than you w*r* concerned about the follow up 
#v#ry three years amd re-astamiaing tbe policy and what process works 
there. And than you see scam inconsistency in lapl^ en ration. And #o, 
do you feel you need to go beyond the policy that's written right now?-
I don't think we hav* to go bmyood the policy right now. I think 
where w# have a little break down is tha fact that scembody has to take 
th# responsibility, and I would think the building principal would be th* 
person to take that responsibility of making aura that tbe actual 
expectations ar* being followed. 
RGB- Mho has the most effect on th# implementation of policy and yeah, 
how do yai make that happen? 
gPT- Then that'a th# difficulty and that's the difficulty that I have 
also, because I don't want to overstep my bounds, but these ar# things 
that bother ma, because if it breaks down one spot it's going to continua 
to break down as we move along-
RCS- And then if there is that inconsistency, how much concern do you 
have about how, when that kind of thing happens, how that might affect 
student achievement? 
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5*2*1 Dome that coma aboct bacauae of any polidaa that ycm're aware of, 
loreaperiateadentlaedarAip? 
p@T- RdbWbly #y l**%u*h1p oa that, met a polity par ae. Becaeaa 
Ibaêicallyidwtl did tee year* ago*** I avainafl that liât and than «am# 
k%»witheema etndmatrapeeaaetativea—. 
Lc*- mlzat «me I'va had by th# way, wber# there'a aiadaot cepcaaantation? 
KB- WLret oca of tba diatrictm warm raviawiog. 
BBT- Ok, really. Taah. Mad wa'va bad aome atia&aiit rapraaantatloo in 
tba peat, but tbay bavao't alxmy* been reel active. Ybia year v* always 
bave «laiWmt i at our ametiiqa, amdnot oaly war# tbay at tbaaa meeting*, 
but thay *poke out at thoae mmeMmge aleo. 
KB- maw is tbat im aay regard affactad by writtao or unarittaa policy 
akeet bow trmiim nenrln# operate? Baa aagptbiag rhenged with the oui tor# 
of thorn* mmatlbge tbat wtmld predpitata tbat? 
aMS Ub_I don't reelly think mo. Mtbougb I think our succaaa 4, we've 
really pw*Wd bard to (pat atmdmet* iaae&*ed aad ad eume of tbat aagbe a 
1i eamf »i ewer jhet akw* bo# atndaata are feeling ia ge#eral_ 
RGB- feeling more ccmCertnble. 
«*- _*qd I «wnpne» pert of it ooeld be, I've ***** aremnd beam# # long, 
long, time. *11 of tbe kid* In*** a* beoamee I taw# their almmiT iry 
*od aoe their ia high aobool. And #o there may be enongh 
uuafutt with laadarabip that tbay knnathayoamba listened to. 
NCB- They know, bawd on the ralatioeabip, they knoahwf you're going to 
iwiiimM to tbm. 
g*T- Ye*h. Right. We've promoted, or *t least tried to promote, H#e*re 
gn&m# be llacae to yon, we're go&eg to be (air. YOa aoa't aermeeeilly 
ban* what you went when itfa all amid and dbma.» But wa ve at leeat 
l^umoted, or at lamat I've triad to pwmote am aepect of fairaaaa. 
MC*- Tbet lem* aa to when ymwere oboaem a* e awpMibteedmA (or thia 
dietriot, and the* yoe looked at yowr job Meao:tptioe, end than yoe 
loohad at ehelaaer poli ci ee revolved aroma* yoer acbool boacd, and ao 
forth. aw*m* g*t it la the hidag pnxcaa*? I* there aaythiag written 
to amy that the akilla yoa into thia diatriet ia abet they're 
looking far In thia aiaaioo? 
##*- Mb emll, partially it'a wdttee. 2a the jab deecriptioo Bar the 
e*#*rlotancbarttber#iaav*ry, I think thara'a 27-28 atatamaota im there 
aa far aa thet'a cooremed. I tbiah there ia a lot of ««written 
aapactatioma. 
*%- AW ho* did you ïi#cu*M aaere of that? You'd bean here for a few 
pears. 
BMP- m&LL, probmhly ana of the thing* tbat aetaaa am well, perh#**, ia 
tbat I an relate to a lot of the people on the board, fhzmare I alao 
farm. Bo I underetand Wbere they* re coming from and ahat they oonaidar 
iaportant. Mnrnmrem bow they look at Mnanre* and tbat aort of thing. 
BCB- Bet I alao hear ysu etreaaiog not only thoae Wnda of nmecb for 
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your board members, but like need: for your staff and student body, a 
listening culture that'* respectful, thoae kinds of things. Am I reading 
too much into what you're trying to precipitate, or would you aay that 
warn true? To precipitate a culture thet'a real open? 
SPT- I think that vould be expectation* aa far as the board is 
concerned. That'» my make-up. 
RC2- Did you get that from your job description? 
SPT- Mo. Not from my job description, per se. I think there's item# 
tbat allude to it aa any job description, there's a lot of interpretation 
there. 
RCH- So, you think that it was a real advantage for you, you knew what 
the position looked like, and what the expectation, I'm getting at 
written policy, or the necessity of written policy as far as choosing 
leadership for a district. There's Wen lots of problems. Expectation* 
for suparintendent and then you get that person in and I understand that 
that presents a lot of problems. I think that would have been quite 
different for somaona brand new to the district coming in? 
SPT- It could be. When I interviewed for that position, I guess I'm a 
very forthright individual, I mean, basically I said to them, "You know 
how I operate. I'm not going to change. That'a «y mode of operation. 
If it fits, we'll make it work. And if it doesn't, and I'm open to 
change as well, but there are soma things that I won't compromise on." 
They knew what they were getting. I knew where they were coming from. 
Also, interesting enough, I was just reading the paper, ten years ago the 
sharing arrangement that we had that I was assistant superintendant was 
absolved at that point because our present superintendent took a job at 
Storm Lake. The natural thing to have happened was for me to walk into 
the auperintendent' s seat. We bad a business manager, who very much was 
a control person. The restructuring took place that morning, I was out 
of town. I was contacted, by that evening, they already had a 
superintendent in place frcm a neighboring district. That's how fast 
that moved. Because she felt that her and I would not work well 
together. That relationship lasted for two years. At that stage, 
another opening cams up again. At that stage, one of the board members 
asked ma to apply, but I was very certain that I wouldn't bave a 7-0 
vote, so I said "No, not unless everyone wants me.* I wasn't going to 
take the risk at that point. Then we had another superintendent for two 
years, and that's when the building process took place, be it right or be 
it wrong. 
RGB- You had a bond isaue 
SPT- We had a bond issue, actually we had had several bond issues prior 
to that, and the recommandation of the administrators prior to that was 
that it ail ought to be at one location from an educational standpoint, 
that failed miserably. I think the board was ready to not consider a ne* 
bond issue. And at that point, Air new superintendent cas* on board and 
ha promised both ccaemmities some things and the bond issue was passed on 
the second try then. That whole process kind of degenerated also. Be 
left after two years, was basically aeked to leave. And again at that 
point, I chose not to enter the realm. We had a superintendent who did a 
nice job, but then we had a lot of financial problems come down and we 
had to cut an administrator and so he saw tha opportunity to move on for 
himself and saw some needs that the district had and so then the position 
became open. I still have one board, that one board mnmher that's been 
on there over the years, that's caused some conflict over the years, but 
otherwise, am T looked at the last minutes, all of our motions were verv 
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successful. The board ia working very well. I feel very comfortable 
with the board at this point. Î have « great deal of confidence; at 
least that'* my peremption. 
RCB- l&en you entered into this, what'* the biggest kind of change that 
yaw had to make? 
3PT- ta_ 
ROB- If any. 
5PT- Oh, prcbably, I'm not a very public oriented person, I'm more of a 
prive Ce person. So, probably the biggest change for ma MM just to be a 
little more visible a* far as the public was concerned. Discuss thing». 
Be aware of_*bat seem* so obvious to me, isn't obvious to the p*#»lic. I 
a till struggle with that on some of these issues. It just aeeme that 
it'» ao «bvious, and it** not. 
BOB- Bow about the school improvement process, have you initiated any 
change io hew that'» playing out? 
SPT- Yeah. I would aay that where I'm going with that la a much cloeer 
tie in with the comprehensive school improvement plan, and the goal*, and 
tbat sort of thing. 
BCB- And that'a the success 4 model, or what you call the school 
i%ii,nvesmnr model? 
9BT- *kll, uh_I don't know what you call the success 4 model, the 
sucoesa 4, as I look at it, pulls all the climate together. The changes 
tbat we've made as far as school improvement, I would look at curricular 
areas. For example, we have really focused beck on curricular gzotgis 
within our curricular committees. 3dy I have a science committee, A* 
math committee and tha reading committee present to the advisory program 
committee and then provide them with suggested goals. And then the 
school l*ummm#m nmmlttee mekea reiimmiimlal.jiiiiii about specific goals 
at that point and then bring it up to the boards. We've probably, in my 
opinion, put s little more meet into it. Instead of a process of step, 
step, step we've really bed them-
NX- Alignment with the goals? 
9!T- -That would be perhaps, the major change. 
BCR- What mould you say as the most effective way for students, parents 
in the commmity, to baccmw aware of local school policy? 
3PT- Newsletter articles ere one of the ways. We do hand every parent a 
handbook and stress portions of the handbook. As far as rmally getting 
them involved, their not, perhaps faculty at the elementary and st all 
levels, if they have problem*, we really encourage the staff to have the 
support in the handbook reedy to show the parents so that we've covered 
the bases. 
RC8- That's an unwritten cultural kind of expectation. What I'm bearing 
you say is that you'd like that to be a little more effective? 
SPT- Yeah. I guess, and probably I'm a bit of a perfectionist. 
KB- Tow never fit the old math teacher stereotype, do you? (laughing) 
I believe people should be accountable and other things that we do. 
parant? ought to be la and-
RCm- Involved. 
SPT— Parenta ought to be Involved end kncming what's there. On the 
ether hand, I am also a realist in the feet that, even though it's maar 
end dear to aa, parents have e lot of other thing: going on. 
aca- Let am ask you, would you amy that there*» amy initiatives going on 
to encourage "M paranta? To do that ia a way that feels 
safer for them, them possibly it wee for os sa parents? 
SPT- Probably mot for mil parents. A ooople years ego, wa bed a special 
edncaticn teacher who apent acme time inviting parente in for an evening. 
They had their children oat in the rmeennm area and she did some things 
aa fer aa_ 
BCB- #aa thet element m* y level? 
g*T- Teah, that was elementary level. The other area thet w* do e fair 
aamwst of that in would be the title program* where their advisory, they 
invita parents in to be acquainted with the désarma*, what they're doing 
in the classrocm both curriculum wise end expectation wise. And even, I 
gweae ee I look et the elammtary, they de e good jeb of inviting parente 
in feem time to time ea far ee special programs, plays, and stuff they 
put en. And indirectly, I think they're doing some education of 
expectations. I certainly think they do a good job of that as far am 
modeling aspertafima from the children end the behavior. 
NCB- Do you think we really know, moat all of us would sey, *Cb, yeah. 
It's so important for parents to take on that responsibility.* Do you 
think we know anon# about if a policy were written in regard from 
emu,M raping * lot more participation from the i imauiiï I j and parents in 
particular, would it make a difference? 
SPT- Tha written policy wouldn't. I think what would make tha 
difference would ba teachers, administrators, and so forth going out of 
their way to make that contact. 
BC*- Taking that initiative. Kathy mentioned to me, and I think it's CK 
a* m# to mention that you bave no the computer a way to < reamsil i iTa i* 
regard to the peroenta&e* and so forth the student has. What percentage 
of your nsemintfy would you say wouldn't have accaas to the Internet in 
their home. 
5PT- My gaeas mould be 30-49#. The advantage that we have here is that 
not only do you have to have a computer cm Internet to do it, but you can 
also do it by phone. 
RC5- That's what ( ) mentioned. 
mm- m actually, sa_ 
MCE- *bs that dona because of that? 
S*T- Taah, thet was pert of the design of it. I would asy that *-#9$ 
of our patrons can correspond with the school in soma form or another. 
MC&- And why wmald the 2$ yoe think aaybe not. 
SPT- There's a couple homes that maybe do not have phones. 
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RCB- When you think about local school policies, are there any gchool 
policiea, and I'll lit a few juaC Co gat a «park, are there any policies 
that you think might be at this point, it's an "all kids will succeed* 
mandate now mt the federal level and many of our miasion statements 
asyjdo %ou have any policies tbat ace hutting kids, not just 
academically, but emotionally, physically, might be a minority of kids, 
but? 
SPT- I can't think of anything-
ROa- Wall, what I do is just throw out seme. Discipline, attendance, 
graduation requirement», teecher evaluation, teacher staff dmvml i %awnt, 
special education, how it's happening In the classrooms for students, 
those kinds of things. 
SPT- I guess I would have to #ay thet both of our principals believe so 
strongly in going the extra mile with these kids. Our dropout rate is, 
we cmly had orne this past year, and especially et the high school level. 
I'm not sure if you're familiar with the transitions! alliance in special 
ed prTrrm. has reelly assisted us, because what we've done with some of 
the students who really aren't interested in school, we've given them 
soma real life applications. #a have an apartment downtown that we take 
them sad they cook. And thst's really helped us, we have sn agreement 
with BOG end end 3 for an alternative high school and so thst's helping 
another segment of our students. There's just e lot of opportunities. 
WW hsve e program with seniors ss far as warking in the community and 
getting moam skills there, so the thing that we're finding-
NCR- I understand thst you have sema AP classes as well. 
SPT- Wot advanced planament, per se. What va do is contract, veil, we 
don't contract, or wa do I guess, with college credits. So there ere 
college credits as wall. What we're finding is our kids don't want to 
leave the school. #* had nobody sign up this yeer; we had one student do 
it last year. In the pest thet wasn't true. We used to have a lot of 
stndsnts that would sign up post-secondary. 
RCB- But you aamt offer calculus, end some advanced courses. 
SPT- Yeah, we do offer-
RC8- Sbme science and math. 
SPT- *e do offer psychology as s college course. Ma do hsve the fourth 
(year math, the advanced math, pre—calculus as a college course. I'll be 
jteaching the calculus course nest yeer, that's a college level oonrse. 
pCK- Sounds like you're, well, I hear you saying that the leadership has 
Ibsen sip&ificsnt for ensuring inequity for all kids. 
IsPT- Teah, I would ssy that sometimes they go further than what I think 
jthey would hsve to. An example, we had s student thst basically, because 
lof behavior, the high school principal told him that the only way he 
loould remain in school was to go to the alternative high school, it was 
(just basically prescribed. CK, so the student stsrtsd out there snd then 
ke kind of somewhat dropped oat. In the meantime, he lomt his license, 
{because we don't provide transportation. Prom came along, sod I think 
{that was a driving force, he wanted to go to prom. "Are you enrolled in 
{the alternative school?* *Bo because I can't get there because I don't 
jhsve v license." #a have an obligation to furnish him transportation. 
{The fact thet he does not hsve a license new, prevents him. It's those 
Ikinds of things. 
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pK3f- The system, well, he created the situation, but the system created 
lit as well— 
j 
S FT- Right. And adjusted to it. I guess we just felt that we had an 
obligation there that needed to be followed through on it. The board 
supported it. The board is very good about making sure that students 
haw* their need» filled. 
RCB- Is there a policy written that supports that? 
SPT- No. It*a not a policy per se. It's just one of the perceived 
ports or things. 
RCH- Unwritten. And how is that culture been precipitated in this 
district? 
SPT- Wall, I've always known this community as having a high concern 
about what their children do, where their children go. They place a high 
value on education, When I moved here 28 year: ago, that feeling was 
prevalent. And actually, I've seen it before. Because I taught in South 
west Iowa and we lived on the Minnesota border and we drove through 
Holsteln. And I said, "Wouldn't it be nice if we could settle in that 
i: immunity.* 
ACS- It was apparent just driving through. 
S FT- Just as a parent driving through. Tou could just see the neatness, 
the cleanness and so forth. 
RCH- So, pride in the oammmity. 
SPT- Yeah. And then, after we were actually in the community, these 
parents had expectations for their children. They just expected that 
their children were going to go on to higher education, that they were 
going to go out and do something with their lives. That was somewhat 
foreign to me growing up and it was also somewhat foreign in ( 
) lowe, where I taught at, the expectation was at 18-19, you get 
married, raise a family, and live here forever type of thing. 
RCB- So, the generational traditions in the community have had en Impact. 
8PT- Very much so. 
RCH- Whatever policies you have written, how they get played out. 
SïT- Right. The community is not afraid to support the school. The 
school is the center point as far as the commmlty is concerned. There's 
a lot of respect for education in this community. 
RCB- I'm sure you did your homework, but when you came and you moved 28 
years ego, it's nice that what you saw when you drove through was 
reflected in what you found. 
SPT- I guess at thet point, we were just looking for a place closer to 
home at that point. And when we had family, all of a sudden those things 
became important, because we wanted our family to have those same things. 
There wasn't any looking around, in my mind, for a different position at 
that point. We felt very good about-
RCB- Rave you, I know the answer to this, because I've looked at your 
indicators. Tom don't have a high @BLf second language population and 
yoa»«* pc*tty low minority. I don't imwa*i,r pmc SM, Wt ***** petty 
mgricultora? 
3PT- Y**h. 
HCK- Th* p*opl* getting poor ia tha aehool district, eight? 
BMP- #"11, aa &»»* a iwdjm of fmctocy Mwrkmr*. W* ha*a * imdwatty, 
r4n—»— haa mom* imihiatzy a# "#11. Amr *gdcaltur* i* metaally 
hMadaimhiag at tbi* po&at. 
*»- Th*fa b#*m owl important for *c*r i nmwmlty to g*t tb* «motwew 
in. 
W- But tba intar**tiag thing 1* tbat I bmmmTt wan the vain* ayat*m 
Bhamga u*ar 
#0#»: Amd It ha* In *om# i.imm*»ilti#= 1* a»*, bmt thay hav* a 
vwy kigb «Laority populatioa. 
BM- If# iotaraatiag. Mb bad aoma miooritl** at school tMa yamr. Tha 
ii mdjamtmd to thrnm. *bay m*t thair o**da. th#» mat tha pazmmts 
m**d#. 
NCÊ- AccapMng. 
MP- *»t )nat moo##timg, bwt hmlpio*. I goma* I juat f**l very atromgly 
aa amr ataff that thmy'd go tha *Ktr* ail*. 
WG*. Mod it aommd* lit* your pMnrtpala would *;;** I that. 
Rf- Y**h That womld ha *n **p#et*tiom. I woold **y. 
M- *wt thomghtm, oomcarma, qm**tlom* do you ha** rmmcmmiag w***t* 
me* powerful, arittmn policy ot mmmdlttam policy? 
Wf» I thWk It takm* * cnaMaatiam of tha two. Th* writtma polit» ia 
khaa* to h*l* yom alth tha «mi ll Km po&icy. c*n #l**y* look back 
mm# aa# tha mdtt** policy a* m haaÈhoma. A lot of tha fhlmgm that a* 
ham* w*M ll imi ia *MiKWd to th* #ritt*m policy. I fMa* yea ha*a to 
ham **a wittan poUey thw», )aat «a gal ding peiadpala. My 
itmwmu ia, with tha wmeitt*m, aamuythimg nh*mg** with tha 
*thdaiatT*clom aad a» fotth. 
K#- I aa* joat goimg to aay, fxmgmrlag yomr**lf to th* amaplaa of 
l«*i#*i mhl|i ohmag* la «h# la*t *iz y*#rm, ydmr to *h*a yam àwa, ay 
âamirnf M m bmamd a* aWt yw wW, yum haw a r**l whmUua, a* ma **id 
#*Mlmr, i***g**mt#mg mamittw poliqr im a may th#t it auwwtl* tha 
od&mim. Wlirimi tha ««hat awpafintandmot* might mot ha#* **# it would 
baa* gett#m *h*m**l*m* i* tmomh&a h*oam*a of aapmetatioma. 
p**- »*«h. lmamWhma*to_lhaaaagaodpWU*amth*oummmit3*md 
hhat they lih* am* ahat thay lik*. *h*t thair ***. 
#md ahmt r»v* jhamd *ith a let of «war tha furm bmmrda 
kt adwat&om md a#ma i amwilty cm ha vary aaiaa to think that *m 
bm#vida*l «orna* ia, haa all tha «amiri mmd mo forth, abomt a ?mar lata* 
kha ama*y maa o*me *md thirngp *t*tt apa«t. 
goa- B*g*t to limtma. hat yo* had had 2# **ar* or 2# ym*r* to liatmm. 
kmmad#**thW:hm*im#amiapmct%mckimgm&ihpm»pl#. And tzxmt, too. 
mmt ?oa had alwady aaWOiahad. What #«af(mm* do yoo ha**, thi* 
Mama a aa*l can of worn*, abemt loci, matiomal. *md atata poàidaa 
Iiiniww  ^en am aaoOmci *» feelings on that 6m# hmW a«mqh1ng) 
##T- (lawgbiag) Ch. perh#pa the major oonrem that I have, I don't taow 
if a th* area ar mat. I** Mali? cmoermed #h«a* tha 
eoooontabillty, the Coating, If #_ 
#QH & Iowa or atate? 
8*T- If* filtered dam. It cam# all (Aa my fmo# fadaeml pxMiiamit 
Nad x*r aajar amwnarm ia awMiiJiiily, Imm haa heme a laadec, aad mm all 
of a a#dd#o Taamm Ima all tha amaiwra amd that eort of thiag. *ad w 
ham t# follow that modal. Had what I've haa# haerim*. a# had % 
oooaoltamt that*a # hmahmm girl, that*# ia Tmma that * mm# up i# tha 
mmt two ymra, mm* beaioelly what w#*«* %mHmg Emm kmc ia a lot of 
ImnMng tn 1r TrT Nmd a lot of petrom# ia th# mmmmlty **at talk 
m#mt their rhllihen amd tha '^aa heme im Tama# amd tha team ia a# th# 
Mmt. #a $wt hired a *ml* teacher thia yam* th#*# ham a taarher ia 
mmm «m a amdi u of year*; ah# wee may ape# ahmt it. #md Wmm we 
Amwdhad a#r edmcatioa md ahmea waT# «mirng with Wmt* jaat like thia 
latervlaw, we maphwne areea iaatead of beiog ao foamad am i=#t tanwledge 
mtb* af t&W#. That*# a real emomm of Wmm that ##'«# #d*g to km 
Mm*. Baamm ho mm» tbet**a m 1<* mam# to adaaat&m than $aat what y» 
ham. % am, eiharetlra ia laarhiiw people how to think, horn to qaaatia#, 
ham to mam# am, amd hm to tmheimit with ath#«a amd ao aomth. 
Mf»- #h yoor «immArnt# ia a# Acam am aamaaammmt amd where that*# «aàag 
bo lamd ua. H thmf a goimg to l#md m t» a one tamt ##zmm all mmamt*. 
Amd of lite, wm Imam MOP amd MP dm*t tall ## emtjlhimw. 
MT- jmx thaa, I take it do#* ho tha mtat# laaal, la th# Zaot that I do 
timiTIm a inugrmm rapu&t ##ch year. we've ham mmmerag#! ho amtaMiah 
M#jh poêla? amd thmahm mm do#rt ammt thom poala we ham to com im 
md em*»*n amd hem a#'ta going to da Wm*# dUfaramtly. *ad that 
hâhm m a#M m#Xy maemm, ho th# pedmt ahera ma  ^ we're wrltimg poela 
bo md* aa*m t&mt %»a em mamt it* we're jaat mmXpiilaH hg word# anmai 
mtkac thm haaim# mjihlm# mamim##*: cam mmt of it. 
NO#- mmt*m tha imoaatiwa there? mat*# th# omtom# of tha way th# 
htah# i# hMMfllmg that md &**%** ym to-yoWre mat oneftataMe with it 
mt ym do#*t wmt to jarpaiiltm Wamaa tha Aatrlrt la at. 
hh*#a a tap achoul, hmt w# doaft m##t mama of oar goal#. #a will 
mdt thm Im tha Axtarw, hmmmmm a#*ve rltad it in tha mmdla* that m 
mm meat it, hmt thmt*# playia# *amm. 
MO#- Ihf*r#atim#]y, are ym rmmatmil, it # a catdk a for yam, hacamm 
#m*m ham doiag mo wall, hot ma* ym aee ynnrmlf md tha dlmttlct 
hmW«dh4h"t^oa&*toh#amtathatymhmat thma. hhat tlmd of ao ÊWmet do ym thimh that will hma# am the diatricta atriviog to mmt a 
higher «ami? 
*T- I think the dietrlrf will rrmWleeni to do thm heat we am. 
#C#- mhamf? 
M*- Taah. I dm*t ham my «aa^m im th#t #r#e. Bot me Car m 
""*tW dthba rigalf mi#*# aad ao forth, they're mot #oimg to mmt the 
aOoet into it. I thW: tha diafrint will go ehemd with if# oam h^imf 
Amt »A«f # beat aa far aa adbcatiom i# nnmnmtwid We'll 4ml with the 
"*#ct*tloae that cm# Zoom tha atate, we*U tmha thm aaaiamm** hmt we 
» Im# ammthma at mma of th# aoamaot# thmt w# «at h#ct amd am## at 
the fhfmga that at# aommhmt meaaimglem. 
)RCB- B**fd It many time*, that *ame, even before th# goal* war* written, 
{before OIF cam* out, people war* saying. This io what it'* going to 
jcauae us to do in regarda to our goal*." Im relation to tbat 
loornvmraation, you have your monthly newsletter, and you'v* always had to 
&p«t oat your annual program* report. And whan it goaa to tha community, 
(and you had your goal* that waa quit* high and you might not harve mat 
fthem re. whan you had your goal* a llttl# lower but you mat th**, doe* 
kba community have tha sophistication and tha knowledge to know that 
(difference? 
ISBT- Baaically, no. I put the report out two year* in a row. Forty 
mage report that'* patterned after the IKAB with the figure# and ao 
forth. And, the community doean't apend a lot of time reading that. 
BCB- Pretty technical. 
SPT- Even our newsletter* don't get read the way I would 11km them to 
get reed. 
NCR- Do ym think the achool board doe* a nice job of getting the 
meeamge out there about thoae kind* of ia*ues if you've had to clarify? 
SET- Teah. I would aay we've got echool board mWaer* who talk about 
the#e mort of thing*. Perhap* the other thing I ahould mention on part 
of the school board, I don't know how familiar you are with the lowe 
Aeacdaticn of School Board. Table meeting* and *o forth, we have a high 
percentage of school board member» thet participate-
RCB- That participate end go. 
BPT- yeah and so ma a result of those kind* of thing*, they're aware of 
what"* going oo and they're not afraid to share with the community. 
BO- You must treasure that? 
8M- Teah. 
KE- Ju*t to amd with a couple of queatiom*. We're taking the 
information that we get from *aee 22 interview* amd looking for them**, 
looking to aee if we get saturation on these fhem* n and developing a 
survey hopefully, to give u* *cme irput on, OK, what local school policy 
do#* bave an affect on atudent achievement. Who do we need to make aure 
that we administer thia aurvey to to make aure that we get the anawer* 
that we meed to get? 
BPT- Staff, certainly haa a big role in that. I would have to go to the 
top of the ladder. The ataff, administration, and echool board. And 
then I think there baa to be a «light groi*» out of th* community, whether 
it be a echool improvement committee or auccaa* 4 or a combination of 
thoae two. 
BŒ- Thoae are two different committee»? 
SPT- Me hm. And again, aa I look at Succeaa 4, when I took over two 
year* ego, I kind of ahared the*# kind of thing*. I did the leadership 
a* far a* the agenda*, etc. I've since of mowed out of that realm, f 
), who you are going to talk to, i* very much *old on aucceae 4, and ha* 
been in it from ground zero. I'll be honest with you, I waen't In it 
from grcamd zero. Two auperintemdenta ago, he took a number of people, 
including a umber of administrator* at that time to (Peter Holly?) I 
didn't want anything to do with it. I'm a traditional sort of a person. 
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You hav* to prow* something 1» going to work before I'll us* it. Because 
I've seen too many fad* com* mod go and we've gone in too many circles. 
Jan* haa b**n in all th# way, and A*'* vary much mold and a believer. 
I've turned that completely over to h*r and ah*' a dome a marvelous job aa 
far a* leading ia concerned. 
ACH- 3o when you took it over, It was because that was traditionally who 
had doom it? 
SPT- **11, ye*h. I'd may it va* probably the sup*rint*nd*nt before urn 
who spent a lot of time on it. Be hed * diff*reot focus thao m*. B* 
looikmd mot* at it from an Inservicing teech*rs, w* followed * manual and 
tried to build skill# up from a teaching standpoint. I looked at it more 
from * school climate standpoint. I had m different focua. 
RCK- Fbr th* success 4? 
SPT- Yeah. 
RCB- How would you describe your style of l**d*rship? 
SPT- Direct. I hop* not too much authoritative anymore, although I can 
b* that way. I lik* to a#* thing* get don*. I lik* to a** thing* g*t 
don* wall. 
BCH- Ton have that *%p*ctation, but it do** not e**rn. correct m* if I'm 
wrong, it do** not ***m lik* you're you let go of control. 
SPT- Wo, I don't lik* to l*t go of control. 
KB- I said that wrong. You do let go of control. 
SPT- Tb * degree. I oontinually watch th*»* thing» and I'm slowly 
learning that others can do th* job w*ll, if not b*tt*r than I can. 
meg- Do you facilitate th* school iaproveamnt team or? 
APT- To a degree. Th*r* again, I also, the first year, I pretty much 
facilitated the whole thing. This year, Gretchen, I'm not sur* if she's 
on* you're talking to today, I don't think she is. But she's a parent 
thst's been very actively involved in th* community. I askmd kmc if she 
would feel comfortable loading thst. 3c sb* facilitates tbat now. I 
hsva my report* the other a* has their report. 9b we sit down, I said 
*I'll help yw, as far as putting together aa agend*, but I really don't 
want it to be me. I want it to be you people." 
RCB- Wall, I think you've had a bed rap. Because probably as a math 
teacher you always felt like you had-bot it seems to me, as many 
administrators as I talked to, and it only took you a year to give it up 
to a committee, I'd say you're doing a wonderful job of control. You 
easily gave that up. And that's cmaqpliamnting you. What do you feal, 
this is beck to the original question, just in case you havan't had a 
chance to share sea*thing. *hat do you feel is the most important thing 
that we need to leam from th* education policy survey that will be 
#dminist*r*d? If you had to pick one thing that could be learned. 
SPY- Om it be applied to the situation? Is it going to b* something 
that's usable? I gu*ss I don't want it to be something chat takes plac* 
that w* don't hav* an application for, that w* can't use it. 
ACS- So in other words, what we leam can hopefully be applied to, 
specifically, is there an ar*a that you think we could really b*n*fit 
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RCB- Heard it many time*, that sa**, even before tha goals war# written, 
before CSIP came out, people were oaying, "This la what it's going to 
caw*# us to cb in regarda to our goals." In relation to that 
converaatioo, you have your monthly newsletter, and you've always bad to 
put out your annual program* report. And wham it go## to th# commmity, 
and you bad your goals that was quit# high and you might not have mat 
tham va. whan you had your goal* a little lower but you met them, does 
th# community have thm sophistication and tha knowledge to know that 
difference? 
SFT- Basically, no. I put tb# report out twa yeers in a tow. Forty 
peg# report that'a patterned after the I SAB with th# figure# and so 
forth. And, th# community doesn't apend a lot of time r#eding that. 
RCB- Pretty technical. 
8PT- #wm our newsletters don't get read th* way I would Ilk# them to 
get read. 
RCB- Do you think th* school board doaa a nic# job of getting th* 
message out there about thoae kind# of issues if you've had to clarify? 
9M- Yeah. I would nay we' v# got school board members who talk about 
th#»# #ort of thing». Perhaps th# other thing I should mention cm part 
of the school board, I don't know how familiar you aca with th# Item 
Association of School Board. Table meeting# and so forth# we have a high 
percentage of school board meWbers that participate. 
RCK- That participât* and go. 
SPT- yeah and so as a result of tho## kinds of things, they're awar* of 
what's going no and they're not afraid to share with tha community. 
RCB- You must treasure that? 
SM- Yeah. 
RCB- Jbst to amd with a couple of questions. We're taking th* 
information that we get from soma 22 interviewe and looking fer themes, 
looking to see if we gat aa duration cm these themes and developing » 
survey hopefully to give us aome input on, CK, what local school policy 
does hsve an affect on student achievement. Who do we need to make sure 
that we administer this survey to to make sur* thet we get the answers 
that we need to get? 
S*T- Staff, certainly has a big role in that. I would have to go to th* 
top of tha ladder. The staff, administration, and school board. And 
than I think there has to be a slight gcoqp out of the i immunity, whether 
it be a school improvement committee or success 4 or a combination of 
thoae two. 
BCH- Those are two different committees? 
SPT- Ma hm. And again* as I look at Success 4, when I took over two 
y#ars ago, I kind of shared th#s* kind of things. I did the leadership 
as far as the agendas, stc. I've sine# of moved out of that realm. ( 
), who you are going to talk to, is very much mold on success 4, and has 
been in it from ground zero. I'll be honest with you, I wasn't in it 
from ground zero. Two superintendents ago, he took a nudber of people, 
including a number of administrators at that time to (Peter Holly?) I 
didn't went anything to do with it. I'm a traditional sort of a person. 
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SPT- appreciate tb# assistance that she's provided. Re've alwa?» had 
»tr«n@ beliefs ebout_2nd of tape 
Parea* 
CK- Parent 
So, , a* * parant and as a community mmeber, and yotir kid* are 
what ega? 
CM- , , , so we have three in school-CD 
You' ra pretty busy.O 
CM- Yeah, I'm pretty busy. 
I should ask, Where's the two year oldTOO 
CM- There'* no two-year old coming. The four ia the end of the lipe.CX] 
RC8- tvery two year». Boy, yew w*re_I atart with a really general 
question, and that la, what do you feel like your experience*, concerns, 
with Che district you attended a* well aa tb# district your children 
attend. Are you an aluanl of this districtZCO 
CM- MB, oc I'* not free# this area 
RCB- Bo thinking about policy experience, what do you think educator* 
need to know more about in regard to local school policy. Bave you had 
certain concerna about certain school pelicies.O 
CM- Mall, I think the school a erne time# trie# these certain trends, 
whether at the high school or the elementary, and I think the parent# mod 
the people in the district need to know when they're going to try thmee 
new things and also if they quit it, when they're going to quit it. To 
know what the evaluation warn. Was it successful or not? Were they juat 
quitting it because they ran out of money or what? Or it wasn't 
successful—!] 
3o what I hear you saying ia some concern that the achool district 
isn't communicating enough. 
Mould you like to see parents and community members have more input 
into programs and thm way thing» are done before a decision is mmdm30 
CM- I think so. Yeah.O 
CM- Yeah, sometiwme I think there needs to be a little more 
communication. I mean, I realise there la a lot to communicate. There's 
so much going on.DO 
What's your feelings im regard juat connected to what you're saying 
in regard to school board's input and their représentation of community? 
CM- I think that they're really trying, the ones me have. I feel free 
to call my of tham, tell any of them Wiat my opinion* are. Whenever I 
talk to thm*. or one of them comma into my husband's office, he often 
asks my husband about different issues. So, I think they're really 
trying, hut you can't know everything.0 
RCB- They're still within reach, but you wish there was more. 
CM- Mb Imm. 
RCE- Any other concerns when you think of local school policy and_their 
Affect on kids.O 
CM- Ohul can't really think of anything right now. Juat that they get 
quality teachers in. I don't know how they interview the* or they hire 
them or whatever. They're getting a diverse—group, I guess .[C 
RCH- Wbuld you like to know a little mare about that process#] 
CM- Yeah, a little bit. I think that would be Interesting. 
RCK- B#ve you had concerns about some hiring or firing, or not flringTO 
CM- OaJWll, one thing, and this is probably not something they can do 
anything about. Ia get more teachers that live in the district. They 
can't say that in the interview. But I think that would be more helpful 
if the teachers were actually a part of the cosmamity life. That's not 
something, I dbn't think they can dp anything about.0 
RCH- How do you think that would help? 
CM- I think that they understand the lives of the parents and the 
children more when they're living in the ccmminity. 
RCB- faster to address individual needs. 
CM- Yeah. 
RCB- In what ways do you find out about school policy as a parent and 
community meaber? 
CM- Read the school board minutes. And like I eaid, my husband, he's a 
veterinarian and he talks to a lot of people through his work and when he 
goes out on calls, he often talks to people about different school 
issues. Be has mare_And then I volunteer at the school, and since I used 
to teach, I know a lot of the teachers. And so I'll ask them, not to 
pry, but just to know about different issues. I'll say, "Oh, what's 
going on with this?" We really like to try to be involved. 
RGB- So a lot of the way you find out about school policy is from your 
own initiative? 
CM- Yes. 
RCH- Mot necessarily by what the school genera tea 7 
OX- Right. They do send out a school newsletter once a month, and 
that's been very good. 
Kg- Are there other initiatives that you see the school working on to 
develop partnerships with the community, or_) 
CM- Well, they're trying to have "latino Voices" where they're trying to 
get the Hispanics involved, and I think that's very good. Try to get 
their input. They have a meeting with the Eispanic parents so I think 
that's great. 
8C8- They* re involved with the diversity? 
CM- *# bm. Mm bm. 
RCH- Is there any population tbat you feel like ia not getting enough 
information about the school district and it can affect tha school 
(district's ability to do? 
CM- I don't think *o. I chink tb* school district if trying it'* beat 
a# thmy «m. I think th* parent* have to taka Q* ce*pon*ibility 
them*elv*a. Bmading tb* school nemapaper, and ao I think it'a a lot of 
tha parant». 
RCH- Community folk* can find out if tb*y_ 
CM- If they're trying really hard to get it. 
ACS- If you think about acme of the**, this ia juat a minute liât, but 
they come to mind when you think of polldee. look through that list, 
and when I a*k the question, do you think there are any policies the 
district presently haa, or haa bad in the paet that are hurting. 
Intellectually, physically, aocially emotionally, any kids? 
CM- — ? don't think *o. Student incentive* are maybe a little bit 
over dome maybe at time*. TnmeMmm* kid* think that everything ia going 
to have e reward. And sometime* you have to do thing* juat for the make 
of doing things. I think that'a overdone, aomewhat. 
RCB- Bmaardm and sticker*, and that kind of thing. 
O#- Me bmm. **i hem. There doeen't have to be a reward for everything 
you do. OummHme m personal aetiefaetion, especially when you grow up. 
8oma of that ia OK. But that'* one concern I have. 
RCB- Amy of the other areas? Special education needs being met? 
CM- I think they're really trying to do a good job with tbat, in my 
experience. Graduation requireamnta, I'm not real familiar with. I hope 
they're doing enough to gat kid» into higher level college* and stuff. 
BOB- At thla point in your life, you're not aure. 
CM- Right. (Laughing) I'm not paying amy attention to that too much. 
RC8- . Bo* about evaluation of teacher*? Are you comfortable with thet? 
OW- I think they're trying to atay on top of that and evaluate what 
they're doing. 
MCB- Bo* «bout other parent. Are you aware of the ecbool districts 
school lap: en amant Initiatives end their writing of atandard* and 
benchmark* and how aligned curriculum 1* with-
CM- I mew they were working on it, but I don't know what they end 
result waa, or ho* far along they were on that. 
NCR- So you haven't seen, for your children'* grade*, th* standard* and 
benchmark* for each of the** cla****. 
CM- Mo. Mo we haven't. Aid I know one thing on the teacher evaluation 
they do on, i* chooa* the teacher*. Which I think i* great. Then you 
can chooa*, you can put your input on Wiich teacher you think would ba 
great for your children. 
MOB- input their personality. Mould that be difficult for some folk* to 
answer? 
Il - I think so. And not everybody ha* to do it. But I'm glad they give 
us the option to do that. Because it really doea make you think about 
who ia a good tea char. Wave dona that every year. 
RGB- Doe# that input chat tha district gate oa vho you want have any 
ispsct on teacher evaluation»? 
CM- I don't know. I don't know if it ia or not. You have to have fit* 
reasons. ?<* caa't just aay, "I like them ao I want tha* as ay child's 
teacher." I mean, ao I*# not aura on tbat. 
BCB- 3o it'» only taking into regard if you have a definite reason. 
CM- Right. Right. 
KB- A# way* children air# disciplined, attendance issues. Oa you agree 
with th* policies? 
C%^ - I think they're really trying to get attendance. A lot of these 
families. Chair children aren't attending and I think they're really 
trying to work with that. So I think that's greet. 
MB- Bow do you see them doing that? 
Of- I think if the kids miss, they're really trying to contact the 
parents. Through newsletters and personal contact, they*re really trying 
to emphasize that attendance is extremely important part of success. 
RCB- Mow, the district has a mission statement. Do you know what it is? 
CM- I've read it, but I can't remember. I just can't rmmaW-wr it off 
hand. 
RCB- I wouldn't aspect you to. I mean, I wouldn't swan expect ( ) 
to. Do you know lAat th* intent of it is? 
CM- **11, it's something Août providing a learning environnent that's 
conducive to helping the child as a whole, quality learning environment, 
aaamthieg like that. 
RCB- would there bmJIhet do yon see ss the basic, when you look at what 
the district is doing, end the decisions it makes, **at do you feel like 
the basic focus of this district is? Or does it have a focus? 
CM- Hail, sometime# it seems like it's going different directions. But 
I feel like th* focus should be more cm academics. There's so many 
social issues. My husband and I talked about this this morning. There'» 
so many social things that sometimes I think they're working on all of 
those. And 1 know that's part of making a child successful in all ways, 
but I think they need to keep focusing on the academics. Even though the 
social is is important, the main purpome is academics. 
RCB- As a parent, as a ooamunity ma#i*r, can yod say that you hsve a 
good handle on how well the district is focusing on academics? 
CM- Cm Mali, I think, I don't know if the curriculum is equal. I#»at 
each teacher teaches. They all have standards, they have to do this in 
third grade, they have to do this is fourth grade. But I don't know if 
they all hsve the seme books that they're using, so I think consistency 
thst way needs to be worked on a little bit. 
RCB- Gould be a problem. 
CM- But I mean, overall, I chink we've been pleased with the education 
our kid» have gotten. 
PCS- gov do you a#* th# district focuaingJMbat lends you to balimv* that 
tha focus ia on acme of th# social issues mom than academics? 
CM- UW. wll juat ta* emphanis on-and these are good thioga, I don't 
ma*n that. But tha emphasis on conflict management end counselor time, 
which I know la important. But just different thing* that th* kids seem 
to spend thair time an. 
RCB- Are those the kind* of thing* that you wxild like à little bit more 
input cm aa far aa what your child ia doing during that time? 
O*- Yea. 
RŒ- Because what I'm reading from you, ia that you would be unwilling 
to aay that it'a not valuable. 
CM- Right. Right. 
RCB- But you're not aure hmf valuable (social program*) . And if you 
had to make a choice, yxi'd like to know what you're giving up. 
m- Right. Right. 
RCH- I cam understand that. It'a difficult to know exactly what's going 
on. And you're an educator, ao you can kind of wield tha system. Do you 
feel like there are acme unwritten policy, procedures in your district 
that pretty such everybody knows that that's the way it goes in this 
district? Or is everything written deem? 
C*- WWII, not everything is written dam. on* thing, a couple years 
ago, such as sports and events on Sunday. That is kind of an unwritten 
policy. And we tried to get a policy implemented, and they said they 
couldn't do tbat. That'a ah «written policy, that_*ell, there used to 
be an understanding that there wouldn't be things, and now they're kind 
of wavering because there ian't a policy. Tow knew what I mean? They're 
mot doing it, but they're doing soma things because there's not a policy 
written. That's on* I can think of. Other than that, there's probably 
more things I'm unaware of. 
RŒ- an which do you think ia more powerful, written policy if there ia 
one, or unwritten policy? 
CM- I think the written policy. Because it's kind of who's on tha 
board now and whet they think, acme people think they should have stuff 
and xxher people don't. @o it just kind of depends who's cm the board 
and the administration, I think. 
RCB- And even in the case of ymi folks who were trying to get a policy 
implemented or made, unwritten policy took over? 
O*- Teah. They said it would cause too many more problem* than tha way 
it in now. 9outhat'a the only one I can think of. 
RCB- Is there a church night policy? 
CM- Mo. 
RCB- During the week? 
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CM- m». It'* Ilk# an un*ritt*n, cm# that 1* understaod. if you get 
somebody In that doesn't see that thing— 
RCH- Aod what day of A# week is that that you* re not supposed to do_? 
0*- Mehiamlay. 
K*- ao it'a understood-
CM- Right depending on tb# priorities of th# .^ 
HCB- Do## that mm km you unrrmfr&rtabl*? 
C*- A little bit. But th#y amid beceuee it'# m state school, they can't 
specify Sunday m» a separate, you kmc* what I mean, that wild be pomhing 
toward religion too **&. 
AO»- Church ve. Stmt* 
CM- #ight» Sn, end there'» probably other#, but I can't think of any 
other», 
RCB- My next question is national end state* effect on local school 
polid*». And in your can#, you had # perfect aaampl# of th# power* that 
be at the local level quoted federal policy to yon and it dictated 
whether or not yon could have a local policy. 
CM- Right. 
MB- Did they a&ow that to yon in writing? 
CM- Mo, I don't think they did. And eince tbat tine, I think they 
«ally are trying to curb away trcm having event* a» a considéra tioo to 
the ummnlty and cherche# and thing#, scubut we learned a lot by doing 
tbat about the policy and how it #*rks. 
F - Amd Wat Influence* tbat. And you fait, did you (eel it ma* more 
the federal policy or Mm agenda of the echool boerd? 
L - I think they juat didn't vent to get into a quandary later. They 
were afraid it «mid cause complication*. 
NCR- In the legal aspect. 
C#- Tea. And they handled it vary well, I thought. Overall. 
MS- *hat other unwritten policies have yon noticed maybe-? 
CM- I ww trying to tbinkJboy I just can't think of aoy_ 
KB- Tout experience*. 
CM- I'm sur# there's others, I'm just drawing a blank. 
RCH- Any question* tbat you have at all about hoy you see national and 
state policy affect local school policy? 
C*- wall, I guess I don't knmr, national can have standard* md 
stuff, but I think it should b# more the local people that are 
on the e*h*:*ticn for the most part. 
*3- Cam you share why you think that is so important? 
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CM - Because tha national, they don't know what'» going on in each 
individual district. And local control, not in every situation, but in 
most situation* ia_if you own it; you*re going to take car* of ic better 
than somebody who doesn't. You know what I mean? That*# never been here 
or whatever. No stock in it. 
PCS- Well, you said it. The more ownership we have, the more we'll 
truly try to implement what we say we believe rather than this federal 
law just saying-
CM- I mean, I think they should be somewhat involved, they're trying to 
encourage different reading things. They're trying to promote education, 
which I think is great, but they just need to be careful hew much they're 
involved, I guess. 
RCE- So, that local district continues to own the problem. 
CM- Ri#)t. Government by the people, I guess, instead of a beauacracy 
or whatever. 
RCB- Any other concerna about national and state and local influence on 
one another? 
CK- The only thing, sometimes the state standards are difficult. The 
school has to implement and it's maybe not the best for the school, you 
know what I mean? 
RGB- Do you have an example? 
CM- Well, for instance, they have the inservices every month and maybe 
that's more advantageous for them to have it every other month. But 
since the state mandates it, they have to do it. 
RCB- Do you have any knowledge at all about what the district goals are? 
CM- Mo I don't. 
RCB- Nell, has only been here a year, so I know they're fairly new. 
CM- Yeah, I knw he's been working on ic. 
ROE- Do you have any knowledge at all, or do you feel that community 
gets a good handle on what staff development on those days teachers are 
involved in and why? 
CM- I think they usually try to put that in the paper about every time. 
I've se#n it before. Different things that they've been doing. 
BCH- Does it make sense to you, or? 
CM- Well, I think it does. But sometimes having all that extra 
knowledge isn't going to help you as much es working with the kids more, 
you know, with personal experience I guess. 
RCH- So, what you're concerned abewt, well, you're an educator. Have 
you been in some inservice that wasn't helpful, would you say yes or no? 
CM- I probably have. It's been a while since I was teaching, but— 
RCB- See* that wasn't' very helpful? 
CM- fe#h, and you're going to have that with anything, I guesa. Some ia 
helpful, #o** im not. 
I 
jaCH- You don't sa* it as definitely job imbedded, where they're using 
the time given to lock at student data and make instructional decision*. 
It'a not one spot stuff? Would It make more sense for you if staff 
development was weed for teacher» to work together looking at student 
artifact*, looking at student data, getting the rules, instructional 
decisions? 
Of- Yeah. Yeah. I think that's a good idea. 
RCB- Well we've got a ways to go in general. 
CM- I know. I know. That's a big issue that probably not going to put 
a dent in. 
RCB- It'a just difficult with resources to-
CM- Yea, it is. 
RCB- I don't know about you, but when I started teaching it was a one 
shot, let'» have an Inspirational speaker at the beginning of the year 
and hope it lasts-
CM- Right. And that's not the answer either. 
RCB- Well, just a couple last questions. We're going to try to focus on 
some specific questions when we compile. The thirty interview. So, I 
can't tell you specifically what this policy survey will be in it. But 
the intent of it is to find out local school policies affect on what 
hurts and what helps in regard to students succeeding. If we want to get 
the reality of what the answer is to these questions, who do we need to 
be sure to administer this survey to? Who are the people that need to 
answer the questions? 
a#r Wall, I think teachers, because they* re the ones directly involved, 
so you need to know their input on what they think should be done and 
whet'e working, what's not. Do they think the Inservices are helping or 
do they think every other month is sufficient? 
RCB- **at's the policy in regard to staff development? 
CM- Right. Right. om_and then the parents. I just think there's 
always more need to get parents involvement. But that's their 
responsibility and in a lot of ways they need to take initiative. 
Because the school can't drag them over here, so_I think they're doing 
what they can to try to get them involved. It's always put in the paper, 
if you want to ccmme to a school board meeting you can. So I think 
parent# need to take more initiative to be involved. 
RCB- Do you think we need to know what parents' perception is on the 
affect of policy? 
CM- Yeah, I think so. 
RCB- And they could tell us? 
CM- Well, aoaw could. 
RCS- We'll find out h(*f daring the perception is. Anybody else need to 
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asked? 
lot- Wall, "th* acWinistrators I guess. Because they're th# ones directly 
[dealing with all these standards from the states. They have to pass it 
(down and everything. I guess that kind of covers all of the*. 
ktCK- Any other community folks, or not really? 
I 
KM- Well, anybody that's paying tax dollars. There's a lot of people in 
Ithe district that don't have kid* going to school here, but yeah, 
[anybody who has an interest in education should b* able tou. 
. 
ACS- Do you feel like your own experiences in regard to this question, 
if you think about what your experience is fro* people in this district 
that don't have kids, but are paying with tax dollars, if you think about 
what their perception is of this school, does their perception vary fro# 
your perception? 
CM- I think sometimes. They started a volunteer program at the school 
and I think thet has helped a lot. Because they've got a lot of retired 
people involved in the school and I think that has changed people's 
perceptions. Because otherwise, "Oh, the kids are all bad." But after 
they've been in here. 
RCB- A good PR tool? 
OX- Tea. 
RCB- Again, I'm not sure if I asked you this. If I have, I apologize. 
Are you aware of whether or not there is a policy that supports getting 
community involved in this school process? 
CM- No, I'm not sure. I guess I thought that they had grant money which 
usually dictates what they* re doing. 
RCB- What gets done is whether there are resources. That's an important 
comment to hear from you. Your perception of_ 
CM- That's what my husband and I were talking about this morning. Be 
said, "They get a program-" and this isn't just in this district, but 
others as well, "they get the money so then they do something, then the 
money runs out and they gait." There's no consistency. 
RCB- Do you see the district when that happens, do you see them really 
finding out, well did this work or not? 
CM- Well, that's what we're not sure. Maybe they are, but we're just 
not aware of it. 
RCB- You're a taxpayer too, right? And your children are_And, thinking 
about this survey that we're going to be administering, and thinking 
about your experiences, if you had to pick one thing that you think would 
be the most important thing that we could leam about local school 
policies affect on student achievement, what would be that one thing you 
would hope we would leam? 
O*- Let's see here_mall, I guess I think that it's important that we 
have policy but that it needs to be stressed by the people that are_in 
control. You know the administrator* and -It doesn't really do any good 
to have a policy unless it's really emphasized. 
RCB- Thank you-
Interview Informed Consent Statement 
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Informed Consent Statement 
Thank you for agreeing to visit with me and to participate in this research project. This 
project is being conducted in partial fulfillment of the degree requirements for my doctoral degree in 
Educational Leadership and Policy Studies for Iowa State University and as part of the Success4 
evaluation being conducted by the Research Institute for Studies in Education, Iowa State University 
for the Bureau of Children, Family and Community Services, Iowa State Department of Education. 
As part of the evaluation a survey is to be developed to determine what federal, state, and 
local policies support the capacities of Iowa schools, families, and communities to meet the social, 
emotional, intellectual, and behavioral needs of all children and youth. The intent of this study is to 
conduct interviews with stakeholders of Iowa school districts as well as key state and local education 
policy makers. I will be asking you open-ended questions in a semistructured interview format in an 
effort to determine what policy-related issues should be included in the policy survey and who the 
survey should be administered to (teachers and or administrators). 
Our conversation will last approximately 30 minutes, depending on your responses and any 
additional questions. With your approval, I would like to audio tape our conversation for the purposes 
of accurately capturing and retaining your comments for analysis. All of the interview tapes will be 
erased immediately following their transcription. Expected completion of transcription is June, 2002. 
Because your participation is strictly voluntary, you may choose not to answer a particular question or 
to withdraw from this research project at any time. 
Your participation is confidential and this confidentiality will be maintained through: storage of 
data and notes in a secure location accessible only to the researcher; use of personal and 
organizational pseudonyms in written reports and oral presentations of this research; and removal of 
personally identifiable information from fieldnotes, transcripts, and research reports submitted to my 
doctoral committee and the Bureau of Children, Family and Community Services, Iowa Department of 
Education. 
There are no foreseeable risks or discomforts to you as a participant in this research. 
Benefits to be gained from your participation should result in the development of a policy survey that 
will address policy-related issues that can better inform policy development effecting PK-12 
education. 
if at any time you have questions about this research or your participation, you may contact 
me (Robin Galloway, 16902 170 St., Rockwell, IA 50469; 641-822-3112; rickq@netins.net). You 
may also contact (Dr. Mack C. Shelley II, Director of the Research Institute for Studies in Education, 
E005A Lagomarcino Hall, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, 50011-3190; 515-294-9284; 
MackCShelley@iastate.edu). 
I consent to participate in the research study named and described above. I retain my right not to 
answer a particular question(s) or to withdraw from this research project at any time: 
Name: (printed) Date: 
Signature: Date: 
Researcher Signature: Date: 
Appendix E 
Interview Member Check Letter 
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Dear Interviewee: 
Enclosed you will find the transcript of the interview you participated in for the 
Department of Education Success4 research project. In order to protect the validity 
of the research we are asking you to read through your transcript checking to make 
sure that your responses are correctly recorded. If you feel your response to an 
interview question has been incorrectly transcribed please note in the margins any 
corrections that you would make. 
If after reading your transcript you have noted any corrections that need to be 
made please fill out the form below and return with your transcript by mail in the 
enclosed envelope. 
If no changes to your transcript are necessary please fill out the form below 
and return by mail in the enclosed envelope. 
Thank you for your willingness to participate in this project. Your time spent is 
greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
Robin Galloway 
Research Institute for Studies in Education 
Iowa State University 
After reading your transcript please check below the 
appropriate response: 
O I have read the transcript of my responses for the Success4 Interview. No 
changes to my transcript are necessary. (Please mail this form in the envelope 
provided.) 
O I have read the transcript of my responses for the Success4 Interview. I have 
noted on my transcript the necessary changes. (Please mail the transcript and this 
form in the envelope provided.) 
Signature 
Appendix F 
Interview Theme Category and Sub-Codes/Nodes 
To Inform Development of the Self-Report Questionnaire: Theme Categories end Sub-Code*/Nodes from 22 
Interview# 
Parent Comm. School Teacher 8upt TOTAL IA8B S AI TOTAL SA - SA- $4- $4 -
Theme Ca$agoMae Member Board High Low Yea No 
Sub-Codaa/Nodaa 
SCHOOL 
IMPROVEMENT 
Mlwion 28 7 28 26 30 117 3 1 4 40 77 78 39 
Mlwlon Statement Intent 6 6 5 10 4 30 0 0 10 20 16 16 
Value* and Belief# 22 13 18 16 22 92 9 5 14 46 48 57 36 
Culture and Climate 13 6 13 21 23 78 0 4 4 42 34 48 30 
School Improvement 7 8 21 23 32 91 0 0 0 37 . 64 72 19 
Proce## 
Alignment 0 0 0 0 8 8 0 0 0 0 8 8 0 
Staff Development 5 0 1 8 5 19 0 0 0 13 6 9 10 
Curriculum 4 1 7 10 2 24 0 0 0 10 14 9 16 
School Improvement 0 2 1 2 4 9 0 0 0 8 1 9 0 
Team 
Student Achievement 5 2 8 1 0 14 8 1 7 1 13 14 0 
Aaeeeament 3 1 0 2 16 30 0 1 1 16 16 14 16 
Accountability 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
Data Driven Dedalon* 1 0 9 3 5 18 0 0 0 3 16 16 3 
Resource# 8 6 14 1 0 27 0 0 0 9 18 8 19 
Student Involvement 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 
Slte-Baeed Management 0 0 5 0 4 9 0 0 0 9 0 2 7 
TOTAL 100 61 138 124 188 887 18 12 % 246 322 38* 2M 
COMMUNITY 
COLLABORATION 
Community 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 
Collaboration 
Community Satlefacbon 1 12 6 2 2 22 0 0 0 0 22 11 11 
Community Involvement 8 19 9 9 1* 64 0 0 0 28 36 60 14 
Parent Comm. School Teacher SupL TOTM. IASB *AI TOTAL 9A SA- 84- 34 
Them* Categories Member Board High Low Ye# No 
Sub-Cod ee/Nodee 
School, Family 18 13 11 9 18 89 0 0 0 33 38 41 28 
Community Partnerships 
Parent Communication 28 11 8 23 16 88 0 2 2 43 43 45 41 
TOTAL 68 58 36 43 66 243 0 2 2 104 139 147 98 
EDUCATOR 
COLLABORATION 
Teacher/Teacher 0 0 3 2 3 8 0 0 0 7 1 2 8 
Collaboration 
Teacher/Administrator 1 0 2 0 10 13 0 0 0 10 3 5 8 
Collaboration 
TOTAL 1 0 6 2 13 21 0 0 0 17 4 7 14 
TEACHER/STUDENT 
COLLABORATION 
Teacher/Student 1 0 0 3 0 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 
Collaboration 
TOTAL 1 0 0 3 0 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 
LEADERSHIP 
Leadership 8 8 18 15 33 80 0 2 2 51 29 37 43 
TOTAL 6 8 18 16 33 80 0 2 2 81 29 37 43 
STATE and FEDERAL 
POLICY 
Federal Mandated Policy 8 14 8 8 13 52 3 1 4 18 34 28 28 
State Mandated Policy 10 7 24 14 20 84 3 2 5 37 47 49 35 
Funding 4 12 19 1 2 38 0 0 0 8 30 29 9 
Succe#*4 8 3 3 12 8 34 0 0 0 34 0 24 10 
TOTAL 39 38 66 36 43 208 6 3 9 97 111 128 80 
Parent Comm. School T« tacher Supt TOTAL IASB SAI TOTAL SA- SA- *4- 84-
Them# Categoh## Member Board High Low Ye# No 
Sub^odea/Nodea 
LOCAL SCHOOL 
POLICY 
Written Policy 4 2 10 14 17 47 6 4 10 27 20 31 16 
Unwritten Policy 6 4 12 16 16 54 3 4 7 22 32 25 29 
Local School Policy 2 . 0 3 3 3 11 0 0 0 3 8 8 3 
Policy Development 8 0 15 13 30 66 6 4 9 22 44 22 44 
Policy Familiarity 11 22 17 24 15 89 3 3 6 27 62 47 42 
Policy Jargon 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 
Policy Intent and Impact 0 4 11 12 18 54 13 12 25 26 28 23 31 
Policy Implementation 2 1 5 2 3 13 0 1 1 9 4 5 8 
Policy Interpretation 1 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 2 0 3 
Policy Ownership 2 0 0 0 4 6 0 0 0 2 4 1 5 
Policy Trends 0 2 0 1 1 4 0 0 0 3 1 0 4 
Related Documente 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
District Benefit 1 1 0 0 3 5 0 0 0 3 2 0 5 
Teacher Benefit 0 0 7 3 2 12 0 0 0 7 5 4 8 
Student Benefit 1 4 4 4 1 14 0 0 0 9 5 6 8 
TOTAL 47 40 86 94 113 360 31 26 89 162 216 172 206 
PERSONNEL 
Administrator Evaluation 0 0 0 0 3 9 0 1 1 1 8 7 2 
Administrator Hiring 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
Teacher Evaluation 6 9 13 7 6 40 0 3 3 16 24 36 4 
Teacher Hiring 2 0 1 3 4 10 0 0 0 - 3 7 3 7 
Teacher Contract 3 Û 8 0 2 13 0 0 0 2 11 8 5 
Teacher Autonomy 0 1 4 4 4 13 0 0 0 5 8 7 6 
Teacher Effectiveness 9 0 2 3 3 17 0 0 0 12 5 6 11 
Teacher 1 7 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0 10 10 0 
1 ncentlve/Motl vation 
Mentoring /Induction 2 0 2 4 2 10 0 2 2 6 4 6 4 
TOTAL 22 17 36 24 24 123 0 6 6 46 77 84 39 
Parent Comm. School Teacher Supt TOTAL IASB 
Them* CategoMe# Member Board 
Sub-Codes/Node* 
POLICY TOPIC AREAS 
Attendance 
At-Riak Students 
Special Education 
Discipline 
Discrimination 
Facility Use 
Grading 
Instructional Programs 
Scheduling 
Student 
Incentive/Motivation 
Technology 
Tracking 
TOTAL 
SCHOOL BOARD 
School Board 
Communication 
Policy 
Purpose 
Professional 
Development 
Member Turnover 
TOTAL 
DISTRICT SUPPORT 
SYSTEMS 
AEAs 
IASB 
SAI 
2 0 1 9 1 13 0 
8 G 8 4 4 31 0 
7 1 3 3 3 17 0 
1 3 2 8 0 14 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 1 3 0 
2 2 2 2 2 10 0 
0 b 0 7 1 8 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 1 1 2 0 
20 13 18 38 14 100 4 
0 3 7 4 3 17 1 
0 0 5 0 0 6 0 
0 0 11 2 3 18 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 6 0 1 7 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 3 30 8 7 48 4 
0 0 0 1 2 3 0 
0 0 4 0 6 10 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
SAI TOTAL SA. SA- 84 84-
Hlgh Low Y#s No 
1 1 2 11 8 
2 2 13 18 22 
0 0 6 11 16 
2 4 5 0 8 
0 1 0 0 - 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 3 3 
0 0 3 7 4 
1 1 1 7 1 
0 0 1 0 1 
0 0 1 0 1 
0 0 2 0 0 
8 10 34 88 84 
0 1 8 8 17 
0 0 0 5 0 
0 0 3 13 11 
0 0 1 0 1 
0 2 1 8 6 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 4 13 33 38 
Ù 0 . 1 2 1 
1 1 1 9 8 
0 0 0 1 1 N) N) 
5 
0 
1 
6 
0 
0 
0 
8 
7 
0 
0 
2 
38 
0 
5 
5 
0 
1 
0 
11 
2 
2 
0 
Payent Comm. School Teacher Supt TOTAL IASB SAI TOTAL SA. SA- 54. S4-
Them# Catégorie* Member Board High Low Ye# No 
Swb-Codea/Nodea 
TOTAL 0 0 4 1 9 14 0 1 1 2 10 4 
ADMINISTRATION OF 
SURVEY 
Students 0 1 1 1 2 5 0 2 2 1 4 4 1 
Parent* 1 3 1 2 2 9 0 1 1 3 6 5 4 
Community Members 3 2 3 3 1 12 0 1 1 5 7 8 4 
School Board 0 1 0 0 3 4 0 1 1 2 2 3 1 
Teacher# 0 1 3 2 4 10 0 1 1 6 4 7 3 
Guidance Counselors 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Administrator# 1 2 2 1 5 11 0 1 1 5 6 6 5 
Curriculum Coordinators 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 
Superintendents 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Succe##4 Committee 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
School Improvement 1 0 1 0 2 4 0 0 0 4 0 3 1 
Teem 
Iowa State Students 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
TOTAL # 10 13 12 20 61 0 7 7 27 34 38 23 
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1. Pbaae mote any queKloa: on the *mv#y that were unclear or that ym* had dlMknlty uodemtaoding. 
2. What qweWom* do you think were omitted from AI# survey, and #bowM be asked to get a better idem of bow lota) mchool 
dWtrkt policy affect* mtwdent aebkvememt? 
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Appendix H 
February , 2003 
Dear 
I am conducting a study as part of the Success 4 evaluation being conducted by the 
Research Institute for Studies in Education, Iowa State University, for the Bureau of Children, Family 
and Community Services, Iowa State Department of Education. Enclosed are letters of support for 
this study from Dr. Lana Michelson, Iowa Department of Education, Bureau of Children, Family and 
Community Services; Dr. Troyce Fisher, Executive Director, School Administrators of Iowa; and Dr. 
Ron Rice, Director, Iowa Association of School Boards. This study also is being conducted in partial 
fulfillment of the requirements for my doctoral degree in Educational Leadership and Policy Studies 
for Iowa State University. 
To develop more relevant and effective local school policies, information needs to be 
gathered from superintendents, teachers, board members, parents, and community members about 
how policies affect student achievement. The views of these stakeholders are needed because they 
have a vested interest in the development and implementation of local school policy. A survey 
developed for this purpose is needed to inform policymakers of the views held by stakeholders. As 
part of this evaluation, the enclosed questionnaire has been developed to determine what local 
school characteristics support the capacities of Iowa schools, families, and communities to meet the 
social, emotional, intellectual, and behavioral needs of all children and youth. The evaluation also 
includes a survey addressing how well local community members are acquainted with school 
characteristics. 
Sixty stakeholders (superintendents, teachers, board members, parents, and community 
members) representing twelve Iowa school districts are being asked to fill out the enclosed 
questionnaire in an effort to pilot the survey. Your participation is confidential. This confidentiality will 
be maintained through storing data and notes in a secure location accessible only to the researcher, 
using personal and organizational pseudonyms in written reports and oral presentations of this 
research, and removing personally identifiable information from field notes, transcripts, and research 
reports submitted to my doctoral committee and to the Bureau of Children, Family and Community 
Services, Iowa Department of Education. 
There are no foreseeable risks or discomforts to you as a participant in this research. 
Benefits to be gained from your participation should include better-informed local school policy 
development affecting PK-12 education. Please return the completed questionnaire in the enclosed 
stamped addressed envelope by . Return of the completed questionnaire indicates your 
consent to participate in this study. Upon the receipt of your completed questionnaire a $5 bill will be 
mailed to you to compensate you partially for your time and cooperation in completing this instrument. 
If at any time you have questions about this research or regarding your participation, you may 
contact me (Robin Galloway, 16902 170th St., Rockwell, IA 50469; 641-822-3112; ricka@netins.net). 
You also may contact Dr. Mack C. Shelley II, Research Institute for Studies in Education, E005A 
Lagomarcino Hall, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011-3190; 515-294-9282; 
mshelley@iastate.edu. 
Thank you very much for assisting me with this important project. 
Sincerely, 
Robin Galloway 
16902 170* St 
Rockwell, Iowa 50461 
Appendix I 
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THOMAS J. V&SACK. GOVERNOR 
SALLY Z PEOERSON. LT. GCWB3N0R 
DEAVrmefTOFEDUCAnON 
TED STmaWLL DIRECTOR 
March 20,2003 
Deer School Stakeholder, 
I am pleased to write in support of Robin Galloway's e&xtsto researdi characteristics that assist 
schools in meeting the social, emotional, intellectual, and behavioral need: of students. This type 
of research is aecded to hdp determine the key issues dxat policymakers must consider as they 
work to «upport and improve school systems. The development of poëcies and pracdces (hat 
support student in theae areas are cridcal to the creation of a saA and supportive learning 
environment and academic achievement. 
Please let this letter serve a* my message of cncnumgamsat to you to participate in this eSbrt 
Your partkâpahon is important to the overall project to ensure that a diverse and representative 
sançk of districts is included. Of additional interest is the fact thai your school may have been a 
Succem4 site. The information you provide will also be of hdp to inform the future of that 
dcpaaœnWmâàdvc. 
Thank you in advance fbr your contribution to this effort 
Smcendy, 
Lana&Gcbelson, Bureau Chief 
Bureau of Children, family, 
Community Services 
Iowa Department of Education 
GRIMES STATE OFFICE BUILDING/DES MCXNES. (OWA 50318XM46 
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BmoawOwck* School 
Administrators 
of Iowa 
12199 StrotRxd DMve, C@ve, Iowa 50326 * phone 515.267.1115 * fax 51&267.T066 * wwwa3Howa.org 
February 5,2003 
To Iowa Educators: 
SAI is vety supportive of the research beingconducted by Robm Gagoway 
cowemhg how pid^poëcy can suppôt knpoM  ^school impmvemef^  
infWives. Ag stakeholders have a vested interns* in the development and 
implementation of local school policies that wiW promote (earning A)r aB, yet Ais 
wholeama has not received the research attepdon It should, considering As 
importance hi the entire school improvement picture. 
The educational community needs coherent and supportive policies that help 
districts (Ink their mission statements, beWefb and values, school culture and 
<#nek and school-fsWy » commoner p0rBwrsh^wBh1hee8orts&) Improve 
leemkig and acNewementlbr a* of our sWen^AdmWstnatorsW*) are charged 
w*thlmplemen8ngpo6ciesw9l benefit from the&x&rgs of this research as they 
continue their work to develop sys^ms that are aligned. 
Please give your valued perspectives by responding to this pilot survey 
instrument 
Thank you for your dedication to Iowa's schools. 
Sincerely, 
/G*|Cb Gsktr 
Troyce Fisher 
Executive Director 
ill l#:5 
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IOWA STATE UXIVERSITY InsUwUoM») Review Board Office of. Research Compliance 
Vice Proves* for Research and 
Advanced Studio 
z8io Beankhcar Hall 
Ames, iowa gîxii i - jo ^ 6 
5*)Z9"M5W 
FAX g 15 295-7288 
O F  S C I E N C E  A N D  T E C H N O L O G Y  
TO: Robin L. Maas-Galloway 
FROM: Human Subjects Research Office 
RE: IRB ID # 03-425 
DATE REVIEWED: March 14,2003 
The project, "Dissertation Research: A Sel ^ Report Questionnaire to Describe Stakeholders' 
Perceptions of Local School Policy E Heels on Student Achievement" has been declared exempt 
from Federal regulations as described in 45 CFR 46.101(b)(2). 
(2) Research involving the use of educational tests (cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude, achievement), 
survey procedures, interview procedures or observation of public behavior, unless: (i) information 
obtained is recorded in such a manner that human subjects can be identified, directly or through 
identifiers linked to the subjects; and (ii) any disclosure of the human subjects' responses outside the 
research could reasonably place the subjects at risk of criminal or civil liability or be damaging to the 
subjects' financial standing, employability, or reputation. 
To be in compliance with ISlTs Federal" Wide Assurance through the OfGce of Human Research 
Protections (OHRP) all projects involving human subjects, must be reviewed by the Institutional 
Review Board (IRB). Only the IRB may determine if the project must follow the requirements of 
45 CFR 46 or is exempt from the requirements specified in this law. Therefore, all human subject 
projects mast be submitted and reviewed by the IRB. 
Because this project is exempt it does not require further IRB review and is exempt from the 
Department of Health and Human Service (DHHS) regulations for the protection of human subjects. 
We do, however, urge you to protect the rights of your participants in the same ways that you would 
if IRB approval were required. This includes providing relevant information about the research to 
the participants. Although this project is exempt, you must carry out the research as proposed in the 
IRB application, including obtaining and documenting (signed) informed consent, if applicable to 
your project. 
Any modification of this research should be submitted to the IRB on a Continuation and/or 
Modification form to determine if the project still meets the Federal criteria for exemption. If it is 
determined that exemption is no longer warranted, then an IRB proposal will need to be submitted 
and approved before proceeding with data collection. 
cc: Mack Shelley 
EELP 
HSRO/OCR 9/02 
Appendix K 
Cover Letter Mailed with Retest of Self-Report Questionnaire 
I EXEMPT DATE: Mayp4*)3 
May ,2003 
Dear 
Thank you foe participating in this survey, which is a key part of the Success* evaluation being 
conducted by the Research Instaute for Stupes in Education, of Iowa State University, for the Bureau of 
Children. Family and Community Services, Iowa State Department of Education. Enclosed are letters of 
support for this study fmm Dr, Lane AGcheison, Iowa Department of Education, Chief, Bureau of Ch&ken, 
Fam#y and CommunRy Services; Dr. Troyce Fisher, Executive Director, School Administrators of Iowa; 
and Dr. Ron Rke, Director, Iowa Association of School Boards. TNs study also h being conducted in 
partial fWRBment of the requirements for my doctoral degree in Educational Leadership and Policy Studies 
for Iowa State University 
To develop mom relevant and effective local school policies, information needs to be gathered 
from superintendents, teachers, board members, parents, and community members about how policies 
affect student achievement. The views of these stakeholders are needed because they have a vested 
interest in the development and implementation of local school policy A survey developed for this 
purpose is needed to inform poBcymakers of the views held by stakeholders As part of this evaluation, 
the enclosed questionnaire has been developed to determine what local school characteristics support 
the capacities of Iwm schools, families, and communities to meet the social, emotional, intellectual, and 
behavioral needs of all children and youth. The evaluation also includes a survey addressing how well 
local community members are acquainted with school characteristics 
Two hundred stakeholders (superintendents, teachers, board members, parents, and community 
members) representing forty Iowa school districts have been selected through a rigorous process and are 
being asked to All out the enclosed questionnaire in an effort to pilot the survey. Your participation k 
confidential. TNs coofldenGeBty be maintained through storing data and notes in a secure location 
accessible ordy to the researcher, usbg personal and organize*  ^pseudonyms in wnHen reports and 
oral presentations of this research, and removing personally identifiable information fmm field notes, 
transcripts, end research reporls submitted to my doctoral committee, the Bureau of Children, Family and 
Community Services, Iowa Department of Education, the Iowa Association of School Boards, and the 
School Administrators of Iowa. 
There are no foreseeable risks or discomforts to you as a participant In this research. Benefits to 
be gained from your participation should Include better-informed local school poky development affecbng 
K-12 education. In an effort to test the survey for reëabBRy you am being asked to complet# the 
survey a second thne. Please return the completed questionnaire in the enclosed stamped addressed 
envelope by May, 2003 Return of the completed questionnaire indicates your consent to participate hi 
this study Enclosed please And a one-doWar Ml as a smaH token of appreciation for your wlKngness to 
participate in this important study. 
If at any time you have questions abend this research or regarding your participation, you may 
contact me (Robin Galloway, 16902170* 81. Rockwell, IA 50469; 641-822-3112; rickamnetins.net) You 
also may contact Dr. Mack C Shelley II, Research Institute for Studies in Education, E005A Lagomarcino 
HaM, Iowa State University, Ames, 1A 50011-3190; 515-294-0282; msheHey@iastate.edu. 
Again thank you very much for assisting me with this important study 
Sincerely, 
Robin Galloway 
16902170* St 
RockweQ, Iowa 50489 
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